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Abstract 

Seismic base isolation is a well-known seismic protection system that is used to protect 

structures from earthquakes. The superior seismic performance of base isolated structures has 

been proven in both analytical simulations and in real earthquakes. However, the use of base 

isolation in buildings is typically associated with an increase in construction cost. The 

decision of whether or not to incorporate base isolation in a new building design thus 

involves the weighting of predicted initial cost increases against potential benefits over the 

building life cycle. 

This dissertation is concerned with the quantification of risks and benefits involved with 

adopting seismic base isolation, as well as the methods by which these risks and benefits are 

evaluated. The dissertation has three main parts. In the first part, a detailed case study is set 

out that compares the performance of a base isolated and a conventionally designed building. 

Particular attention is paid to moat wall pounding and its financial consequences. The base 

isolated building demonstrates generally superior performance. However, the performance is 

dependent on the site class, the building ductility and the building’s seismic gap. Pounding 

against the moat walls degrades the performance of the isolated building and earthquakes that 

cause pounding contribute significantly to the building’s expected annual loss. 

The second part of the dissertation reviews the methods by which the buildings are assessed, 

with a focus on the FEMA P-58 methodology, and proposes some new methods and 

extensions to available methods. These include the following: (a) the use of Bayesian 

statistics to estimate mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities 

including allowance for grouping effects; (b) an informative prior for the Straub and Der 

Kiureghian (2008) method that can be employed to avoid the simulation of fragility curves 

with failure probabilities that conflict with the analyst’s subjective judgments; (c) a flexible 

six parameter fragility model that incorporates both presumed aleatory (within-group) and 

epistemic (between-group) uncertainties; (d) a method of modelling damage state correlations 

using copulas; (e) the use of the First Order Second Moment (FOSM) reliability method to 

model the variation of repair costs with the number of damaged components; and (f) an 

advanced storey-based loss estimation framework which lumps losses into groups at the floor 

level while accounting for epistemic uncertainties in component fragilities and inter-

component correlations. The effects of epistemic uncertainties in component fragilities and 
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inter-component correlations on floor group outputs are investigated in detail by way of an 

illustrative example. 

The third part of the dissertation applies the new methods in a robust cost-benefit analysis 

that considers both presumed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. A framework is proposed 

for consistent probabilistic performance comparison between base isolated and fixed base 

structures with dissimilar fundamental periods. The framework is suited for assessing the 

performance base isolated structures in which moat wall pounding represents a significant 

source of risk. The method is used to identify the range and likelihood of different net present 

value outcomes in a set of case study buildings. Epistemic uncertainties are considered in the 

seismic hazard, the fragility function parameters and the mutually exclusive and simultaneous 

damage state probabilities. Uncertainty regarding the discount rate, the additional 

construction cost required to install the base isolation system and the time period are also 

considered. Of these various sources of uncertainty, uncertainty in the increase in 

construction cost to incorporate base isolation is found to have the greatest influence on 

expected annual losses and on likelihoods of positive net present value. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1. Motivation 

Current aseismic design methods aim to fulfil two fundamental criteria, namely that 

structures should not suffer any structural damage in minor earthquakes and should ensure 

life safety in a large design level earthquake. These criteria are well-conceived but can lead to 

unintended outcomes. The 2011 Christchurch Earthquake highlighted the fact that significant 

financial costs can affect structures even if they remain life safe. Non-structural components, 

which can make up 80% or more of the buildings total value (Taghavi and Miranda 2003), 

may be significantly damaged and structures may need to be demolished and replaced if 

sufficient plastic deformation or residual drift occurs. Furthermore, the time required for 

building tagging, assessment, repairs and replacement may be extensive. This inevitably 

causes disruption for businesses and the community as a whole. 

Seismic base isolation is a well-known seismic protection technology used to protect 

structures from the damaging horizontal components of earthquake ground motions. This 

thesis focusses specifically on the use of seismic base isolation (hereafter simply “base 

isolation”) for the protection of buildings. The superior performance of base isolated 

buildings has been demonstrated in both analytical simulations and real earthquakes. 

However, the use of base isolation is typically associated with an increase in construction 

cost. Therefore, those considering using base isolation are faced with a trade-off between 

initial costs and perceived future benefits. 

Cost is undoubtedly a key factor that explains base isolation’s rate of implementation. In New 

Zealand and the United States, the use of base isolation has been almost entirely restricted to 
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key historic buildings or buildings with important post-disaster functions (Higashino and 

Okamoto 2006). If the use of base isolation is to be increased to a wider class of structures 

(shopping malls, office buildings, apartment buildings and so on), then engineering 

researchers should be able to identify those situations in which its use constitutes reasonable 

and cost-effective earthquake management. This is not an easy task. There are significant 

uncertainties in earthquake hazards, seismic wave attenuation, site response, the response of 

the building including interaction with the surrounding soil, the damage to the building and 

the costs and times required to repair the building. Moreover, the size of the empirical dataset 

documenting the response of base isolated buildings is relatively small, particularly for very 

large ground motions that have the potential to cause pounding between the structure and the 

surrounding moat wall. 

The FEMA P-58 project extended on the PEER Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering 

(PBEE) approach to the seismic performance assessment of structures (FEMA 2012a). The 

resulting Performance Assessment Calculation Tool (PACT) encompasses an extensive 

database of component fragility functions and repair cost estimates. FEMA P-58 facilitates 

state-of-the-art evaluation of the comparative performance of isolated and “conventional” 

(base-fixed) buildings, and, consequently, its release presents an opportunity to re-examine 

the complex problems governing the cost-efficiency of base isolation. FEMA P-58 also acts 

as a benchmark from which to investigate the many intricacies of probabilistic seismic 

performance assessments of the PEER PBEE type, and to develop relevant areas of 

underlying theory to take a more realistic account of the various uncertainties involved in the 

seismic performance assessment process. Advancing the capabilities of seismic performance 

assessments in this manner will ultimately allow for more robust and informative 

comparisons on the performance of base isolated and conventional buildings, including a 

more forthcoming and realistic account on the uncertainty bounds associated with seismic 

performance predictions. 

1.2. Objectives 

This thesis first presents a detailed case study on the comparative performance of a base 

isolated and a conventional building, and then develops a variety of advanced approaches to 

improve the way in which seismic performance outputs are calculated and compared. There 

are three overarching objectives. The first objective is to assess in detail the comparative 

performance of a base isolated and a conventional case study building, including the effects 
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of moat wall pounding and business downtime. The relative contribution of different 

component types and the relative importance of pounding effects are of particular interest. 

The second objective is to develop a set of methods supporting the performance-based 

earthquake engineering philosophy to quantitatively assess building performance. Here, 

particular focus is put on methods of simulating epistemic host-to-target uncertainty in 

component fragility functions, and simplifying the loss assessment process by lumping losses 

at a floor level. The intended use of these methods is in detailed applications in which the 

analyst is concerned with quantifying knowledge uncertainties, either through generating 

multiple possible realizations of performance outputs using Monte Carlo simulations or 

simply accounting for shared uncertainties through inter-component correlation (Bradley and 

Lee 2010). The last objective is to develop an approach for the comparative simulation of the 

seismic performance of isolated and conventional buildings, treating earthquake occurrence 

as a stochastic process, and combine all the method to perform a robust cost-benefit 

assessment. 

1.3. Organization 

Chapter 2 presents background information and reviews previous literature. This chapter first 

discusses base isolation, in particular its seismic performance, the change in construction cost 

required to implement it and the incentives and disincentives that drive its use. A background 

of earthquake cost-benefit analysis is then provided. This includes a review of valuation of 

investments, discounting and the role of stakeholder perspectives, and a discussion on the 

separation of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. The chapter also briefly reviews the theory 

of seismic performance and loss assessments. Finally, a thorough literature review is 

presented covering previous research assessing the costs and benefits of adopting base 

isolation in new building construction. 

Chapter 3 sets out a detailed comparative performance assessment of a base isolated and a 

conventional structure in Los Angeles, California. The performance assessment is conducted 

using the FEMA P-58 methodology (FEMA 2012a) and accompanying PACT software 

(FEMA 2012d). Three-dimensional moat wall pounding is modelled and the effects on 

structural performance are analysed. For each building model, the relative contributions of 

different component types on the overall performance of the isolated building are highlighted. 

Expected annual losses in each building are deaggregated by the intensity of the earthquake 

ground shaking. Methods of estimating business downtime based on estimates of building 
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repair time are discussed and compared. A perceived issue with damage predictions in steel 

braces is highlighted and discussed in detail. 

Chapter 4 presents methods (and extensions to available methods) that include presumed 

epistemic host-to-target uncertainty in the derivation of fragility curves and mutually 

exclusive or simultaneous damage state probabilities through the assumption of grouping in 

input data. Firstly, a method of explicitly accounting for epistemic host-to-target uncertainties 

in mutually exclusive or simultaneous damage state probabilities is presented. Secondly, a 

potential conflict between analyst’s subjective judgments and the predictive Bayesian model 

outputs from the Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) methodology is discussed, and two 

separate strategies are presented to mitigate it. The first is an informative prior distribution 

that restricts the space of allowable fragility curve realizations. The other is a fragility model 

with six parameters that explicitly accounts for systemic uncertainties that result from a lack 

of knowledge. The six parameter fragility model relies on the estimation of coordinates of a 

probability box, which can be estimated from Bayesian statistics or expert opinion. 

Chapter 5 extends a loss estimation method proposed by Ramirez and Miranda (2009). The 

method relies on lumping losses at the storey level. The proposed advancement allows fully 

for inter-component correlations and epistemic uncertainties. The method is tailored 

specifically to the general case when epistemic uncertainties exist in fragility curve 

parameters, arbitrary repair cost distributions and inter-component correlation coefficients, so 

that inclusion of epistemic uncertainty requires the generation of multiple possible sets of 

plausible input parameters by Monte Carlo simulations. The chapter sets out the required 

mathematical formulae along with a suitable Monte Carlo simulation scheme. A novel 

approach for modelling damage state correlations using copulas is proposed, which extends 

on established theory from Baker (2008) and Bradley and Lee (2010a). Lastly, the chapter 

presents simple and suitable methods of incorporating mutually exclusive and simultaneous 

damage states as well as repair costs that vary with the number of damaged components. 

Chapter 6 demonstrates a practical application of the methods outlined in Chapters 4 and 5. 

The methods are applied to a collection of five non-structural floor groups that are 

representative of a typical office building. The effects of five different repair cost correlation 

assumptions and four different damage state correlation assumptions are analysed. Inter-floor 

group correlation surfaces are determined for three different correlations assumptions. An 

approximate analysis is set that illustrates the generation of multiple floor group loss outputs 
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including epistemic uncertainties. Lastly, the computational demands are assessed and 

discussed with a focus on the variation of computational demands on the number of elements 

in the demand vector, the number of floor group realizations and assumptions regarding 

correlation. 

Chapter 7 combines the methods and results from previous chapters and uses them to 

perform a robust cost-benefit analysis. The robust cost-benefit analysis treats the occurrence 

of earthquakes as a stochastic process in time as oppose to occurring at average annual rates. 

The comparative performance of the conventionally design and isolated buildings are 

simulated in consistent manner based on Vector-valued Probabilistic Seismic Hazard 

Analysis (VPSHA). The result is a set of multiple possible probability distributions of net 

present value. The set of possible curves provides valuable information to stakeholders 

regarding the limitations of the loss modelling, the main sources of risk for the investment in 

isolation and the range of possible outcomes that might be expected based on the set of 

plausible probabilistic models. The role of output from the aforementioned methods in 

seismic risk mitigation decision making processes is discussed. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the key conclusions of the dissertation.  
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Chapter 2  

Background on seismic isolation, loss 

estimation and cost benefit analysis 

 

 

 

2.1. Seismic isolation 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Seismic isolation is an innovative technique for mitigating the destructive horizontal 

components of earthquake ground motions. Seismic isolation refers to the insertion of a 

laterally flexible layer typically through the addition of elastomeric or sliding bearings. This 

layer partially “decouples” the building from the earthquake-induced ground motion by 

lengthening the structure’s fundamental period. In order to control the build-up of large 

isolator displacements, additional energy dissipation mechanisms are also provided. The 

result is that seismic isolation both significantly lengthens the fundamental period of the 

structure as well as increases the overall level of damping. The seismic isolation layer is 

mounted beneath the structure, and in these cases is referred to as base isolation. A 

representative schematic is shown in Figure 2.1. Base isolation has been used extensively for 

the protection of bridges, buildings and equipment. It is now a well-known and widespread 

technology with at least 6000 recorded implementations in Japan, at least 200 in the United 

States and about 20 in New Zealand (Higashino and Okamoto 2006; Martelli and Forni 

2010). Base isolation can be used for the seismic protection of new buildings as well as in the 

retrofitting of existing buildings. This thesis focuses particularly on the effectiveness of base 

isolation for the protection of new buildings and also on the methods that can be used to 

assess its effectiveness in comparison to conventional construction. 
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Figure 2.1. A typical layout for a base isolated and conventional multi-storey building on a shallow 

foundation with no basement. 

2.1.2 Overview of seismic performance 

Observed performance 

One of the first base isolated buildings to experience a significant earthquake was the 

University of Southern California Hospital, which was undamaged and fully operational after 

the 1994 Northridge Earthquake (Celebi 1996). This was salient given that 31 other hospitals 

in the greater Los Angeles area suffered significant damage and 9 had to be fully or partially 

evacuated (Mayes et al. 2012). The excellent seismic performance of the University of 

Southern California Hospital drew attention to the potential performance advantages of 

adopting seismic isolation in aseismic design (Celebi 1996). 

Higashino and Okamoto (2006, Chapter 4) assembled a collection of performance data from 

20 base isolated buildings in the 1994 Northridge, the 1995 Kobe, the 2003 Tokachi-Oki, the 

2003 Miyagi-Ken-Oki, the 2004 Mid Niigata earthquakes. The base isolated buildings 

examined suffered no or minimal damage and could be immediately be occupied after the 

pertinent earthquake with no loss in function. Figure 2.2 shows the observed reductions in 

peak floor acceleration (below and above the isolation plane) as a function of the peak ground 

acceleration for each of the 20 documented earthquakes. The observed acceleration 

reductions are highly variable. They are critically dependent upon the size and frequency 

content of the applied ground motion and also the design of the isolation system (specifically 

pre- and post-yield periods and yield force). 
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Figure 2.2. Relationship between the peak ground acceleration and the acceleration reduction ratio, 

measured across the isolation plane of 20 base isolated buildings in 5 different earthquakes (Higashino 

and Okamoto 2006, Chapter 4). 

Distributions of peak floor acceleration up the height of a base isolated building are shown in 

Figure 2.3. These show little or no amplification of peak floor accelerations up the building 

height. Conversely, distributions of peak floor acceleration in conventional (i.e. fixed base) 

buildings often demonstrate significant amplification of peak floor acceleration up the 

building height (e.g. see Figure 2.3b, Figure 2.12 and Figure 3.8 in this thesis), although the 

occurrence of this amplification is evidently highly dependent on the fundamental period of 

the building and the frequency content of the applied ground motions. 

 

Figure 2.3. Observed distributions of peak floor acceleration up the building height observed in (a) the 

University of Southern California Hospital during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake and (b) the Post and 

Telecommunications Building during the 1995 Kobe Earthquake (Higashino and Okamoto, Chapter 4). 
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The base isolated Christchurch Women’s Hospital survived the 2011 Christchurch earthquake 

with only minor damage and was fully functional after the earthquake. The recorded damage 

included bending of sacrificial moat wall covers, damage to access walkways over the 

seismic gap and minor damage to partitions around window openings (Gavin and Wilkinson, 

2010, Kam et al. 2011, Mayes et al. 2012). There were significantly fewer reports of non-

structural damage in the base isolated portion of the hospital compared with other fixed base 

hospital buildings in the complex (Mayes et al. 2012). The performance of the base-isolated 

Christchurch Women’s Hospital can be compared with the performance of other multi-storey 

buildings in the Christchurch Central Business District (CBD). While the Christchurch 

Women’s Hospital was immediately operational after the violent 22 February Earthquake, 

710 of the buildings in the Christchurch CBD were red-tagged (unsafe and unserviceable) 

and 692 were yellow-tagged (restricted use) (Kam et al., 2011). In interpretation of this 

comparison, it should be noted that a significant number of buildings in the Christchurch 

CBD were constructed before the advent of modern seismic design and also that the 2011 

Christchurch earthquake produced a variety of shaking intensities throughout the CBD, 

meaning that buildings in the CBD were not all subjected to the same shaking intensity. 

Several base isolated buildings experienced strong ground shaking during the 2011 Tohoku 

Earthquake. In general, these buildings performed well and were all immediately functional 

(Kasai et al. 2013). However, there were several reported failures of lead dampers and 

expansion joints that were not detailed to accommodate the required isolator displacements 

(Kasai et al. 2013). The low levels of damage in base isolated buildings seen in previous 

earthquakes can be attributed to reduction in peak floor accelerations and peak inter-storey 

drifts, which are demand parameters commonly associated with building structural and non-

structural damage (FEMA 2012a). 

Simulated performance 

The seismic performance of base isolated buildings has been extensively investigated in 

analytical studies (for example Lin and Shenton 1992, Shenton and Lin 1993, Bruno and 

Valente 2002, Sayani et al. 2011, Erduran et al. 2013, Mayes et al. 2013 and others). These 

studies generally show that significant reductions in both peak floor acceleration and peak 

inter-storey drift can be achieved by incorporating base isolation. However, the reductions in 

peak floor acceleration and peak inter-storey drift are dependent on many different factors 

including the building system design, the isolation system design, and the strength and 
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frequency content of the applied earthquake. These studies generally predict similar seismic 

performance to that observed in historical earthquakes. Blind analytical predictions of base 

isolated building response have been validated against observed response in real earthquakes 

with reasonable agreement (Makris and Deoskar 1996, IAEA 2002). 

Moat wall impacts 

Several studies have investigated the structural response of isolated buildings considering 

pounding against the surrounding moat wall (Malhotra 1997, Komodromos 2008, Polycarpou 

and Komodromos 2010, Pant and Wijeyewickrema 2012, Masroor and Mosqueda 2013). Of 

these, only Masroor and Mosqueda (2013) have considered the pounding problem in three-

dimensions, allowing for oblique impacts. It is found that moat wall pounding increases both 

peak inter-storey drifts and floor accelerations. It also increases the risk of structural collapse, 

with the collapse risk increasing as the size of the seismic gap is decreased (Masroor and 

Mosqueda 2013). 

Various methods to control isolator displacements under large ground motions have been 

suggested, with application against near-fault, forward directive ground motions. The 

methods are typically either passive (e.g. Providakis 2009, Zargar et al. 2013) or semi-active 

(e.g. Ramallo et al. 2002, Ali and Ramaswamy 2009, Ozbulut et al. 2011). Both solutions 

reduce isolator displacements at the expense of moderate increases in peak floor acceleration 

and inter-storey drifts. 

Much of the available literature on the performance of base isolated buildings from analytical 

and empirical perspectives focusses on new multi-storey buildings or bridges. However, base 

isolation is also widely used in the retrofit of existing or historic buildings. De Luca et al. 

(2001) and Matsagar and Jangid (2008) arrive at the logical conclusion that the application of 

base isolation to the retrofit of historic structures can significantly reduce structural demands 

and thus significantly improve seismic performance. The reduction in structural demands is 

the result of the decoupling effect that also underlies and explains the relative performance of 

new building structures with and without base isolation. 

2.1.3 Construction costs 

The use of base isolation is typically associated with a construction cost premium. The 

factors that contribute to a change in cost for isolated buildings relative to the “equivalent” 

base-fixed building are as listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Factors contributing to change in cost between isolated buildings and their equivalent base-

fixed counterparts (Mayes et al. 1990) 

Factors contributing to increased cost Factors contributing to decreased cost 

 Seismic isolation hardware 

 Architectural detailing to accommodate 

isolation (e.g. extra floor, crawl spaces, 

moats and retaining walls) 

 Mechanical and electrical detailing to 

accommodate isolation (e.g. flexible pipes 

and services) 

 Additional design fees 

 Savings in the structural system from 

reduction in design loads and /or reduced 

ductility requirements 

 Savings in non-structural component 

installation from reduced demand 

requirements (e.g. ceilings and curtain 

walls) 

The predicted cost difference between isolated and conventional buildings in typical low and 

mid-rise buildings has often been reported as being between approximately +2% to +5% of 

the total construction cost (Lew 1990, Reser 1995, Bruno and Valente 2002, Suwa and Seki 

2005 and Charleson and Allaf 2012). The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority final 

report suggests a range in first costs between +1% and +5% (CERA 2012). Mayes et al. 

(1990) report a number of examples with predicted cost differences between +0% and +4% 

of the total construction cost, as well as two examples when the isolated building was 

predicted to cost less than the equivalent conventionally designed building. These buildings 

were the Union House Building in Auckland, where the use of sleeved piles alleviated the 

need for typical ductile detailing, and the Los Angeles County Fire Command and Control 

Building in Los Angeles, in which large superstructure savings were realized because the 

building was designed using a performance-based approach to remain functional after the 

Maximum Considered Earthquake. Kelly (2001) suggests the potential range of cost changes 

shown in Table 2.2. Marrs (2013) suggests a cost increase of +10% for a 12-storey steel 

office building. 

Table 2.2. Lower and upper bound cost changes for incorporating base isolation 

Item Lower bound Upper bound 

Engineering and documentation costs +0.1% +0.5% 

Cost of isolators +0.5% +5% 

Cost of structural changes  +0% +5% 

Cost of architectural & services changes +1% +5% 

Savings in the structural system -5% 0% 

Total cost -3.5% +12% 
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2.1.4 Implementation and incentives 

The various factors that drive the decision of whether or not to incorporate base isolation in 

new construction have been examined in several studies (Mayes et al. 1990, Naiem and Kelly 

2000, Higashino and Okamoto 2006, Ryan et al. 2008). These studies identify the following 

key influencing factors: 

 The predicted or perceived increase in total design and construction cost;  

 The predicted or perceived improvement in seismic performance and the value of this 

improvement for the building stakeholders;  

 The overall difficulty of the design procedure as well as the level of knowledge 

amongst structural engineers; 

 The level of involvement of structural engineers early in the conceptual and 

preliminary design stages, particularly in the discussion of seismic performance 

objectives; 

 General public awareness of earthquakes and earthquake risk, and the widespread 

translation of this increased awareness into market demand for buildings designed to 

higher seismic performance standards; 

 Whether building developer intends to retain ownership of the building or to 

immediately sell the building after its construction; 

 Available reductions on earthquake insurance premiums; and 

 Widely held cultural beliefs regarding risk, risk aversion and affinity for technology. 

The importance of earthquake risk awareness is highlighted by the dramatic increase in 

implementations of base isolation in buildings immediately after the 1995 Kobe Earthquake 

(see Figure 2.4). Reasons for the sustained number of implementations of base isolation in 

Japan are detailed in Clark et al. (2000). These include not only to public awareness but also 

improvements in the design process and supporting regulatory frameworks, as well as a 

variety of other broader economic, social and political factors. 
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Figure 2.4. The number of applications for the construction of new base isolated buildings in Japan by 

year, excluding detached houses (Higashino and Okamoto 2006). 

The vast majority of Japan’s seismically isolated structures are for residential, commercial or 

mixed-use building applications, whereas application in New Zealand and the United States 

is mostly limited to essential facilities that must remain operational after an earthquake 

(hospitals, emergency operation centres, computer centres), buildings with expensive 

acceleration sensitive contents (museums, high-tech facilities) or historic facilities where 

preservation of architecture is required (Higashino & Okamoto, 2006). First cost increases 

and uncertainty about future benefits act as strong disincentives for building developers and 

are an important determinant the low number of implementations of isolation for typical 

buildings in New Zealand and the United States (Mayes et al. 1990, Ryan et al. 2008, Mayes 

et al. 2012). This suggests that the outcomes of life cycle cost-benefit analyses on the use of 

base isolation are pertinent to potential future implementations, particularly in the private 

sector. 

2.2. Assessing the value of an investment 

There are a variety of different methodologies that can be used to assess the value of an 

investment in base isolation including (but not limited to) cost-benefit analysis, cost-

effectiveness analysis, cost-utility analysis and multi-criteria analysis. These methods, and 

important issues relating to their use in the earthquake engineering context, are discussed in 

the following sections. 
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2.2.1 Cost-benefit analysis 

Cost-benefit analysis is an accounting framework that is based upon the weighing up of 

projected financial costs and benefits, in monetary terms. It involves the comparison of the 

costs and benefits of a proposed decision option relative to an alternative (“status quo”) 

decision option. In the case of investments in base isolation, the “cost” can be calculated 

simply the predicted increase in construction cost required to incorporate base isolation, 

measured in excess of the construction cost for the “status quo” building. However, the 

“benefit” derived from base isolation is much less certain. 

There are many possible sources of benefit from adopting base isolation in building 

construction. One obvious source of benefit is the likely reduction in future earthquake 

“losses” in future earthquakes. Here, the term “losses” refers not only to direct financial 

losses (costs to repair damage to the building structure, fittings and contents, or to replace the 

structure if it collapses), but also to indirect financial losses (earthquake-induced costs that 

are not directly related to damage repair, including business downtime costs and costs due to 

the disruption of supply and demand chains), injuries, casualties and negative environmental 

impacts. Market forces provide another potential source of benefit (e.g. increased rental 

demand, increased building market value or lower insurance premiums). Other potential 

benefits include feelings of safety and security in the aftermath of large and devastating 

earthquake events, benefits from stimulation of the regional economy (Leung-Wai and Nana 

2004) and the provision of architectural freedoms (Vinci et al. 2015). 

One centrally important characteristic of cost-benefit analysis is that costs and benefits should 

be represented and compared in monetary terms. Losses that are not financial in nature 

cannot be incorporated in the cost-benefit analysis unless they are assigned a monetary value. 

The standard approach to deal with this problem is to assign a monetary value based on the 

willingness-to-pay concept or the willingness-to-accept concept (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 

2001). Willingness-to-pay refers to the amount of money a person would pay to experience a 

positive non-monetary outcome whereas willingness-to-accept refers to the amount of money 

a person would pay to not experience a negative non-monetary outcome. While this approach 

is frequently useful and necessary, some caution is required in its implementation. 

Willingness-to-pay preferences are necessarily subjective and depend upon the particular 

stakeholder or stakeholders involved as well as how the willingness-to-pay is assessed. 

Moreover, a person’s stated willingness-to-pay (as revealed by questionnaire) can be 
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significantly greater than their revealed willingness-to-pay (as revealed by observed cash 

flow). In earthquake engineering cost-benefit analyses, application of the willingness-to-pay 

concept is most important in the financial valuation of a statistical human life and the 

financial valuation of serious injury. These have been frequently studied both within and 

outside the field of earthquake engineering. The interested reader is directed to FEMA 

(1992), Falit-Baiamonte (2001), Mrozek and Taylor (2002), Viscusi and Aldy (2003) and 

Porter et al. (2006). 

2.2.2 Cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analysis 

Cost-effectiveness analysis does not require benefits to be expressed in monetary terms. 

Rather, some measure of “effect” is defined, such as lives saved or injuries prevented, and a 

series of possible decision options are contrasted and compared, often in terms of their ability 

to achieve a target level of “effect” at a minimum cost (Ganderton 2005). Boardman et al. 

(2001, p.437) argues that cost effectiveness analysis is carried out only when a full cost-

benefit analysis cannot. Cost-effectiveness is usually preferred over benefit-cost analysis in 

specific situations, such as: (a) when the most important benefit from a project is non-

monetary in nature and the analyst is unwilling to assign a monetary value to it (e.g. for 

ethical reasons or because of a lack of data to support a meaningful conversion); (b) when a 

significant proportion of a project’s benefits cannot easily be measured (e.g. benefits from the 

creation of a public park); or (c) when a project has a known objective and the purpose of the 

analysis is simply and specifically to determine the cheapest way of achieving the objectives 

(Ganderton 2005). Cost-utility analysis is a special subset of cost-effectiveness analysis in 

which the measure of effect is a Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY) (Petitti 1994). 

2.2.3 Multi-criteria analysis 

Multi-criteria analysis refers to a set of decision making methods used when there several 

important criteria that are not all expressed in monetary terms. Qualitative weights between 

the criteria are determined and thus the optimal decision option is selected from a pool of 

possible decision options. Because these weights are established qualitatively, multi-criteria 

analysis is capable of synthesizing several monetary and non-monetary outcomes. 
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2.2.4 Assessing the value of an investment in base isolation 

Seismic hazard and loss analyses allow the value of predicted future building damage to be 

expressed in monetary terms. Moreover, for investments in aseismic risk mitigation, the 

various decision options are usually clearly defined (e.g. adopt the risk mitigation measure or 

do not adopt the risk mitigation measure). Cost-benefit analysis is thus a reasonable 

methodological choice for assessing the value of investments in base isolation. However, it 

should also be recognised that cost-benefit analysis is just one of several possible decision 

support methodologies that could be used to assess the efficacy of base isolation. Vinci et al. 

(2015) applied multi-criteria analysis to the application of base isolation in the construction 

of new buildings. Other authors have suggested a combination of cost-benefit and multi-

criteria analysis in seismic risk decision making, as a way of incorporating extra criteria that 

are difficult to measure and monetize, or to account for risk preferences through the  

apportionment seismic losses into “bands” based on return period (Haimes 2004). 

2.2.5 Present value discounting 

The principle that future cash flows should be discounted to their present value is centrally 

important to cost-benefit analysis. Discounting is required in order to account for the time 

value of money and/or social time preferences (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). The 

discount rate used in cost-benefit analysis of seismic risk mitigation measures must be a 

“real” discount rate that is adjusted for the effects of construction cost inflation. For the 

purposes of seismic risk mitigation decision-making, FEMA (1992) suggests that 3% or 4% 

is a reasonable real discount rate for use in the public sector and 6% is a reasonable real 

discount rate for use in the private sector, implying that the private sector is generally more 

concerned with short term returns on investment. Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte (2001) 

recommend that a discount rate ranging between 2% and 7% may be used and suggest that 

sensitivity analysis should be conducted to investigate the effects of different discount rates. 

Previous studies calculating life cycle costs in earthquake engineering have used discount 

rates between 2% and 5% (for example Wen and Shinozuka 1998, Porter et al. 2004a, Liel 

and Deierlein, 2009, Bradley et al. 2009a). 

The importance of discounting future cash flows to their present value is widely accepted. 

However, the discounting of assumed monetary values for injuries and fatalities is considered 

more contentious. The standard approach suggests that discounting should be applied, 

perhaps at a reduced “social discount rate” (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). Several studies 
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in the earthquake engineering literature have adopted this approach (e.g. Smyth et al. 2004, 

Wen and Kang 2001). Others argue that discounting should not be applied to the monetary 

value of human lives on ethical grounds (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). On this basis 

Rose et al. (2007) and others do not discount the assumed monetary values for injuries and 

fatalities. Frederick (2003) conducted a detailed study on the topic and found that a person’s 

subjective time preferences are extremely sensitive to the questions or methods by which 

those preferences are deduced. 

Figure 2.5 shows how expected losses vary with the discount rate and analysis time period for 

given the annual occurrence of constant annualized loss. For the time periods typically 

associated with the design lives of buildings (50 or 100 years), the choice of discount rate 

significantly affects the resulting expected losses. When the discount rate is high (e.g. 6% - 

7%), then little additional benefit is obtained beyond about 20 years. This implies that, when 

the discount rate is high, the benefits of adopting aseismic risk mitigation need to manifest 

relatively quickly if they are to be material in a cost analysis. With a discount rate of zero, 

future losses are valued equally relative to present losses and total losses increase linearly. 

 

Figure 2.5. Normalized expected loss as a function of time and discount rate. 

2.2.6 The importance of perspective 

Cost-benefit analyses are always performed from the perspective of a particular stakeholder 

or group of stakeholders who are affected by the decision outcome. Which stakeholders are 

considered can have important implications on the methodology and results of a cost-benefit 

analysis (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). Stakeholders for the implementation of seismic 

risk mitigation measure in specific buildings may include the building developer, owner, 
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insurer, tenants, employees and lenders. Cost-benefit analyses are typically conducted on 

behalf of all of these stakeholders as a group, without apportioning losses between them. 

Apportioning losses between stakeholders creates the possibility for decisions that benefit 

one stakeholder while simultaneously disadvantaging another. In economics theory, Pareto 

and Kaldor-Hicks efficiency criteria are used to describe wealth allocations between multiple 

stakeholders (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). A decision is deemed Pareto efficient if all 

stakeholders gain from it and no one loses. A decision is deemed Kaldor-Hicks efficient if 

those that gain from it could in theory compensate those that lose from it, and so create a net 

positive gain for all stakeholders as a collective group. The optimal decision of a cost-benefit 

problem with multiple stakeholders depends upon which efficiency criterion is adopted. 

2.3. Uncertainty in earthquake engineering cost-benefit analyses 

2.3.1 Background 

The foremost difficulty in earthquake risk modelling and earthquake engineering cost-benefit 

analyses is the high level of uncertainty inherent in predicting future benefits. The magnitude, 

location and time of future earthquake events are unknown and the way in which earthquake 

waves propagate from source to site is subject to considerable uncertainty. The response of 

the site and the building are uncertain, as are the relationship between building demands and 

building damage. Lastly, the cost to repair earthquake damage is also uncertain. How such 

uncertainties are approximated, modelled, manipulated and presented is critically important. 

This section provides an overview of the key concepts and provides the necessary 

background for the treatment of uncertainties adopted throughout the thesis. 

2.3.2 Aleatory and epistemic uncertainties 

Uncertainty is often characterised as being either aleatory or epistemic. Aleatory uncertainty 

is statistical randomness that cannot be reduced by an increase in information. It is also 

ergodic by definition, meaning that it renews or resets after each state realization (Der 

Kiureghian 2005, Bradley 2010a). Epistemic uncertainty, on the other hand, is uncertainty 

that results from a lack of knowledge and may be reduced an increase in information. 

Epistemic uncertainties are often the result of uncertain but systemic influencing factors that 

remain constant over time. In such cases, the epistemic uncertainties are non-ergodic so that 

they do not renew or reset after each state realization (Der Kiureghian 2005). To demonstrate 
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the “aleatory” vs. “epistemic” uncertainty concept, consider the tossing of a fair coin. One 

has no reason to suspect that the occurrence of a tails is any more or less likely than the 

occurrence of a heads so, by the principle of indifference, it is reasonable and obvious to 

assume a 50% probability of heads and a 50% probability of tails. This uncertainty is 

reasonably classified as aleatory on the basis that it cannot be reduced (at least not with any 

practical ease). Ergodicity is also apparent in that the outcome of past flips of the coin has no 

effect on the outcome of future flips. Consider now that the coin is bent so that the 50% 

probabilities of heads and tails can no longer be reasonably assumed. According to a 

Frequentist view of probability, the “true” probability of obtaining a heads is revealed in the 

frequency or propensity of heads over a large number of trials. Hence, one could determine 

the “true” probability of heads by flipping the coin a large number of times and dividing the 

number of heads by the total number of flips. Before such an exercise is complete, it is 

reasonable to consider that both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties exist, and these 

uncertainties present as two “tiers”. Firstly, there is epistemic uncertainty in that the true 

probability of heads, and secondly, there is aleatory uncertainty in the outcome of a given flip 

conditioned upon the probability of heads. 

Complex uncertainty problems in the real world (e.g. the prediction of earthquake losses) are 

evidently very different to simple games of probability involving fair and biased coins. 

Application of the simple terms “aleatory” and “epistemic” to complicated problems 

necessitates clear definition of what exactly “aleatory” and “epistemic” mean. At a formal 

mathematical level, the distinction between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty is based on the 

notion that aleatory uncertainty is uncertainty that absolutely cannot be reduced by an 

increase in knowledge. However, in complex real life applications, it can be difficult to 

pinpoint sources of uncertainty that are definitively irreducible. From the assimilation of a 

large amount of accurate data and the construction of a “perfect” predictive model, all 

eventualities could be predicted deterministically and thus uncertainty is eliminated. This 

implies that, according to formal mathematical definitions, all uncertainty is reducible and 

aleatory uncertainty does not exist. In the coin-flipping example, by establishing the exact 

forces imposed on the coin by the thumb of the person flipping the coin, modelling of the 

flight of the coin through the air and including the effects of air resistance and modelling the 

impact dynamics with the contact surface, the outcome of the coin flip could be predicted 

with certainty. This implies that, based upon formal mathematical definitions, all uncertainty 

in the outcome of the coin flip is epistemic uncertainty. 
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An alternative interpretation is to define aleatory uncertainty as uncertainty that is perceived 

to be impracticable or unreasonably difficult to reduce. However, an obvious point of 

contention for complex systems is the inherent subjectivity in the judgment of what is 

perceived as practical or reasonable. Assuming new data mining, experimental investigation 

and analysis is capable of refining our understanding of complex problems, then the 

definition of aleatory uncertainty rests upon what level of additional analysis or 

experimentation is perceived to be “practical” or “reasonable”. In practice, it is more 

common that definitions of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty are dependent upon a 

particular probabilistic predictive model for the system outputs. The uncertainty captured by 

the model (i.e. within-model uncertainty) is assumed to represent aleatory uncertainty, which 

is perceived as “inherent” uncertainty that is difficult to reduce. Conversely, epistemic 

uncertainties are assumed to be synonymous with uncertainties in the model input parameters 

as well as uncertainties in the set-up of the model (i.e. between-model uncertainty).  

The various advantages and contentions in separating uncertainty into aleatory and epistemic 

components in probabilistic risk assessment were clearly articulated in articles by Parry 

(1996), Hofer (1996) and Winkler (1996). 

Parry (1996) noted that aleatory uncertainties typically refer to uncertainties that are inherent 

in a probabilistic model whereas epistemic uncertainties describe assumptions in the format 

or boundary conditions of the model. Parry argued that the separation of the two types of 

uncertainty is important because they propagate differently in risk models. This sentiment is 

also promoted in later papers by Der Kiureghian (2005) and Der Kiureghian and Divletson 

(2009).  

Hofer (1996) presented an argument as to when it is appropriate to separate uncertainties into 

assumed aleatory and epistemic parts. Hofer considered two dice, one of which was thrown 

once and covered, so that the thrown value was an unknown “constant” (value A), and one 

was thrown continuously with a different value on each roll (value B). Hofer suggested that, 

if the objective of the analysis is to predict A+B after the next roll, then there is no reason to 

separate the uncertainties. After the roll of the second dice is complete, then the value B is an 

unknown constant in the same manner as the value A. However, if the objective of the 

analysis it to predict A+B on any given roll, then the non-ergodicity of the first dice becomes 

important. Hofer argued that similar distinctions are applicable to real world applications 

such as earthquake loss estimation. For example, when assessing losses to a single vulnerable 
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component in a single scenario earthquake, it is unimportant for decision-making purposes to 

separate uncertainties between assumed aleatory and epistemic parts. Whether or not the 

uncertainties are inherent (aleatory) or systemic has doesn’t change the probability of failure 

and does not change decision making. However, when assessing expected annual losses to a 

single component based on losses over time, the non-ergodicity of the assumed epistemic 

uncertainty sources becomes important (Der Kiureghian 2005). Moreover, when multiple 

components are considered within a single building, epistemic uncertainties are often 

systematic and are shared between similar components, leading to inter-component 

correlations (Bradley and Lee 2010a). 

Winkler (1996) suggested that characterization of uncertainty simply as “aleatory” or 

“epistemic” for complex real world situations is inherently flawed, as all uncertainty in 

complex real world situations is related to a lack of knowledge. In contrast to Parry (1996) 

and Hofer (1996), Winkler (1996) suggested that a more appropriate approach is to 

characterize sources of uncertainty with clear, application-specific definitions that relate 

clearly to the actual sources of uncertainty being modelled. 

The corollary of these discussions is that, while the separation of uncertainties as “aleatory” 

and “epistemic” in risk analyses is frequently conceptually or computationally useful, it needs 

to be accompanied by explanations as to which specific sources of uncertainty the terms 

represent. This clarifies the important fact that quantification of uncertainty described as 

“aleatory” is not synonymous with an attempt to quantify uncertainties that are irreducible in 

an absolute sense, and quantification of uncertainty described as “epistemic” is not 

synonymous with an attempt to quantify the entirety of uncertainty related to a lack of 

knowledge. Rather, the terms “aleatory” and “epistemic” become shorthand notations for 

sources of uncertainty with definitions that are specific to the context in which they are being 

used. For example, if the complex system is modelled based upon a stochastic predictive 

model, aleatory uncertainty might refer to variability inherent in the model, whereas 

epistemic uncertainty might refer to underlying uncertainty regarding the model’s form 

and/or the model’s boundary conditions. Alternatively, aleatory uncertainty might describe 

the inherent variability that is observed within groups of observations, whereas epistemic 

uncertainty might refer to uncertainty between groups of observations as a result of 

differences in systemic influencing factors between the groups. In both cases, arguments exist 

that those uncertainties assumed to be aleatory are appropriately classified in that they are 

difficult or impracticable to reduce. However, their applied interpretations are different. 
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2.4. Performance and loss assessment 

2.4.1 Hazard and vulnerability 

The prediction of life cycle costs due to earthquakes requires two key inputs, one relating to 

the earthquake hazard and another relating to the structure’s vulnerability. Earthquake hazard 

is typically represented in the form of a seismic hazard curve or a seismic hazard function 

      (see Figure 2.6a), where    denotes the ground shaking intensity measure. For a given  

  , the function       returns the expected number of events each year to produce a shaking 

intensity equalling or exceeding   . The function       is typically determined using 

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA). PSHA was first proposed in the late 1960s 

(Cornell 1968) and is based upon a probabilistic earthquake rupture forecast on an assumed 

earthquake source model and a probabilistic model for the propagation of seismic waves from 

the earthquake source to the site of interest. Annual exceedence rates are finally determined 

by a fold of numerical integrations over all earthquake sources, rupture magnitudes and 

source-to-site distances. The structure’s vulnerability is expressed as a probability 

distribution of loss conditioned on intensity, denoted              , or as an expected 

loss conditioned on intensity, denoted            (see Figure 2.6b). Methods of 

determining these are described in Section 2.4.2. 

There are several ways of utilizing the aforementioned information. Equation 2-1 can be used 

to determine the Expected Annualized Loss (EAL), which is the average annual loss 

including the contributions of frequent smaller earthquakes and infrequent larger earthquakes, 

all within a single term.  

    ∫           |
      

   
|    

 

 

 (2-1) 

     ∫              |
      

   
|    

 

 

 (2-2) 

 Where: 

|
      

   
|   The absolute value of the gradient of the seismic hazard function at the intensity 

      

      The loss hazard function, i.e. the expected number of events each year to produce as 

loss exceeding      
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Figure 2.6. Representative seismic hazard (a) and expected loss functions (b). 

Equation 2-2 can be used to calculate the rate of exceedence of varying levels of loss. The 

resulting function      is expressed graphically as a “loss exceedence curve” or “loss hazard 

curve”, which is a plot of loss against the expected annual rate of exceedence of that level of 

loss. The nomenclature “loss hazard curve” (e.g. Bradley et al. 2009) is adopted here, in order 

to clearly distinguish between a “loss exceedence probability curve”, which is a plot of loss 

against the probability of exceedence in a specified time period, denoted         . These 

curves are similar but not identical, particularly for small and frequent loss events. 

Mathematically, they are linked by the following equation: 

                   (2-3) 
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2.4.2 Evaluation of structural performance and losses 

Seismic performance assessment methodologies can be broadly classified as either regional 

or building-specific. Regional performance assessment methodologies are relatively 

uncomplicated, with performance predictions based upon assigned attributes for generic 

building classes (e.g. “low-rise unreinforced brick masonry” or “modern mid-rise reinforced 

concrete”). They are often used to predict the damage and repair costs for a city or region 

given the occurrence of a specified scenario earthquake. Conversely, building-specific 

performance assessment methodologies are used to assess the performance of a specific 

building in detail, accounting for that building’s unique characteristics. 

Regional loss assessment methodologies 

Early work in regional earthquake loss estimation used Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) as 

a ground motion intensity measure and predicted repair costs as damage ratios conditioned 

upon MMI (e.g. Algermissen et al. 1978, Sauter and Shah 1978, Blume and Cunningham 

1980, Scholl 1981). Predictions of expected damage ratios for various common building 

classes were estimated based on empirical data supplemented by expert judgment. ATC-13 

(ATC 1985) compiled the available empirical data and used a thorough and structured 

process to elicit judgment from leading experts. The elicited data was then used to generate a 

comprehensive and unprecedented database of motion-damage relationships (expected 

damage ratios as a function of MMI) and damage probability matrices (discrete probability 

distributions for building damage state as a function of MMI). 

The National Institute of Building Sciences and the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

developed HAZUS to support regional hazard-induced loss estimation in the United States 

(NIBS/FEMA 2003). The HAZUS methodology uses only quantitative ground motion 

intensity measures (e.g. spectral accelerations and displacements). Predictions of damage and 

loss are based upon the Capacity-Spectrum method (Freeman et al. 1975, Freeman 2004). 

The method relies on representing the structure of interest via a single degree of freedom 

approximation and determining a “performance point” based upon an approximate pushover 

curve and seismic demand curve. HAZUS contains a detailed database of information for the 

estimation of repair costs, fatalities, injuries and business interruption costs including 

regional upstream (supply) and downstream (demand) interactions. Porter (2009) provided 
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guidance on the application of HAZUS methods to generic problems without the use of 

established software. 

In New Zealand, GNS Science and the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 

developed the regional performance assessment software RiskScape to inform stakeholders 

on the regional effects of natural disasters (King and Bell 2006). Earthquake-induced damage 

ratios and damage states in this software are estimated based upon the MMI intensity 

measure. Damage ratio and damage state predictive models are based upon observations in 

past New Zealand earthquakes supplemented by international data (Dowrick 2009, Dowrick 

and Rhoades 1993, 2002, Dowrick et al. 1995, 2002).  

Building-specific loss assessment methodologies 

Building-specific loss assessment methodologies are used to assess in detail the performance 

of specific structures, accounting for that structure’s specific characteristics through 

analytical modelling. Scholl (1981) proposed the derivation of deterministic motion-damage 

relationships (i.e. deterministic relationships between ground motion intensity and expected 

damage ratio) based on a spectral modelling methodology and the discretization of the 

building system into an inventory of damageable components. The prediction of losses at a 

component level allowed identification of the contribution of structural and non-structural 

components, which has since been found to be important given that a significant proportion 

of building value is associated with the non-structural components and contents (Taghavi and 

Miranda 2003). Kutsu et al. (1982) and Kutsu (1986) expanded on Scholl’s method, most 

notably in the formulation of component motion-damage relationships based on experimental 

testing (Porter 2001). However, the loss estimates were still deterministic. A probabilistic 

building-specific loss estimation method was proposed by Singhal and Kiremidjian (1997). 

This used the global Park-Ang damage index (Part and Ang 1985) to estimate structural 

damage to reinforced concrete frames. 

Cornell and Krawinkler (2000) proposed a generalized, fully probabilistic and component-

based building-specific performance assessment methodology, which was coined as the 

PEER Performance-Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) framework. This framework is 

adopted and investigated extensively in this thesis. To frame further work, the PEER PBEE 

framework is investigated in detail in the following section. 
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2.4.3 The PEER PBEE framework 

The PEER PBEE framework suggested by Cornell and Krawinkler (2000) was originally 

based upon a chain of three conditional random variables, a ground motion intensity measure 

IM, a component-specific damage measure DM and a decision variable DV (often but not 

always a repair cost). The methodology is component-based, so that once DVs are established 

for each component, the total DV for the building needs to be determined, usually as a 

summation of the DVs for each component. The three-parameter framework was soon after 

expanded to a four parameter framework in Krawinkler (2002). The four parameters were the 

ground motion intensity measure IM, the engineering demand parameter EDP (e.g. peak floor 

acceleration or peak inter-storey drift), the component-specific damage measure DM or 

damage state DS and the decision variable DV. The resulting chain of conditional random 

variables is shown graphically in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7. Chain of four conditional random variables used in the PEER PBEE framework. 

The IM term in the PEER PBEE framework is a quantitative measure of ground motion 

shaking intensity such as peak ground acceleration or spectral displacement. The selected IM 

should be both efficient and sufficient for the specific structure to which it is applied 

(Vamvastikos and Cornell 2005). Efficiency relates to the predictive strength of the IM (an 

efficient IM predicts EDPs with low variability) and sufficiency relates to the dependence of 

EDP outputs on ground motion parameters other than IM (a sufficient IM is unaffected by 

ground motion parameters other than IM). Spectral accelerations are usually more efficient 

and sufficient EDP predictors than peak ground acceleration as they incorporate building-

specific information (Vamvastikos and Cornell 2005, Aslani 2005, Chapter 3). The efficiency 

and sufficiency of the IM might be increased by treating IM as a vector of two or more 

parameters (Baker and Cornell 2008), although practical difficulties have hindered the 

implementation of this approach in practice. 

The EDP term in the PEER PBEE framework is a quantitative measure of peak demand on a 

building component. The most common EDPs in practice are peak inter-storey drift and peak 

floor acceleration. The former is commonly used to predict damage in structural components 

such as columns, walls and braces, as well as drift-sensitive non-structural components such 
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as interior partitions and exterior cladding systems. The latter is commonly used to predict 

damage in mechanical, electrical and plumbing distribution systems, as well as building 

equipment, furnishings and other contents items. As for IMs, the appropriateness of an EDP 

is assessed based on criteria of efficiency and sufficiency in the prediction of DS formation. 

The DS term in the PEER PBEE framework represents a discrete component damage state. In 

some cases, separation of the continuum of possible damage levels into a finite number of 

discrete states is a trivial exercise. For example, a glass window can only be “undamaged”, 

“cracked” or “fallen out”, and it is thus rational to model the progression of window damage 

using corresponding damage states. In other cases, the definition of discrete damage states 

may be based upon the consequences of the damage (e.g. “damage that requires epoxy 

injection” or “damage that requires removal and replacement of the component”). This 

approach ensures that the selected DSs have a reasonable efficiency and sufficiency in the 

prediction of the DVs from which decisions are made. 

The PEER PBEE framework relies on probabilistic relationships for EDP conditioned on IM, 

DS conditioned on EDP and DV conditioned on DS, for each damageable component in the 

structure. Probability distributions of EDP given IM are estimated using Incremental 

Dynamic Analysis (Vamvastikos and Cornell 2002) or Multiple-Stripe Analysis (Jalayer and 

Cornell 2009), both of which require large numbers of nonlinear time history analyses. 

Probability distributions of DS given EDP are estimated using fragility curves, which are 

cumulative probability distributions of component capacity that convey the probability of a 

component reaching or exceeding a stated DS given EDP. Fragility curves are used in 

conjunction with the input EDP to determine the probabilities of discrete DSs. Lastly, 

probability distributions of DV given DS are estimated based on the judgment of an expert or 

experts in the field. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) A component fragility curve and (b) a set of component fragility curves for a generic 

acceleration-sensitive building component. Damage state probabilities for a peak floor acceleration of 1 g 

are shown. 

Once probabilistic relationships for EDP conditioned on IM, DS conditioned on EDP and DV 

conditioned on DS are established, the intermediate variables EDP and DS need to be 

collapsed out so that a direct relationship between DV and IM can be determined. For a 

single component, probability distributions of DV conditioned on IM are given by: 

               

 ∫ (∑                                 

   

   

)                   

 

 

 
(2-4) 

 Where: 

     The number of damage states 

                 The probability density function for EDP conditioned on IM 

Solution of the above integral is trivial using a conventional numerical integration scheme. 

However, this simple solution is not available when more than one component exists. There 

are a number of potential approaches to the solution of the PEER PBEE framing equations 

for the case of multiple components. FEMA (2012a) adopts Monte Carlo simulation. Other 

studies propagate the mean and variance of the DV down through the chain of conditional 

random variables. Baker and Cornell (2003) use First Order Second Moment (FOSM) 

reliability methods. Bradley et al. (2009b) suggest the use of numerical integrations. Ching et 

al. (2009) approach the problem in a similar manner but make use of higher order moments. 

The optimal method for any given application evidently depends on a number of factors 
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including the type of probability distributions used, the inter-component correlation 

assumptions and the problem size. 

2.4.4 FEMA P-58 

The widespread adoption of the PEER PBEE framework has historically been hindered by a 

limited range of fragility and cost functions as well as a lack of open-source software for 

solving the PEER PBEE framing equations. FEMA P-58 (FEMA 2012a) addressed these 

issues by providing a detailed database of component fragility, repair cost and repair time 

data, as well as and a software package, PACT, which calculates outputs to the PEER PBEE 

framing equations using Monte Carlo simulation (FEMA 2012d). The release of FEMA P-58 

presents a unique opportunity to better understand the comparative performance of base 

isolated and conventional buildings. 

The FEMA P-58 methodology (FEMA 2012a) is based directly on the PEER PBEE 

framework but includes a number of additional methodological advances. For example, the 

FEMA P-58 methodology supports (a) modelling of dependencies between unit repair costs 

and the number of damaged components, (b) prediction of building replacement (following 

Ramirez and Miranda 2009) and building placarding, (c) estimation of repair times and (d) 

estimation injuries and fatalities. PACT and FEMA P-58 does not directly support the 

estimation of business interruption costs, although approximate methods have been proposed 

to estimate business interruption costs based on PACT output (Almufti and Willford 2013). 

Damage states that are predicted from a fragility curve or set of fragility curves are referred to 

as “sequential damage states” within the FEMA P-58 methodology. This nomenclature is 

presumably a reference to the fact that these damage states occur in order of increasing 

severity. However, the FEMA P-58 methodology also refers to other types of damage states, 

specifically mutually exclusive damage states and simultaneous damage states. Mutually 

exclusive damage states are described as damage states that depend only on the occurrence of 

a “parent” damage state and cannot occur simultaneously. For example, given the occurrence 

of severe damage (damage state 3) to a code-conforming reinforced concrete column in 

PACT, there are two mutually exclusive damage states that require slightly different repair 

operations. In the first mutually exclusive damage state, longitudinal reinforcement is 

exposed and bar fracture and core concrete crushing may occur, whereas longitudinal 

reinforcement is not exposed in the second damage state and bar fracture and core concrete 

crushing do not occur. PACT models several components using mutually exclusive damage 
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states, including reinforced concrete columns, drywall partitions, pre-Northridge steel beam 

column joints, HVAC compressors, air handling units, diesel generators and storage racks 

(FEMA 2012b). Simultaneous damage states are described in FEMA P-58 as a series of 

damage states that may or may not occur depending on the outcomes of Bernoulli trials. 

Given the occurrence of the parent damage state, all of the simultaneous damage states may 

occur or none of them may occur. PACT models traction elevators, hydraulic elevators and 

battery racks using simultaneous damage states (FEMA 2012b). The sequential, simultaneous 

and mutually exclusive damage state nomenclature is adopted here directly from FEMA P-

58, despite the apparent point of confusion that damage states denoted as sequential in FEMA 

P-58 are also mutually exclusive in the mathematical sense. 

2.5. Uncertainties and correlations in probabilistic seismic 

performance assessment 

2.5.1 Uncertainties in PSHA 

Aleatory variability in PSHA is typically defined as variability inherent in the probabilistic 

model for both earthquake rupture and ground motion prediction, whereas epistemic 

uncertainty is defined as uncertainty regarding the model inputs (e.g. assumed fault lengths, 

rupture magnitudes, recurrence intervals and so on) as well as uncertainty in the overall 

format of the model (the earthquake source model as well as the ground motion prediction 

equation). Classical PSHA considers only variability from the probabilistic model (i.e. the 

uncertainty component described as “aleatory”), which allows practicable computation of 

seismic hazard outputs. Consideration of epistemic uncertainty was proposed by Kulkarni et 

al. (1984) based upon the logic tree concept. This method has been developed and widely 

used over the subsequent decades. Bommer et al. (2005) and Bommer and Scherbaum (2008) 

provide useful overviews and discussions. The result of inclusion of epistemic uncertainties 

in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis approach is a series of possible seismic hazard curves 

as oppose to just a single seismic hazard curve, which is consistent with the “Level 5” risk 

analysis from Paté-Cornell (1996). An additional complication is the consistent treatment of 

non-ergodicity within PSHA, which is not discussed here. The interested reader is referred to 

Anderson and Brune (1999). 
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2.5.2 Uncertainties and correlations in demand assessment 

Probabilistic assessment of EDP given IM is estimated using analytical models that 

encapsulate the “target” structure’s behaviour under earthquake loading. The key sources of 

uncertainty affecting predictions of EDP given IM are: 

 Record-to-record variability in EDP given IM as predicted by the response of the 

structural model to a suite of selected ground motions; 

 Uncertainty in EDP given IM as a result of the uncertain fidelity of the structural 

model (model uncertainty); 

 Uncertainty in EDP given IM as a result of the imperfect representativeness of the 

suite of selected ground motions; and  

 Uncertainty in EDP given IM as a result of the finite size of the suite of selected 

ground motions (finite sample uncertainty). 

The first of these four sources of variability is usually classified as aleatory, on the basis that 

modelled record-to-record EDP variability is difficult to reduce without incorporating 

additional information about the input ground motions, such as duration or frequency content. 

It is also ergodic, in that the uncertainty renews with each new ground motion. The latter 

sources of uncertainty are assumed to be epistemic and non-ergodic, as they are related to 

systemic error in the model that can be reduced with an increase in knowledge and/or 

computational effort. These “epistemic” sources of uncertainty are commonly neglected in 

practice, which ensures that demand assessments are practicable (i.e. it ensures that demand 

predictions can be based upon the outputs of a single analytical probabilistic model). Dolsek 

(2009), Liel et al. (2009), FEMA (2012a) and Bradley (2013) have examined the role of 

“epistemic” uncertainties in demand prediction with a focus on modelling uncertainties. 

Bradley (2013) notes the importance of not just the selection of input parameters in nonlinear 

structural models, but also the overall format of the models. 

When multiple EDPs exist, it is pertinent to note that record-to-record uncertainty does not 

affect EDPs independently. Instead, EDPs are correlated so that, for example, if the one EDP 

takes on a value higher than its expected value, then it is likely that other EDPs also take on 

values that higher than their expected values. This correlation occurs because: (1) the ground 

motion IM does not have perfect sufficiency, so that each ground motion has a set of unique 
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features other than IM such as duration, directivity and so on that influence all components in 

the building; and (2) ground shaking affects the structural system as a whole and so 

neighbouring components in the structure will tend to experience similar demands. The 

FEMA P-58 methodology encapsulates EDP correlations by simulating correlated lognormal 

EDP vectors in Monte Carlo simulation using the Cholesky decomposition. 

2.5.3 Uncertainties and correlations in damage assessment 

The following sources of uncertainty affect DS formation given EDP: 

 Component-to-component variability in material properties, component construction 

and component set-up; 

 Variability in the initiation and propagation of complicated failure mechanisms such 

as brittle cracking and fracture; 

 Record-to-record randomness (i.e. attributes of the applied demand excitations other 

than EDP that might affect DS formation such as duration and frequency content); 

 Parameters that are not captured within the component class definition (e.g. “interior 

partitions” or “concrete columns”) but which have the potential to influence the 

formation of DS given EDP (e.g. the component’s constituent materials, nominal 

geometry and detailing); 

 Uncertainty in the partially subjective interpretation of what exactly defines the 

occurrence of a given damage state. 

Prevailing approaches to the derivation and use of fragility curves do not distinguish between 

the sources of uncertainty listed above. The analyst simply compiles all available data (the 

“host” data), fits a lognormal fragility curve using an appropriate method depending upon 

whether the data is of the Actual EDP format or the Bounding EDP format (see Porter et al. 

2007), and uses that fragility curve to predict DS formation in a “target” application (the 

“host” and “target” terminology follows Bradley 2010a). However, some studies (e.g. 

Gardoni et al. 2002, Straub and Der Kiureghian 2008, Bradley 2010a) suggest that more 

detailed characterization of uncertainties is valuable. 
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Epistemic and aleatory uncertainty definitions in damage prediction 

Several studies have considered apportionment of DS given EDP uncertainties between 

assumed “aleatory” and “epistemic” sources (Kennedy et al. 1980, Gardoni et al. 2002, 

Aslani 2005, Straub and Der Kiureghian 2008, Bradley 2010a). Gardoni et al. (2002), Aslani 

(2005) and Bradley (2010a) identify three key sources of uncertainty in damage prediction 

that are reasonably characterized as “epistemic”. These are finite sample uncertainty, demand 

uncertainty and host-to-target uncertainty. Finite sample uncertainty is uncertainty in fragility 

curve parameters attributable to a limited sample size. Demand uncertainty is uncertainty in 

fragility curve parameters that results from uncertainty regarding the demand that a 

component experienced (for the Bounding EDP data case) or uncertainty regarding the 

demand at which a component failed (for the Actual EDP data case). Host-to-target 

uncertainty is systematic uncertainty that is introduced when a series of systemic influencing 

factors within the “target” components that are significantly different from the “host” 

components. 

According to this interpretation of demand uncertainty, aleatory and epistemic uncertainties 

in DS prediction can be characterized as follows: 

 Aleatory uncertainty is DS uncertainty inherent in the fragility model (i.e. the fragility 

curve or set of fragility curves); 

 Epistemic uncertainty is DS uncertainty that results from uncertainty in the underlying 

parameters of the fragility model, which is the result of (a) finite sample uncertainty, 

(b) demand uncertainty and/or (c) host-to-target uncertainty. 

Methods of incorporating finite sample uncertainty and loading increment uncertainty have 

been proposed by Bradley (2010a) and Aslani (2005). Bradley (2010a) compared the two and 

found that, at least for the specific cases considered in that study, loading increment 

uncertainties were unimportant in comparison to finite sample uncertainties. 

The methods set out in Bradley (2010a) and Aslani (2005) do not consider the existence of 

parameters other than EDP that could affect DS formation. In other words, they do not 

preclude the Frequentist proposition that there is an underlying “true” probabilistic model 

with failure probabilities that could be determined exactly by continued repetition of 

experimental tests. Epistemic uncertainties are, in this context, simply uncertainties in our 

estimates of the “true” underlying model parameters that result from a limited sample size 
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and/or uncertainty in the observed data. Inclusion of host-to-target uncertainty introduces 

conceptual and methodological complexity because it requires a consideration of the fact that 

multiple parameters other than EDP exist that have the potential to influence DS formation. 

The Kennedy et al. (1980) methodology 

The paper by Kennedy et al. (1980) presented a method of accounting for epistemic 

uncertainty in fragility curves that relies centrally on engineering judgment. Their paper 

suggested the apportionment of lognormal fragility curves, characterized by a median  ̃  and 

a total lognormal dispersion   , into assumed aleatory and epistemic parts. The apportioned 

mixture of fragility curves was specified by three parameters. These were the overall median 

 ̃ , the random or aleatory component of lognormal dispersion    and the epistemic or 

uncertain component of lognormal dispersion   . The dispersion parameters    and    can 

alternatively be expressed as a total dispersion    and an apportionment factor  , given by: 

   √  
    

 
 (2-5) 

  
  

 

  
    

  
(2-6) 

 

This three-parameter model can be considered as a continuous mixture of plausible “aleatory” 

fragility curves, each having a lognormal dispersion    (the subscript “ ” here is shorthand 

for “Random”). The median values of the plausible “aleatory” fragility curves are assumed to 

be subject to additional epistemic uncertainty, which is accounted for using another 

lognormal distribution with a median value of  ̃  and a lognormal dispersion of    (the 

subscript “ ” is shorthand for “Uncertain”). Epistemic uncertainties in the dispersion term    

are neglected, which allows the overall formulation to be expressed in terms of three 

parameters. This model is hereafter referred to as the Kennedy fragility model. 

The Kennedy fragility model has been used particularly in the nuclear industry (Kaplan et al. 

1983; Campbell et al. 2002; Wakefield et al. 2003; Campbell and Hardy 2004). It is also 

closely related to the so-called equi-correlated correlation models (Baker and Cornell 2003), 

which have been used to propagate epistemic uncertainty in fragility curves and to model 

inter-component correlations (Baker and Cornell 2003, Bradley and Lee 2010a). 
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The central advantage of the framework described in Kennedy et al. (1980) is its 

mathematical elegance and simplicity. A potential disadvantage is that its application is based 

largely on judgment. In some situations, it might be seen as desirable to adopt a method of 

fragility model derivation that accounts for epistemic uncertainty in a more structured and 

rigorous manner. 

The Gardoni et al. (2002) methodology 

Gardoni et al. (2002) proposed a method of incorporating epistemic uncertainty in component 

fragility curves using Bayesian statistics. The method is based on a series of explanatory 

functions and Bayesian regression is used to assess the effects of each explanatory function. 

The proposed method coherently and consistently accounts for finite sample uncertainty, 

demand uncertainty and epistemic host-to-target uncertainty, and approaches are presented to 

derive fragility curves from both Actual EDP and Bounding EDP data (Porter et al. 2007). 

Moreover, the proposed method is effectively validated in an illustrative example that 

examines the fragility of a reinforced concrete column. However, the method does require 

that: (a) the mechanism causing damage to the component is clearly identified; (b) the 

parameters that significantly influence the damageability of a component are known and 

documented; and (c) there are a sufficient number of data observations to avoid model over-

fitting. These criteria are not fulfilled for most of the component typologies listed in FEMA 

P-58 (FEMA 2012c, 2012d). 

Grouped data and the Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) methodology 

Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) offer a somewhat different perspective regarding the 

treatment of uncertainties in damage state prediction based on the assumption of grouped 

data. The grouped data assumption is important throughout this thesis and is thus discussed in 

detail here by way of an illustrative example. Consider an arbitrary building component that 

is vulnerable to failure under earthquake shaking. The component’s failure probability can be 

expressed as a function of a demand parameter EDP and 3 other influencing parameters,   , 

   and   . A predictive fragility model is to be derived based on 25 data observations. These 

observations are categorized into 5 different groups of 5 observations, with all components in 

the same group having the same   ,    and    parameters. The traditional approach to 

fragility modelling ignores the impact of the   ,    and    parameters and does not separate 

uncertainties based on assumed “aleatory” or “epistemic” characteristics. The Gardoni et al. 
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(2002) methodology requires that the parameters   ,    and    are documented and 

establishes the first order effect of each using Bayesian regression, so that failure 

probabilities can be determined for any arbitrary combination of   ,    and    parameters. 

The Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) methodology does not require that the   ,    and    

parameters are known, but rather derives a fragility model that explicitly accounts for 

grouping that is induced by differences in the   ,    and    parameters between the different 

groups. In other words, it separates fragility modelling uncertainties into “within-group” and 

“between-group” contributions. Application of the resulting fragility models does not require 

knowledge of the   ,    and    parameters in the “target” components, provided that the 

range of   ,    and    parameters observed in “host” components reasonably represents the 

range of possible   ,    and    parameters that could be expected to exist in the “target” 

components. The Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) method and fragility modelling 

procedures based on the grouped data assumption are explored in detail in Chapter 4. 

Capacity correlations 

Shared influencing factors between components of the same type lead to inter-component 

correlation in the capacities of components. Baker (2008) and Bradley and Lee (2010a) 

investigated capacity correlations in detail, with Baker (2008) focussing on accounting for 

capacity correlations in Monte Carlo simulation (particularly for components with only one 

damage state) and Bradley and Lee (2010a) focussing on the inclusion of capacity 

correlations in analytical loss estimation frameworks. Bradley and Lee (2010a) cite a lack of 

data necessary for the derivation of inter-component capacity correlations, and, in lieu of 

detailed data, proposed the following approximate and judgment-based correlation model for 

the estimation of correlation coefficients between different components’ capacities:  

      
    (            

     
)     (      

          
        

          
) (2-7) 

 Where: 

      
  The correlation coefficient between the capacity for the component  , denoted   , and 

the capacity of the component  , denoted   ; 

   
     

  An indicator variable equal to 1 if the components   and   share the same EDP and 0 

otherwise; 

   
          

  An indicator variable equal to 1 if the components   and   are constructed from 
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the same base material and 0 otherwise; 

   
          

  An indicator variable equal to 1 if the components   and   are of the same 

component class or type, and 0 otherwise; 

Capacity correlations are investigated in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis, with a focus on 

generalizing capacity correlation formulations using copulas. 

2.5.4 Uncertainties and correlations in repair cost assessment 

A number of different sources of uncertainty affect a component’s post-earthquake repair cost 

given the occurrence of a specified damage state. These include: 

 Uncertainty in the exact details of component (geometry, construction detailing, raw 

material(s), product(s), surroundings and access conditions) and its exact state of 

damage; 

 Uncertainty as to whether the component needs to be perfectly repaired to its pre-

earthquake state and, if not, which level of repair is appropriate; 

 Uncertainty regarding which products and raw materials are to be used in the repair; 

 Uncertainty as to the exact repair methodology, including associated works such as 

temporary relocation and protection of building contents, removal and reinstallation 

of covering elements, clean-up, staging and access works (FEMA 2012); 

 Uncertainty regarding the timeliness of the contractor as well as contractor overhead 

costs and pricing strategies; 

 Uncertainty as to the effect of the total number of repair operations on the cost of unit 

repair operation, given that contractor mobilization and overhead costs can be spread 

over a larger number of repair operations (FEMA 2012); 

 Uncertainty about the magnitude of demand surge (Olsen and Porter 2007); 

Many of these sources of uncertainty are likely to be shared between components in the same 

structure (Bradley and Lee 2010a). For example, similar components are likely repaired by 

the same contractor using a similar repair methodology. This implies that, if the repair costs 

for one component are higher than their expected value, it becomes more likely that the repair 
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costs of another component are also higher than expected. In other words, component repair 

costs are correlated within the same structure. 

There are two broad interpretations regarding how dependencies in repair cost should be 

modelled. One is a two-tiered approach in which repair costs are modelled as random and 

uncorrelated, while the parameters defining the repair cost distributions are assumed to be 

subject to an additional layer of epistemic uncertainty. The other is to model dependencies in 

repair cost by way of inter-component correlation. Ultimately, the appropriateness of each 

interpretation relies on whether or not the systemic uncertainties that drive inter-component 

repair cost correlation are ergodic or non-ergodic (i.e. whether the uncertainties “renew” in 

subsequent events). In lieu of a lack of data, the interpretation is adopted here in which the 

systemic uncertainties that drive inter-component repair cost correlation are ergodic (they do 

renew in subsequent events), and thus dependencies in repair cost are reasonably modelled by 

way of inter-component correlation (Bradley and Lee 2010a). 

Repair cost correlations have been investigated by Aslani (2005), Ramirez and Miranda 

(2009) and Bradley and Lee (2010a). All three of these studies cite a significant lack of data 

necessary for the derivation of repair cost correlations. Bradley and Lee (2010a) proposed the 

following approximate and judgment-based correlation model for the estimation of 

correlations between different components’ repair costs: 

      
       

          
        

          
 (2-8) 

Aslani (2005) suggest that, in light of the lack of data, cost correlation data from the 

construction industry can be used as a proxy for cost correlations between earthquake repair 

costs. Aslani used the data from Touran and Weiser (1992), which is set out in Table 2.3. The 

correlation coefficients are based on inflation-adjusted construction cost data from 1014 low-

rise office buildings collected over a 10 year time period. 
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Table 2.3. Correlation coefficients from Touran and Weiser (1992). 
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Sitework 1          

Concrete 0.18 1         

Masonry 0.15 0.06 1        

Metals 0.17 0.11 -0.01 1       

Carpentry 0.12 -0.04 0.11 -0.33 1      

Moisture 

protection 
0.20 0.19 0.06 0.12 0.18 1     

DWG 0.36 0.12 0.14 0.39 0.03 0.16 1    

Finishes 0.17 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.07 0.18 0.25 1   

Mechanical 

services 
0.36 0.38 0.33 0.35 -0.02 0.18 0.28 0.42 1  

Electrical 

services 
0.44 0.40 0.30 0.33 0.07 0.15 0.36 0.44 0.79 1 

DWG = Doors, windows and glass 

2.5.5 Uncertainties and correlations in demand assessment 

Once the analyst has established modelling approaches for the treatment of uncertainties in 

the prediction of EDP given IM, DS given EDP and DV given DS, it is necessary to combine 

and propagate these uncertainties through to building-level decision-making outputs. Baker 

and Cornell (2003) suggested the use of the First Order Second Moment (FOSM) method and 

propose a comprehensive framework for carrying out FOSM-based uncertainty propagation 

in PEER PBEE framework loss estimation problems. The proposed method was based on DV 

given EDP relationships rather than DV given DS and DS given EDP relationships. Bradley 

and Lee (2010b) investigated the accuracy of FOSM methods and found that the use of 

FOSM methods resulted in non-trivial error in some situations. Ching et al. (2009) proposed 

propagation using moment-matching methods whereas Bradley et al. (2009b) suggested the 

use of numerical integrations. Other studies have employed Monte Carlo simulation to assess 

the impact of epistemic uncertainty in input parameters for complicated problems, although 

these have tended to focus on one particular portion of the loss estimation problem, such as 

demand assessment or damage assessment. Examples include the studies by Liel et al. (2009), 

Bradley (2010a) and Vamvastikos and Fragiadakis (2010). 
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2.6. Previous cost-benefit analyses on base isolated buildings 

Early attempts were made by Thiel (1986) and Lew (1986, 1990). These studies used MMI as 

an intensity measure. Due to lack of empirical data, the relationship between damage ratio 

and MMI for the base isolated buildings was estimated based on simple judgment-based 

approximations. In Lew (1990), the author assumes that base isolation reduces loses by a 

factor of two thirds and in Thiel (1986), the author assumes that base isolation has the effect 

of shifting the damage probability matrix of the corresponding fixed base building, based on 

ATC (1985), down by two MMI units. In Lew (1986, 1990), cost-benefit ratios for typical 

steel and concrete mid-rise buildings in high hazard areas of California were calculated at 

approximately 1.5. However, this result is subject to a great deal of uncertainty and the 

effects of this uncertainty were not assessed. In the study by Thiel (1986), a sensitivity 

analysis was conducted that considered 12 different mid-rise building types (9 conventional 

and 3 base isolated) and 6 different sites in the United States (the highest hazard site was an 

intermediate soil site in Southern California near the San Andreas fault). Base isolation was 

justified in the sense of an expected cost-benefit analysis if the increase in first cost is less 

than approximately 3% to 4.5%. 

Bruno and Valente (2002) studied the life-cycle performance of six different reinforced 

concrete building types, including representative new and base isolated buildings, designed to 

Italian codes. The non-structural system was modelled as entirely drift sensitive, with no loss 

at 0.2% inter-storey drift and complete loss at 0.7% drift. Contents were assumed to be 

acceleration sensitive, with no loss at 0.2 g and complete loss at 2 g. Results showed 

significant reduction in EAL for the isolated structure. 
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Figure 2.9. Fragility curves for case study 10-storey reinforced concrete buildings, reproduced from Suwa 

and Seki (2005). 

Suwa and Seki (2005) conducted a life cycle cost assessment of a conventional and a base 

isolated 10 storey reinforced concrete building in Japan. They did not consider business 

downtime, but did include the effects of earthquake insurance based on assumed premiums 

and deductibles. Five scenario earthquake ruptures were considered, and fragility curves for 

the buildings were constructed from nonlinear time history analysis (see Figure 2.9). Repair 

costs per unit floor area were based on site investigations after the 1995 Kobe Earthquake. 

The resulting expected value loss-intensity functions are shown in Figure 2.10. The high 

expected losses in the isolated building for peak ground accelerations between 8 ms
-2

 and 

10 ms
-2

 are attributed to contents damage. Based on an increase in cost to incorporate base 

isolation of about 3%, the expected payback time at three different Japanese sites (Tokyo, 

Nagoya and Sendai) was calculated to be between about 15 and 30 years when the 

conventional structure was not insured, and between 30 and 50 years when the conventional 

structure was insured. 
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Figure 2.10. Expected value loss-intensity functions for case study reinforced concrete buildings, 

reproduced from Suwa and Seki (2005). 

Goda et al. (2010) conducted a probabilistic assessment of the ductility demands in a base 

isolated and conventional building, based on modelling the superstructures as single degree 

of freedom systems with Bouc-Wen hysteretic behaviour. The demand results were then 

extended to life cycle costs, firstly expected life cycle costs and secondly probability 

distributions of life cycle cost derived using Monte Carlo simulation. The single degree of 

freedom superstructure period was assumed to be 0.3 s and the isolation period was assumed 

to be 3.0 s. The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 2.11. Based on the skew in the 

resulting distributions, the authors suggest that, confronted with a decision in which the 

isolated building and conventional building have similar expected life cycle costs, risk-averse 

decision makers will tend to favour isolated buildings over conventional buildings. 
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Figure 2.11. Probability distributions in normalized life cycle cost for generic base isolated and 

conventional buildings, adapted from Goda et al. (2010). 

Terzic et al. (2012) used the FEMA P-58 methodology to estimate life cycle costs for five 

different buildings, all variants of a three storey steel, moment-resisting frame office 

building. The buildings designed for a firm soil site (shear wave velocity over the top 30 m 

between 180 m/s and 360 m/s) in California. One of the variants was a base-fixed Special 

Moment Resisting Frame (SMRF) building designed with a force reduction factor of R=8. 

The other variants were isolated Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame (IMRF) buildings. 

Two of these were supported by lead rubber bearings (these had force reduction factors R=1 

and R=2) and two were supported by triple friction pendulum bearings (also with force 

reduction factors R=1 and R=2). The response of the buildings was analysed for a suite of 

earthquakes at each of three hazard levels (50%, 10% and 2% exceedence probabilities in 50 

years). Median peak floor acceleration profiles for the buildings are shown in Figure 2.12. 

Performance assessment was conducted using FEMA P-58 methodology (FEMA 2012a).  

Downtime was considered by multiplying the repair time estimate from PACT by an assumed 

daily rate of loss associated with disrupted business function. The authors noted that this 

approach did not include the time necessary for financing, inspection and the design repair 

operations. Comerio (2006) calls this component of downtime the “irrational” component of 

downtime (the “rational” component of downtime is the time to actually carry out the 

necessary repair operations). 
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Figure 2.12. Variation of median peak floor acceleration with building storey from Terzic et al. (2012). 

 

Figure 2.13. Median total loss including business downtime for the five modelled building variants from 

Terzic et al. (2012). 

Median total losses for each building variant at each of the considered hazard levels are 

shown in Figure 2.13. The reductions in loss are less significant than those documented in, 

for example, Bruno and Valente (2002) and Suwa and Seki (2005). The significant reductions 

in peak floor accelerations shown in Figure 2.12 and the reductions in loss shown in Figure 

2.13 when the force reduction factor is decreased from R=2 to R=1 suggest that the isolated 

building losses in Figure 2.13 are primarily associated with damage to drift-sensitive 

components such as interior partition walls. This is a result of the relatively flexible isolated 

building superstructures used. A simple expected cost-benefit analysis was performed based 

on the limited available analytical results, which showed that the breakeven point for the 

investment in isolation occurred when the discount rate was between 3.4% and 4.9%, 

depending on the building ductility and type of isolation system used. 
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Mayes et al. (2013) used the FEMA P-58 methodology to estimate the vulnerability of a low-

rise steel building designed as a conventional moment frame and with a series of innovative 

protective systems, including base isolation, viscous dampers, buckling restrained braces and 

rocking walls. The response of the buildings was analysed using 5 ground motions scaled to 

correspond to the Design Basis Earthquake. Business downtime was not considered. 

Financial losses were assessed using PACT (FEMA 2012b), using two damageable 

component inventories, one representative of a typical office building and another typical of a 

laboratory building. The resulting median losses are shown in Figure 2.14. Base isolation was 

clearly the best performer, particularly for the laboratory building because of the increased 

contribution of acceleration-sensitive contents. There was very little difference in losses 

between a reinforced concrete building with shear walls and a reinforced concrete building 

with PRESSS rocking walls, because the majority of repair costs were associated with non-

structural components and contents rather than the structural system. This finding is 

consistent with Gavridou et al. (2014), although it does not consider business interruption. 

 

Figure 2.14. Median repair costs for 8 building variants subjected to Design Level Earthquake ground 

motions, from Mayes et al. (2013). 

Benefit-cost ratios for the use of base isolation are clearly highly dependent upon the building 

location, the seismic hazard and the building structural system, layout and occupancy. The 

available research covers a variety of building types and locations. However, from a 

procedural perspective, there remain a number of important effects that have either not been 

investigated or could be modelled in an improved way. These areas include: (a) the 

consequences of moat wall pounding in terms of repair costs and business downtime, and its 
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effects on cost-benefit analysis; (b) the effects of business downtime accounting for the 

difference between minor damage that is unlikely to affect building occupancy; (c) 

comparative component deaggregations of losses in the isolated building and the 

conventional building; (d) the effects of aleatory uncertainty in the ground motion occurrence 

process on the distributions of net present value in real buildings; and (e) the effects of 

epistemic uncertainties on benefit-cost ratios. 
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Chapter 3  

Cost-benefit analysis of a base isolated 

and a conventional building 

 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Seismic base isolation provides a proven and effective means of protecting structures from 

the damaging horizontal components of earthquake ground motion. However, first cost 

increases and uncertainty about future benefits act as strong disincentives for building 

developers (Mayes et al. 1990). As such, implementation of base isolation has often been 

limited to critical facilities such as hospitals, for which post-earthquake function is essential 

(Higashino and Okamoto 2006). To encourage the implementation of base isolation to a 

wider class of structures (office buildings, apartment complexes, shopping malls and so on), 

earthquake engineering professionals must be able to demonstrate those situations when base 

isolation represents appropriate and cost-effective earthquake risk management. 

Available research on the costs and life cycle benefits of base isolated buildings demonstrates 

the potential of base isolation to be cost-effective for buildings in both the public and private 

sectors. However, the exact combinations of location, soil type, structural size and type, 

isolation system design, discount rate, time period, and building income under which this 

cost-efficiency is achieved remain relatively uncertain. Moreover, the role of moat wall 

impact in cost-benefit analysis has not been established. Further investigation into the 

aforementioned topics, and the subsequent transmission of key findings from research to 

practice, is of direct benefit to decision makers considering the use of base isolation in new 
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construction and, more generally, promotes appropriate development of earthquake-resilient 

infrastructure. 

Chapter 2 explained that there are several available approaches useful for the assessment of 

the value of an investment in base isolation. Cost-benefit analysis is adopted here, on the 

basis that the considered decision options are clearly defined (e.g. “base isolated” vs. 

“conventional” base-fixed construction) and the important costs and benefits can be 

expressed in monetary terms. Chapter 2 also highlighted that there are several techniques for 

quantifying the seismic performance of buildings. Given a lack of empirical data on the 

observed performance of base isolated buildings (in particular a lack of data involving moat 

wall impacts), a building-specific performance assessment approach based on the FEMA P-

58 methodology is adopted herein. While this does not provide for a generalized 

understanding on the costs and benefits of adopting base-isolation (e.g. how cost-efficiency 

changes with structural type, location, soil class and so on), it provides an evidence-based 

foundation upon which further, more generalized studies might be based. Moreover, this 

approach allows for detailed investigations into a number of areas affecting the cost-

efficiency of base isolated buildings relative to conventional buildings that have not 

previously been addressed, including: (a) the effect of (three-dimensional) moat wall 

pounding on a case study base isolated building; (b) deaggregation of EAL by intensity level 

in a base isolated buildings including the effects of moat wall pounding; and (c) assessment 

of the role of different assumptions regarding business interruption loss in cost-benefit 

analysis of base isolated buildings. 

The present case study extends from related studies comparing structural response of 

conventional and base isolated building typologies (Sayani et al. 2011, Erduran et al. 2011) 

and the modelling of moat wall pounding in isolated buildings (Masroor and Mosqueda 

2013). 

3.2. Building designs 

The conventional and base isolated building designs considered in this study are the same as 

those documented by Erduran et al. (2011). The buildings are three story, braced steel frame 

office buildings (occupancy category II and importance factor I=1), located near Los 

Angeles, California (34.50 N, 118.2 W) and founded on stiff soil (site class D, with a shear 

wave velocity over the top 30 m, VS30 between 180 m/s and 360 m/s). The buildings were 
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designed by Forrell/Elsesser Engineers Inc. of San Francisco to be minimally compliant to 

the 2006 International Building Code (ICC 2006), ASCE 7-05 (ASCE 2005) and AISC 341-

05 (AISC 2005). The buildings are selected here because they were designed by professional 

consultants with the intent of being representative of prevailing practice, and also because 

their low-rise and high stiffness characteristics ideally suit them for isolation. 

Short period and one second period design spectral accelerations for the conventional and 

base isolated buildings are 2.2 g and 0.74 g respectively, where g is the acceleration due to 

gravity. The buildings are 55 m × 36.6 m (180 ft × 120 ft) in plan, and lateral loads in each 

building are resisted by steel braces, with layouts as shown in Figure 3.1. The bracing in the 

base isolated building is distributed on the first and second stories to increase the resistance to 

local uplift at the isolation level. The base isolated building is an Ordinary Concentrically 

Braced Frame (OCBF) designed with a force reduction factor R=1, whereas the conventional 

building is a Special Concentrically Braced Frame (SCBF) designed with R=6 (design of 

both buildings was force-controlled).  

Table 3.1. Steel sections used in each story. 

 Conventional SCBF  Base-isolated OCBF 

Story# Column Girder Brace  Column Girder Brace 

1 W14×176 W27×84 HSS 12×12×5/8  W12×72 W24×84 HSS 10×10×5/8 

2 W14×176 W30×99 HSS 10×10×5/8  W12×72 W24×76 HSS 8×8×5/8 

3 W14×109 W36×150 HSS 8×8×1/2  W12×53 W18×60 HSS 7×7×1/2 

 

Table 3.2. Isolation system design parameters. 

Isolator properties DBE MCE 

Effective period TD = 2.85 s TM = 3.1 s 

Effective damping βD = 21% βM = 15% 

Displacement (no torsion) DD = 34.5 cm (13.6 in) DM = 63.2 cm (24.9 in) 

Displacement (incl. torsion) DTD = 41.7 cm (16.4 in) DTM = 76.2 cm (30.0 in) 
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Figure 3.1 - (a) Plan view of the isolated OCBF and conventional SCBF buildings; elevation view of (b) 

conventional SCBF and (c) isolated OCBF buildings. 

Member sizes used in the two buildings are listed in Table 3.1. Both buildings have a 

provided system strength approximately double the required strength (Erduran et al. 2011), 

which is consistent with the expected system overstrength factor of 2 for concentric braced 

frames (ASCE 2005). Nominal yield strength is assumed to be 345MPa (50 ksi) for frame 

members and 318MPa (46 ksi) for braces. The first mode period of the conventional SCBF is 

0.43 s and the first mode period of the isolated OCBF superstructure is 0.39 s. Design 

parameters for the isolation system are listed in Table 2, where DBE is the Design Basis 

Earthquake (10% exceedence probability in 50 years) and MCE is the Maximum Considered 

Earthquake (2% exceedence probability in 50 years). The isolation system has a bilinear 

lateral force-displacement relationship, with pre- and post-yield periods of 0.79 s and 3.55 s 

respectively. The system design for the isolation system is non-specific with respect to the 

type of isolator, and hence could represent common devices such as lead rubber bearings and 

friction pendulum bearings. 
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3.3. Finite element models 

Detailed three-dimensional finite element models were created in OpenSees (McKenna 2011) 

for each building. The stress-strain behaviour of steel was modelled using the Giuffré-

Menegotto-Pinto model with a bilinear backbone and a 3% strain hardening ratio. The 

resulting stress-strain relationship is shown in Figure 3.2 below. 

 

Figure 3.2 – Modelled cyclic stress-strain behaviour of steel. 

Yield strengths for steel were set at 379 MPa (55 ksi) for frame members and 345 MPa (50 

ksi) for braces. These were 10% higher than the nominal values to account for expected 

material overstrength. Steel columns were modelled as force-based nonlinear frame elements 

with section properties defined by fibre sections. Second order (large deformation) effects in 

columns were applied through a P-Delta geometric transformation. Most beams were gravity 

resisting and were thus modelled as simple elastic elements with pinned connections. Beam-

column connections in the braced frames were modelled as fixed connections due to the 

rigidity provided by the gusset plates. These beams were modelled as elastic elements with 

nonlinear plastic hinge zones over a length equal to twice the beam depth at each end. Section 

properties for the hinge zones were defined using fibre sections.  

Braces were modelled using two force-based nonlinear frame elements with section 

properties defined using fibre sections, which were connected at a central node with a 0.1% 

out-of-plane offset (Erduran et al. 2011). Second order (large deformation) effects were 

considered using a co-rotational formulation. The resultant force-deformation behaviour of 
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the braces matched the experimental results published by Black et al. (1980). The resultant 

force-deformation behaviour is shown in Figure 3.3 below. 

 

Figure 3.3. Force-deformation behavior for a representative steel brace member, reproduced from 

Erduran et al. (2011). 

Isolators were located beneath each column in the isolated OCBF and were modelled as bi-

directionally coupled springs with a bilinear force-deformation response in the two horizontal 

directions. This was achieved using the OpenSees “elastomeric bearing” element. All 

isolators were modelled identically, using the same yield strength, initial stiffness, and post-

yield stiffness. These parameters were selected so that the system behaviour was consistent 

with the design parameters listed in Table 3.2, based on an assumed yield displacement of 

1 cm. Vertical flexibility of the isolators was modelled using simple linear vertical springs. 

The vertical spring stiffness was selected so that the vertical period of vibration at the 

isolation layer was 0.1 s. Failure of the isolators was not considered within the finite element 

model. 

Energy dissipation in the conventional SCBF and the isolated OCBF superstructure was 

modelled using tangent stiffness proportional viscous damping, calibrated to give 2.5% 

equivalent viscous damping at the initial first mode frequency of each superstructure. In-

plane stiffness of the floor slabs was modelled using a rigid diaphragm constraint, and 

accidental torsion due to uneven distribution of stiffness and mass was modelled by shifting 

the building’s centre of mass by 5% of the plan width in each direction (De-la-Colina et al. 

2011). Soil-structure interaction was neglected. 
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Two finite element models were developed for the isolated OCBF, one with a surrounding 

moat wall and one with no moat wall. The model without a moat wall was developed in order 

to highlight the performance outputs that would have been obtained if the presence of the 

moat wall was neglected. The moat wall model was adapted from Masroor and Mosqueda 

(2013) with a seismic gap of 76.2 cm (30.0 in), which was the total maximum displacement 

for the isolation system on site class D, including torsion. The moat wall had a height of 300 

cm (120 in) and a thickness of 30 cm (12 in), and was modelled using a combination of 

moment-rotation springs at the base of the wall and shear springs along the top of the wall. 

The springs were assigned multi-linear force-deformation properties emulating the nonlinear 

response of a continuous reinforced concrete wall modelled in Abaqus (Dassault Systèmes 

2012) (see Masroor and Mosqueda 2013 for further details). The moat wall model 

incorporated forces from soil backfill using a force-displacement relationship suggested by 

Shamsabadi et al. (2007). This relationship assumed a backfill of Los Angeles silty sand. 

Impact between the moat wall and the base isolated building superstructure was modelled 

using a gap element in series with a simplified damped Hertz impact spring. The moat wall 

modelling approach was demonstrated to be effective in predicting experimentally observed 

structural response under both perpendicular and oblique impacts (Masroor and Mosqueda 

2013). A diagram of the moat wall model is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4. A schematic showing the layout of the moat wall impact model, following Masroor and 

Mosqueda (2013) 

Epistemic uncertainties in demand predictions were not considered in this thesis because the 

associated computational expense is large. 
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3.4. Site class 

An important premise of life cycle performance analyses is that they are based on response 

assessment of an as-designed hypothetical building, and thus should use site specific uniform 

hazard spectra to determine the ground shaking in lieu of code design spectra. Figure 3.5 

shows the design spectra (ASCE 2005) and the corresponding uniform hazard spectra (USGS 

2013) at the MCE hazard level on site class C and D soil. On class C soil, the design 

spectrum and uniform hazard spectrum are similar across the entire period range, so the 

performance of both buildings at MCE level should be consistent with design intentions. 

However, on site class D soil, the uniform hazard spectrum is significantly higher than the 

design spectrum in the long period range (e.g., 80% higher at 3 second period) and a little 

lower in the short period range. This means the MCE performance of the isolated OCBF is 

expected to be significantly worse than intended in design while the MCE performance of the 

conventional SCBF is expected to be slightly better than intended in design. 

Although the buildings were designed for site class D, assuming site class C for comparative 

loss assessment was perceived to potentially lead to more comparable building performance 

estimates at each hazard level, and ultimately a life cycle cost-benefit analysis result that was 

more useful as a case study benchmark. Therefore, response assessment was conducted 

assuming the buildings were located on site class C soil rather than site class D as in the 

original design. This change did not affect the design loads for the conventional SCBF but 

lowered the design loads for the isolated OCBF by 13% (ASCE 2005). As a result, the 

conventional SCBF remains minimally code compliant, while the isolated OCBF can be 

considered to slightly exceed code requirements for superstructure strength (with an effective 

R = 0.87) and seismic gap size (15% larger than DTM) on site class C. The modified isolated 

OCBF design assumptions are believed to be representative of realistic design practice, given 

that isolated buildings are frequently designed to much higher performance criteria than the 

criteria for minimum compliance specified in ASCE (2005). Additional analyses on site class 

D soil were taken to be outside of the thesis scope. 
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Figure 3.5. MCE design spectra (ASCE 2005) and corresponding USGS hazard spectra (USGS 2013). 

3.5. Ground motion selection and scaling 

This study considered ten discrete hazard levels. The corresponding uniform hazard spectra 

are shown in Figure 3.6. These hazard levels were subsequently categorized into six different 

groups, listed in Table 3.3, based on similarity in spectral shape. A unique bin of twenty 

bidirectional ground motions was selected for each of the six groups. 

 

Figure 3.6. Uniform hazard spectra at the site at the ten discrete hazard levels (USGS 2013). 

Many earthquake records were available at the lower hazard levels (bins 1 and 2) that closely 

fit the target spectrum. However, at the higher hazard levels, very few earthquake records 

could be identified that closely fit the target spectrum over the whole period range. To 

overcome this, different ground motions were selected for the isolated OCBF and 

conventional SCBF buildings for the five highest hazard levels (bins 3 to 6). Specifically, the 

isolated OCBF earthquake records were selected according to the closeness of fit to a 
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conditional mean spectrum at 3.0 s period, over a period range of 0.5TD (1.425 s) to 1.25TD 

(3.875 s) (ASCE 2005), and the conventional SCBF earthquake records were selected 

according to the closeness of fit to a conditional mean spectrum at 0.5 s period, over a period 

range of 0.2T1 (0.086 s) to 2.0T1 (0.86 s), where T1 is the conventional SCBF’s first mode 

period (FEMA 2012a, Chapter 4). The selection of independent earthquake records for the 

conventional and isolated buildings led to records with far better spectral matches over the 

period ranges of interest. The bins contained records that were roughly representative of the 

magnitudes and distances that contributed most to overall seismic hazard, as well as records 

with and without near fault effects. 

Table 3.3. Earthquake bins 

Bin Hazard level Buildings 

1 1/10, 1/40, 1/72 Both buildings 

2 1/125, 1/225 Both buildings 

3 1/475, 1/975 Isolated OCBF only 

4 1/475, 1/975 Conventional SCBF only 

5 1/1485, 1/2475, 1/4975 Isolated OCBF only 

6 1/1485, 1/2475, 1/4975 Conventional SCBF only 

Tightness of spectral fit as adopted as a primary criterion in ground motion selection. The 

median structural response estimates described in the following section are thus expected to 

possess favourable accuracy. However, the variability of ground motion response spectra at 

periods other than the conditioning period was not explicitly accounted for in this study 

because the necessary information was not available within the USGS tool at the time the 

study was carried out. The analytical modelling approach adopted here is thus prone to 

underestimating the level of uncertainty in demand predictions, at least in comparison to 

more advanced approaches which do account explicitly for the expected variability in 

response spectra at periods other than the conditioning period (e.g. Bradley 2010b). 

Figure 3.7 shows the response spectra of the applied ground motions for both buildings at the 

1/475 and 1/2475 year hazard levels together with the target conditional mean spectra and the 

DBE and MCE design spectra (ASCE 2005). Target spectra for the isolated OCBF at these 

hazard levels are similar to the corresponding DBE and MCE design spectra, implying that 

the performance of the isolated OCBF at these hazard levels should be approximately as 

intended in design. Target spectra for the conventional SCBF at the 1/475 and 1/2475 hazard 

levels are a little less than the corresponding DBE and MCE design spectra, implying that the 

conventional SCBF should perform better than intended in design at these hazard levels. 
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Figure 3.7. Geometric mean response spectra and their median compared with the target Conditional 

Mean Spectra (CMS) for: (a) the conventional SCBF at the 1/475 year hazard level; (b) the isolated 

OCBF at the 1/475 year hazard level; (c) the conventional SCBF at the 1/2475 year hazard level; and (d) 

the isolated OCBF at the 1/2475 year hazard level. DBE and MCE design spectra are also shown. 

3.6. Structural response 

For each building and each hazard level, the appropriate 20 scaled ground motions were 

applied with x- and y- components aligned to the global x- and y- axes in the structural 

model, and then again at a 90˚ orientation. Median profiles for peak floor acceleration and x-

direction inter-story drift (averaged over the 35 floor nodes) are shown in Figure 3.8. As 

expected, peak floor accelerations and inter-story drifts are significantly lower in the isolated 

OCBF models. This reduction is most pronounced at the 1/475 and 1/975 hazard levels, 

where inter-story drifts were lessened by factors between 5 and 20 and peak floor 

accelerations were reduced by factors between 4 and 6, depending on the location in the 

building. 
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Figure 3.8. Median values of floor average peak floor acceleration (PFA) vs. floor level and floor average 

peak x-direction inter-story drift vs. story level, for (a) the conventional SCBF, (b) the isolated OCBF 

with a moat wall and (c) the isolated OCBF without a moat wall. All ten hazard levels are plotted from 

left to right in order of increasing intensity, with median responses at the 1/475, 1/2475 and 1/4975 hazard 

levels accented. 

3.6.1 Moat Wall Pounding 

Pounding of the base isolated building against the surrounding moat wall occurred at the 

1/1485 hazard level (1 of 40 simulations), the 1/2475 hazard level (13 of 40 simulations) and 

the 1/4975 hazard level (31 of 40 simulations). Moat wall pounding typically produced 

superstructure peak floor accelerations between 0.5 g and 1.5 g on the upper floors and 0.5 g 

and 2.0 g on the first floor, with 5 of the 40 cases at the 1/4975 hazard level producing first 

floor accelerations in excess of 3.5 g. Pounding-induced amplification of peak floor 

acceleration is clearly apparent for the 1/4975 hazard level in Figure 3.8b. Increases in peak 

inter-story drift demand were found to be highly sensitive to the conditions at impact, 

particularly the approach velocity and torsional displacement at the time of impact. Hence, a 

high level of dispersion was observed in peak inter-story drifts when moat wall pounding 

occurred. The performance of the isolated building at the 1/4975 hazard level was 

significantly improved in the case without a moat wall. This improvement came at the 

expense of increased isolator displacements, which were larger than 127 cm (50 in) in some 

cases. An isolator designed for a maximum displacement of 76.2 cm (30 in) could not be 

expected to sustain 127 cm (50 in) without consequences. The consequences of isolator 

failure were not examined herein. 
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3.6.2 Collapse and related limit states 

Large inter-story drift were observed in simulations of both the conventional SCBF (up to 

5.7%) and the isolated OCBF with a moat wall (up to 3.6%). However, none of the 

simulations predicted structural collapse by lateral dynamic instability or loss of load carrying 

capacity. Consequently, collapse probabilities were not included in further financial analysis. 

However, the effects of a building receiving an unsafe placard or requiring replacement were 

included as suggested in the study by Rameriz and Miranda (2012). An unsafe placard is a 

legally enforced notification that the building is unsafe for occupancy until further assessment 

or repair work is completed. Unsafe placard probabilities were estimated using FEMA P-58 

procedures (FEMA 2012a), whereby an unsafe placard is issued if a threshold number of 

structural components reach a prescribed damage state. Replacement probabilities were 

established from residual drifts using a fragility curve for building replacement with a median 

of 1.0% residual drift and a lognormal dispersion of 0.3 (FEMA 2012a, Ramirez and Miranda 

2009). Because of difficulties encountered in accurately predicting residual drifts through 

finite element modelling, residual drifts    in both buildings were approximated based on 

peak drifts using the following empirically derived equation (FEMA 2012a): 

   [

     

                 

          

 
(3-1) 

 Where: 

    The building yield drift. 

   The building peak drift. 

Probabilities of receiving an unsafe placard and probabilities of residual drift enforced 

replacement based on the PACT software (FEMA 2012b) are shown in Figure 3.9, for the 

conventional SCBF and the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 
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Figure 3.9. Probabilities of receiving an unsafe placard and residual drift enforced replacement for the 

conventional SCBF building and the isolated OCBF building with a moat wall. 

The lack of any observed collapse cases in the conventional SCBF at the 1/2475 and 1/4975 

year hazard levels is potentially attributable to system overstrength and differences between 

target spectra and the MCE design spectra (see Figure 3.6c). Collapse cases in the isolated 

OCBF may have occurred at the 1/4975 year hazard level had the seismic gap size been less 

conservative. Readers interested in collapse fragilities for both the conventional SCBF and 

isolated OCBF considering an alternative site classes, modelling assumptions and ground 

motion selection and scaling schemes are referred to Masroor and Mosqueda (2013) and 

Ryan et al. (2010). 

3.7. Fragility and cost data 

The damageable component inventory for the building was based on the normative quantities 

suggested in Appendix F of the FEMA P-58-1 manual (FEMA 2012a) and is summarized in 

Table 3.4. Fragility, repair cost and repair time parameters took on the default values 

suggested in the PACT fragility specification manager (FEMA 2012b), unless otherwise 

stated. The number of computers per floor was based upon an office worker density of 1 

worker per 250 ft
2
 (FEMA 2012a). 
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Table 3.4. Damageable component inventory for the buildings. 

Structural item PACT identification 

number 

Quantity in base 

isolated OCBF 

building 

Quantity in 

conventional 

SCBF building 

EDP 

Moment connections (one-sided) B1035.041 8 (1F, X&Y) 

4 (3F, X&Y) 

  

4 PF (X&Y) PFD 

Moment connections (two-sided) B1035.051 4 (2F, X&Y) - PFD 

SCBF chevron braces(1) B1033.011b - 4 PF (X&Y) PISD 

OCBF chevron braces(1) B1033.051b 8 (1F, X&Y) 

4 (2F, X&Y) 

4 (3F, X&Y) 

- PISD 

Web-bolted gravity connection B1031.001 52 (1F&2F, X) 

48 (1F&2F, Y) 

56 (3F, X) 

52 (3F, Y) 

56 PF (X&Y) 

52 PF (X&Y) 

PFDav 

Exterior cladding (glass façade) B2022.001 180 panels PF (X), 120 panels PF 

(Y), panel size = 6ft × 5ft 

PISDav 

Interior partitions (with paint finish) C1011.001a 1330 ft PF (X), 860 ft PF (Y) PISDav 

Ceramic tile wall finish C3011.002a 66.5 ft PF (X), 43 ft PF (Y) PISDav 

Additional flooding damage from fire 

sprinkler leakage(2) 

C3021.001a 20400 ft2 PF PFAav 

Acoustical tile ceiling C3032.003b 20400 ft2 PF PFAav 

Traction elevators D1014.011 2 (1F) PFAav 

Cold water piping & bracing (Φ > 2.5 in) D2021.013a,b 300 ft PF PFAav 

Hot water piping & bracing (Φ > 2.5 in) D2022.023a,b 600 ft PF PFAav 

Hot water piping & bracing (Φ < 2.5 in) D2022. 013a,b 1800 ft PF PFAav 

Waste piping & bracing D2031.023a,b  1250 ft PF PFAav 

HVAC chiller D3031.013e 1 wt. 190 ton capacity (Rf) PFAav 

HVAC cooling tower D3031.023e 1 wt. 190 ton capacity (Rf) PFAav 

HVAC air handling unit D3052.013b 1 wt. 45000 ft3/min capacity (Rf) PFAav 

Small HVAC ducting (A < 6 ft2) D3041.011c 1600 ft PF PFAav 

Large HVAC ducting (A > 6 ft2) D3041.012c 400 ft PF PFAav 

Fire sprinkler piping D4011.023a 4320 ft PF PFAav 

Fire sprinkler heads D4011.033a 194 PF PFAav 

Transformer D5011.013k 1 wt. 1000 kWA capacity (Rf) PFAav 

Electrical distribution panel D5012.033e 4 wt. 500 A capacity PF PFAav 

Office workstations(3) E2022.001 86 PF PFAav 

Desktop computers(4) E2022.022 86 PF PFAav 

EDP = engineering demand parameter 

PF = per floor 

PISD = peak inter-story drift 

PISDav = average of peak inter-story drifts recorded over the floor area 

PFD = peak floor drift measured as the average of inter-story drifts above and below the floor of interest 

PFDav = average of peak floor drifts recorded over the floor area 

PFAav = average of the peak vector floor accelerations recorded over the floor area 

(1) Modified damage state determination 

(2) User-defined data input, median cost of $5 per ft2 

(3) User-defined data input, median cost of $1000 per unit 

(4) User-defined data input, median cost of $1800 per unit 

 

3.8. Business interruption loss procedure 

Five different analytical approaches were considered to assess the potential impacts of 

business interruption loss. In order to examine the effect of business interruption alone, these 

approaches neglected the impact of insurance, owner-tenant apportionment and business 
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insolvency. Regional economic interaction (Section 16.2 of NIBS/FEMA 2003), demand 

surge (Olsen and Porter 2011), business loss recapture (Section 15.2.6 of NIBS/FEMA 2003) 

and income sources not dependent on building occupancy such as royalties and interest on 

savings and investments were similarly neglected. The cases considered by this study are as 

follows. 

 Case 0; downtime is neglected: Business downtime and interruption loss are 

neglected. 

 Case 1; downtime equals repair time: Business downtime is assumed to be the time 

required to reinstate the building after an earthquake. Business interruption loss is 

calculated as downtime multiplied by daily total building income. 

 Case 2; downtime equals repair and planning times: Case 2 is identical to Case 1, 

except that business downtime also includes planning periods if the building receives 

an unsafe placard or requires replacement. Planning periods are incorporated to 

account for time needed to inspect damage, obtain financing and develop designs for 

repair or replacement operations. 

 Case 3; downtime equals occupancy-critical repair and planning times: If the 

building receives an unsafe placard or requires replacement, business downtime is 

assumed to be the time required to reinstate the building plus planning periods. If the 

building does not receive an unsafe placard or require replacement, downtime is 

assumed to only include the time to repair the components likely to affect building 

occupancy. As before, business interruption loss is calculated as downtime multiplied 

by total building income. 

 Case 4; downtime equals occupancy-critical repair and planning times, with 

consideration of business relocation: Case 4 is identical to Case 3, but adjusted for 

relocation in the following manner. If downtime is less than a relocation threshold 

time, business interruption loss is calculated as downtime multiplied by total building 

income. Otherwise, the business regains function after the relocation threshold time at 

the expense of an additional relocation cost and rental rate. 

This study assumed a set of criteria to define damage patterns likely to affect building 

occupancy. These criteria were based on Table 4 from Porter et al. (2001) and Almufti and 
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Willford (2013). Repair times were set as the average of the parallel and serial repair times 

provided by PACT software. Other assumed inputs used in business interruption loss 

modelling are listed in Table 5.  

Table 3.5. Business interruption loss model inputs. 

Input Value Source 

Building income $60,000 per day NIBS/FEMA (2003), Table 15.15 

Relocation cost $60,000 NIBS/FEMA (2003), Table 15.12 

Relocation rental cost $2,900 per day NIBS/FEMA (2003), Table 15.12 

Replacement time including 

planning period 

Random variable, 2-4 year 

range 

Comerio (2006) 

Planning period after unsafe 

placard 

Random variable, 1-6 month 

range 

NIBS/FEMA (2003) Table 15.10 

The building income of $60,000 per day was calculated based on a proprietor’s income of 

$0.923 per ft
2
 floor area per day (NIBS/FEMA 2003, Table 15.15) and a total building floor 

area of 21,600 × 3 = 64,800 ft
2
. The building income of $60,000 per day can also be justified 

in a “ball park” sense by considering an assumed office worker density of 0.004 persons per 

ft
2
 floor area, which implies that about 258 people work in the building (86 persons per 

floor), and with the assumption of an average worker salary of $50,000 per year, it follows 

that the total building income must be at least $35,000. This building income is higher than 

would typically be obtained based on renting or leasing the building. For example, Terzic 

(2012) adopt a rental rate of $0.055 per ft
2
 floor area per day giving a building income of 

$3,550 per day. The $60,000 relocation cost and the $2,900 per day rental rate were sourced 

directly from NIBS/FEMA (2003, Table 15.12). The assumption of a replacement time 

(including a planning period) was based on general judgment as well as previous 

observations following the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (Comerio 2006). This is broadly 

congruous with observations in the 2010 - 2011 Canterbury earthquake and is similar to the 2 

year estimate put forward in NIBS/FEMA (2003, Table 15.9 and Table 15.10). The planning 

period estimate associated with receiving an unsafe placard (but with no replacement) was 

necessary in order to account for the design of repair operations and the acquisition of 

financing. The 1 to 6 month time planning period estimate was based approximately on 

judgement, taking into account the available information from NIBS/FEMA (2003) Table 

15.10 and adopting the assumption that damage causing a building to receive an unsafe 

placard but not to require replacement would be less extensive (and thus result in a lesser 

planning period) than damage causing building replacement. 
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The aforementioned procedure was developed prior to the release of the REDi framework 

(Almufti and Willford 2013). There are two important differences between the REDi 

framework and the procedure developed here. Firstly, the definition of the damage states 

deemed to affect occupancy within the REDi framework is slightly different to that used here. 

Secondly, the REDi framework is based on the notion of an “average damage state” whereas 

the present framework is based on the actual rate of occurrences of damage states deemed to 

affect occupancy. These rates are approximated for the purposes of calculating expected 

value business interruption costs by re-running PACT analyses using component fragility 

definitions with only one damage state each (the damage state perceived to affect occupancy). 

The proposed approach provides an avenue for more direct estimation of loss of function time 

but is more cumbersome than the REDi framework to execute. 

In the proposed methodology, business interruption costs are only incurred if PACT predicts 

that the building receives an unsafe placard and/or requires replacement. This approach is 

adopted for reasons of practicality. However, it should be noted that there may be inspection 

downtime even if the building does not receive an unsafe placard (e.g. the time required to 

“make safe” the building and to organize and carry out inspections to determine whether or 

not an unsafe placard should be issued). These inspection times are likely to affect both the 

conventional and base isolated building typologies and have the potential to inflate loss 

predictions above those suggested in this study. 

3.9. Loss analysis using PACT default fragility models 

Results from seismic response simulations, seismic hazard data and component inventories 

were input into PACT. The unfurnished building cost (core and shell value) for the 

conventional SCBF and isolated OCBF was set to $24.1 million and $27.7 million 

respectively. These values were developed in Báez (2010) based on recommendations from a 

professional cost estimator, and are revised here to reflect the value of contents and 

furnishings. The full replacement cost was set to $35.1 million and $38.9 million 

respectively, which included an allowance for demolition. Financial loss analysis was 

conducted in PACT software using 300 Monte Carlo simulations at each hazard level. 

Key outputs from the loss analysis, based upon the suggested fragility models in PACT, are 

summarized in Table 3.6. The expected annual repair times are recorded as the average of the 

repair times assuming that repairs are conducted in series and in parallel, respectively. 
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Superior performance of the isolated OCBF is highlighted by a substantial reduction in repair 

costs and repair times. 

Table 3.6. Key expected value results from the comparative loss analysis based on the suggested 

component fragilities in PACT. 

Value Conventional SCBF Isolated OCBF 

(with moat wall) 

Isolated OCBF 

(no moat wall) 

Expected annual repair cost 

(with no building replacement) 

$18,500 $4,200 $3,400 

Expected annual repair cost 

(including building replacement) 

$22,000 $5,000 $3,400 

Expected annual repair time 1.47 days 0.45 days 0.42 days 

Expected return period for events 

causing an unsafe placard 

220 years 

 

19000 years 

 

N/A 

Expected return period for events 

causing replacement 

7800 years 46000 years N/A 

Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between predicted repair cost and ground motion intensity. 

In the conventional SCBF, repair costs increase almost linearly with ground shaking 

amplitude increases. However, in the isolated OCBF with a moat wall, repair costs remain 

comparatively low until pounding against the moat wall begins to influence structural 

response. At the 1/4975 hazard level, the median repair cost of the isolated OCBF (including 

pounding) is still 60% less than the conventional SCBF median repair cost. The recorded 

losses are significantly less than the estimated full building replacement costs, which were 

$35.1 million for the conventional SCBF and $38.9 million for the isolated OCBF. The 

contributions of building replacement to expected losses given intensity are highlighted in 

Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.10. Repair cost vs. intensity relationships for (a) the conventional SCBF, (b) the isolated OCBF 

with a moat wall and (c) the isolated OCBF without a moat wall, conditioned on no building replacement 

occurring and the suggested component fragilities documented in PACT.  

Figure 3.12 shows the contribution of each hazard level to the EAL based on repair cost. For 

the conventional SCBF building, frequent earthquakes weaker than the DBE (1/475 hazard 

level) contribute greatly to the EAL when building replacement is ignored, a finding which is 

not inconsistent with the results of previous studies (e.g. Bradley et al. 2009a, Porter et al. 

2004a). For the isolated OCBF building, large EAL contributions were recorded for 

earthquakes with low ground shaking intensities. Two-thirds of the EAL contribution was 

attributable to the first three hazard levels, which had 3 second spectral accelerations of only 

0.007g, 0.027g, 0.043g. Inclusion of building replacement resulted in a significantly 

increased loss contribution at the 4975 year hazard level. 
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Figure 3.11. Deaggregation of expected losses by association with building replacement for (a) the 

conventional SCBF and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

 

Figure 3.12. Deaggregation of expected annual repair cost by intensity level for (a) the conventional SCBF 

and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

Figure 3.13 identifies the contribution of individual components toward expected repair costs 

at different hazard levels. For the conventional SCBF, about one third of the financial loss in 

large earthquakes (1/475 year hazard or higher) is attributable to structural damage, and the 

remainder to non-structural and contents damage. However, financial loss in smaller 

earthquakes (1/125 year hazard or lower) is entirely due to non-structural and contents 

damage. 
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Figure 3.13. Deaggregation of expected annual repair cost by component for (a) the conventional SCBF 

and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

The deaggregation for the isolated OCBF shown in Figure 3.13(b) suggests that much of the 

isolated OCBF’s expected annual repair cost was attributable to damage to the steel braces. 

This finding was perceived to be conspicuous at the lower hazard levels (the hazard levels 

with 10, 40, 72 and 125 year return periods), because the steel braces were expressly 

designed to remain undamaged in earthquake events at these return periods. Moreover, Figure 

3.12(b) showed that these low return period events dominated the overall risk for the isolated 

OCBF. This suggested that a detailed evaluation of the PACT fragility curves used for OCBF 

and SCBF braces was necessary. 

3.10. A revised fragility model for OCBF and SCBF braces 

The FEMA P-58 background documentation for concentric braces (Roeder et al. 2009) 

provided data and rationale used in the derivation of PACT’s SCBF and OCBF brace fragility 

functions. On the relative performance of OCBF and SCBF braces, the authors suggested that 

“it is … clear that the seismic performance of OCBFs must be inferior to that of comparable 

SCBF frames, but the expected performance should be quite variable, since OCBFs will 

approach SCBF behaviour in some cases and provide little or no ductility in other cases.” 

The authors also cited a lack of experimental evidence available to support the derivation of 

fragility curves. Roeder et al. (2009) note that OCBF braces are a comparatively new design 

concept and that the design provisions for OCBF braces have evolved significantly in their 

short history (compare AISC 1997 and AISC 2005). Roeder et al. (2009) thus based the 

OCBF brace fragility curves on the four data points that they believed were the most 
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representative of OCBF brace design. The authors clearly noted the potential limitations of 

the suggested fragility curves and suggested caution in their application. 

PACT’s OCBF brace fragility curve was based on the background document by Roeder et al. 

(2009). At least in part because of the lack of available experimental data, the damage state 1 

fragility curve is modelled with a long lower tail. For example, the drift corresponding to a 

5% probability of exceeding damage state 1 was only 0.033% for OCBF braces as opposed to 

0.16% for SCBF braces. This result was considered to be critically important here as the 

inter-storey drifts recoded for the isolated OCBF were often less than 0.05% (see Figure 3.8). 

Experimental support for the lower tail of PACT’s damage state 1 fragility function for 

OCBF braces was not as strong as the experimental support for the lower tail of PACT’s 

damage state 1 fragility function for SCBF braces. For example, only one data point recorded 

OCBF brace failure in damage state 1 at a drift less than 0.13%. This failure occurred at 

0.07% drift and was recorded in an experimental test be Wakabayashi et al. (1980), prior to 

the introduction of modern detailing requirements for OCBF braces (AISC 2005). This 

experimental test was on a single brace specimen with a double-angle cross sectional shape 

(the braces in the considered buildings had square hollow section cross sections). Moreover, 

no experimental tests were documented with failures at drifts less than 0.07% drift. Taking 

into account the weak experimental evidence in support of the OCBF brace damage state 1 

fragility curve lower tail, as well as the conspicuous fact that the OCBF brace damage state 1 

fragility curve lower tail contributed significantly to losses in the isolated OCBF during very 

minor earthquake events for which the building was expressly designed to remain undamaged 

(and for which the finite element model recorded brace stresses significantly less than yield 

and no brace buckling), it was perceived that the loss contributions from OCBF braces in the 

isolated OCBF at the lower hazard levels were more likely to be an erroneous artefact of the 

fragility modelling process than realistically expected outcomes. 

To address this issue, information from nonlinear finite element modelling was incorporated 

into the brace damage prediction process. The EDP input for both SCBF and OCBF braces 

was altered to a “modified” inter-storey drift EDP, which was calculated as the inter-storey 

drift multiplied by a brace-specific indicator variable. The brace-specific indicator variable 

was set to 0 if the finite element modelling results suggested that the brace had not suffered 

any significant damage and was set to 1 otherwise. 
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PACT’s damage state 1 for steel braces was defined as the initiation of buckling in the brace 

(lateral deformations not exceeding the brace depth) and yielding at the gusset plates, 

resulting in small residual deformations (smaller than half the brace depth). Pushover 

analyses were conducted on braced bays of both the isolated OCBF and the conventional 

SCBF, using an inverse-triangular load pattern. The analyses showed that the initiation of 

buckling in OCBF and SCBF braces coincided with brace yielding, at least for the finite 

element model developed here. The brace-specific indicator variable was thus set to zero 

when the finite element model had recorded a peak axial stress in the braces (at any location) 

that was less than 98% of the brace yield stress. 

The revised approach to brace damage modelling has clear limitations. For example, it does 

not account for inherent variability in material properties and construction tolerances and it 

relies heavily on the fidelity of the finite element model for braces. However, it also has 

numerous advantages, most importantly that it effectively and appropriately prevents the 

aforementioned erroneous brace damage state realizations. The revised approach to brace 

damage modelling was utilized here as its advantages were perceived to be more 

consequential than its limitations. 

3.11. Loss analysis using revised fragility models 

Key outputs from the loss analysis using the revised brace damage models are summarized in 

Table 3.7. The expected annual repair times for the isolated building variants are greatly 

reduced relative to the repair times recorded in Table 3.6. Expected annual repair costs are 

also significantly reduced for the base isolated building variants. For the isolated OCBF with 

no moat wall, expected annual earthquake repair costs are almost completely mitigated. 

Table 3.7. Key expected value results from the comparative loss analysis. 

Value Conventional SCBF Isolated OCBF 

(with moat wall) 

Isolated OCBF 

(no moat wall) 

Expected annual repair cost 

(with no building replacement) 

$13,500 $750 $140 

Expected annual repair cost  

(with building replacement) 

$18,000 $1,600 $140 

Expected annual repair time 1.09 days 0.054 days 0.017 days 

Expected return period for events 

causing an unsafe placard 

230 years 

 

19000 years 

 

N/A 

Expected return period for events 

causing replacement 

7800 years 46000 years N/A 
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Figure 3.14. Repair cost vs. intensity relationships for (a) the conventional SCBF, (b) the isolated OCBF 

with a moat wall and (c) the isolated OCBF without a moat wall, conditioned on no building replacement 

occurring and the use of the revised brace damage model. 

Figure 3.14 shows the relationship between predicted repair cost and ground motion intensity 

based on the revised brace damage model. In comparison to Figure 3.10, the most notable 

change is that repair costs in the isolated building variants have significantly reduced at the 

lower ground motion intensities. Figure 3.15 shows the updated contributions of the 

“replacement” and “no replacement” states. 

Figure 3.16 shows the contribution of each hazard level to the EAL based on repair cost, 

using the revised brace damage modelling strategy. Differences for the conventional SCBF 

are small when compared to the earlier results from Figure 3.12. However, there are 

significant differences for the isolated OCBF. In Figure 3.16, large and infrequent earthquake 

events dominate the isolated OCBF’s EAL. This illustrates that moat wall pounding can be an 

important (potentially governing) consideration in determining the financial risk exposure of 

base isolated buildings. 
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Figure 3.15. Expected losses deaggregated by association with building replacement for the (a) 

conventional SCBF and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

 

Figure 3.16. Deaggregation of expected annual repair cost by intensity level for (a) the conventional SCBF 

and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

Figure 3.17 identifies the contribution of individual components toward expected repair costs 

at different hazard levels. The isolated OCBF has a high inherent resistance to inter-story 

drift, being a stiff lateral system and base isolated with an effective R < 1. Still, Figure 3.17 

shows that financial loss in the isolated OCBF is dominated by drift-related partition damage 

at most shaking intensities (1/1485 year hazard or lower). While these realizations do not 

contribute significantly to the isolated OCBF’s EAL (see Figure 3.16), their presence 

highlights the drift sensitivity of interior partition walls, as modelled by the PACT Damage 

State 1 fragility curve. Partition losses in base isolated buildings are expected to be more 

significant if the superstructure is designed for R > 1 (generally permitted by code) or with a 

more flexible lateral load resisting system compared to the building examined here (e.g. 

Terzic et al. 2012). 
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Figure 3.17. Deaggregation of expected annual repair cost by component for (a) the conventional SCBF 

and (b) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

Figure 3.18 shows the contribution of business interruption loss to EAL, for the five sets of 

assumptions established previously. Note that the vertical axis scales are different. 

Specifically, the maximum y-axis ordinate for the conventional SCBF is 25 times larger than 

the maximum y-axis ordinate for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall and 133 times larger 

than the maximum y-axis ordinate for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall. Depending on 

the input assumption, expected annual business interruption losses may be several times 

greater than expected annual repair costs. This implies that an analysis on the cost-

effectiveness of base isolation that neglects business interruption may significantly 

underestimate life cycle benefits. In the isolated OCBF with no moat wall, expected annual 

business interruption losses are substantially reduced in Case 3 compared to Cases 1 and 2. 

This suggests that the causative damage is mostly minor and is unlikely to affect building 

occupancy. Recall that Case 4 introduces the possibility of business relocation as a means of 

mitigating business interruption loss. In both the conventional SCBF and the isolated OCBF 

with a moat wall, Case 4 business interruption losses are significantly lower than Cases 1 to 

3, which suggests that the ability of a business to quickly and effectively relocate business 

function after a large earthquake is an important mechanism for reducing risk exposure. 
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Figure 3.18. EALs for each structure based on five different assumptions about business interruption loss. 

EALs are broken down into the EAL contribution from repair costs, business interruption costs 

associated with planning periods and business interruption costs associated with repair or replacement 

time. The results for each structure are presented with unique vertical axis scales. 

3.12. Cost-benefit analysis 

3.12.1 Expected cost-benefit analysis 

The difference between the EAL in the base isolated and conventional structures (ΔEAL) 

may be interpreted as an expected annual benefit for using base isolation. The expected 

benefit over some arbitrary time period            may be calculated from ΔEAL using the 

following equation: 

           [

             

    (
         

 
)     

 
(3-1) 

where      the structure’s assumed design life and r is the continuously compounding, real 

discount rate. This rate reduces the magnitude of future cash flows to account for the time 

value of money and social time preferences. For cost-benefit analyses in earthquake 

engineering, an appropriate   value is in the range 2% - 7%. Lower discount rates tend to be 

used in the public sector or when more emphasis is placed on long-term sustainability, 

whereas higher discount rates tend to be used in the private sector or when more emphasis is 

placed on short-term returns (Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte 2001). 
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Figure 3.19 shows the expected benefits from using of base isolation over time for the five 

different cases of business interruption loss and a discount rate of 4%. The expected benefits 

after 100 years range from $0.4 million (when business interruption is neglected) to $4.0 

million (worst case of business interruption loss). Assuming the conventional SCBF 

construction cost is $24.1 million (Báez 2010), these expected benefits correspond to 1.7% 

and 16.7% of the construction cost, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.19. Expected value of the lifetime benefit of base isolation for different business interruption loss 

assumptions. 

Consider now a simple expected cost-benefit analysis between the conventional SCBF and 

the isolated OCBF with a moat wall, focusing on Case 3 (where no relocation is possible) and 

Case 4 (where relocation is possible). Assuming an additional cost to incorporate base 

isolation of 5%, a discount rate of 3.5% and a design life of 50 years, the expected benefit-to-

cost ratio for the additional investment in seismic isolation is 2.6 for Case 3 and 0.54 for Case 

4. This suggests that the ability of the business to relocate quickly and efficiently after a large 

earthquake is an important factor in deciding whether to invest in seismic isolation.  If the 

business is unable to relocate, then isolation would seem to be an effective method to protect 

the body of building stakeholders against unwanted financial risk. 

3.12.2 Sensitivity 

Figure 3.20 shows how the Case 3 and 4 expected benefit-cost ratios (2.6 and 0.54, 

respectively) vary with alternative selections of time period, discount rate and the additional 

cost to incorporate base isolation. Changing the assumed value of one or more of these 

parameters can result in significant changes to the expected benefit-to-cost ratio. These 

changes are particularly pronounced for the additional cost to incorporate base isolation. If 
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this additional cost can be kept below 2% to 3%, expected cost-efficiency is substantially 

increased. 

 

Figure 3.20. Sensitivity of benefit-cost ratio results to changes in (a) time period, (b) discount rate and (c) 

additional cost to incorporate base isolation. 

3.13. Generalizability 

This chapter investigated the comparative seismic performance of a specific base isolated 

building and a specific conventional (base-fixed) building, designed for minimum code 

compliance by Forrell/Elsesser Engineers Inc. for a site near Los Angeles, California. The 

results of the study are conditioned upon a large number of input assumptions, including 

notably: 

 The superstructure layout (number of storeys, number of bays, width and height); 

 The structural system selection (the lateral load resisting system and the design 

ductility); 

 The site location, site soil class and site VS30; 

 The design of the isolation system (type of isolation bearing, design period, design 

damping and seismic gap); and 

 The height, thickness and steel reinforcement detailing of the moat wall as well as the 

stiffness of the surrounding soil. 

The results from this particular case study cannot be generalized to all base isolated 

buildings. However, the case study’s results do provide a benchmark against which more 

generalized studies can compare. Moreover, logical reasoning as well as extrapolation of the 
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trends identified in prior research can be exploited to infer likely changes in performance 

with changes in key input variables. Table 3.8 lists some of the most important and obvious 

expected trends. These trends are not an integral part of the present study, but are nonetheless 

useful for framing this study’s results within the wider literature. 

Table 3.8. Expected changes in the isolated OCBF’s seismic performance with changes in key input 

parameters 

Change in input 

parameter 

Expected effect on 

the isolated OCBF’s 

seismic performance 

Logical reasoning 

 

Supporting references 

Decrease the seismic 

gap size 

Increases the 

probability of 

collapse and worsens 

seismic performance 

Moat wall impact occurs at 

lower ground motion 

intensities 

Masroor and Mosqueda (2013) 

demonstrate increasing 

collapse probabilities with 

decreases in seismic gap size. 

Increase the isolation 

system stiffness 

May improve or 

worsen seismic 

performance 

Decreases isolator 

displacements and the 

likelihood of moat wall 

impacts, but at the expense 

of increased superstructure 

accelerations and drifts 

 

Decrease the 

assumed site VS30 

Worsens seismic 

performance 

Increases long period 

seismic hazard 

Figure 3.5 demonstrates 

significant increases in long 

period seismic hazard with 

increases in site VS30. A 

comparison of results with 

those from Erduran et al. 

(2011) and Masroor and 

Mosqueda (2013) suggests the 

decrease in seismic 

performance. 

Decreasing the 

superstructure 

strength and stiffness 

by increasing R 

and/or switching to a 

more flexible lateral 

load resisting system 

Increases the 

probability of 

collapse and worsens 

seismic performance 

Increases superstructure 

drifts, which in turn imply 

an increased loss 

contribution from interior 

partition walls 

Terzic et al. (2012) 

demonstrates increasing 

expected annual loss with 

decreasing superstructure 

strength and stiffness for an 

equivalent building layout. 

 

3.14. Conclusions 

The FEMA P-58 methodology has been applied to a conventional low-rise, braced steel 

frame building and an equivalent isolated building, with and without a moat wall, situated 

near Los Angeles, California. The conventional building design was minimally compliant 

whereas the isolated building design was slightly over-conservative for an assumed site class 

C soil condition. The overall performance of the isolated building models was far superior to 

the conventional building model. For example, after applying a new fragility model for 

OCBF and SCBF braces, the ratio of the EAL in the isolated building to the EAL in the 
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conventional building was about 1% without a moat wall and about 10% when a moat wall 

was considered. 

Damage to the isolated building was magnified significantly if structural pounding occurred 

between the superstructure and the surrounding moat wall. Deaggregation of EAL by 

intensity revealed that the isolated building’s EAL was significantly influenced by the 

potential for moat wall pounding. It is thus suggested that a moat wall model should be 

considered in future analytical loss estimation studies on base isolated buildings. This result 

also reinforces the importance of the seismic gap selection in isolated building design. In the 

most severe hazard level studied (where moat wall pounding occurred in most simulations), 

similar damage patterns were observed between the conventional and isolated buildings in 

terms of relative contribution of the building components. 

A number of different approaches were considered to model business interruption losses. It 

was found that: (a) incorporating the effects of planning times for repair after large 

earthquakes increased the conventional building’s EAL significantly, but had little impact on 

the base isolated building’s EAL; (b) neglecting repair times for damage states deemed too 

minor to affect occupancy of the buildings led to non-trivial reductions in EALs in all 

buildings studied; and (c) allowing the business to relocate to an offsite location shortly after 

a large earthquake mitigated the worst effects of business interruption loss. 

A simple cost-benefit analysis was carried out on the studied buildings. Assuming a time 

period of 50 years, a discount rate of 3.5% and a first cost increase to incorporate base 

isolation of 5%, the expected benefit-to-cost ratio for incorporating base isolation was 

approximately 0.54 if quick and efficient business relocation was possible but 2.6 if business 

relocation was not possible. These ratios were very sensitive to changes in the first cost 

increase to incorporate base isolation. If the first cost increase can be lowered to about 2% - 

3%, then the cost-efficiency of base isolation increases markedly. 

The generalizability of the results was discussed in a qualitative sense. It was emphasized that 

the results from this particular case study cannot be generalized to all base isolated buildings. 

However, the case study’s results do provide a benchmark against which more generalized 

studies can be based and some examples of reasonable generalizations were set out. 
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Chapter 4  

Host-to-target epistemic uncertainty in 

damage state prediction 

 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

The analysis of base isolated and fixed base buildings in Chapter 3 was based on a number of 

input assumptions. Fragility curve parameters and damage state probabilities are particularly 

important, as these are used to predict component damage states which in turn affect building 

repair costs, repair times, injury and fatality probabilities and building placarding. It is 

technically correct and informative to consider that these input parameters are not known 

with certainty (Bradley 2010a). Chapter 2 defined and explained finite sample uncertainties, 

demand uncertainties and host-to-target uncertainties, each of which have the potential to 

affect uncertainty in fragility curve parameters. 

Unbiased quantification on the magnitudes of epistemic (lack of knowledge) uncertainties in 

seismic risk assessment provides salient context and may be necessary to ensure that seismic 

performance predictions are not misinterpreted by end users. To this end, earthquake 

engineering researchers have a duty of care to be forthcoming regarding the magnitude of 

epistemic uncertainties in blind predictions. Recent trends in both seismological and 

structural literature demonstrate an increased prevalence of structured approaches that 

attempt to quantify epistemic uncertainties as opposed to simply neglecting them or 

accompanying the results with qualitative disclaimers regarding their potential magnitudes. 

Within this context, the present chapter explores a series of novel, structured methods that are 

based on the assumption of grouped data, as set out in Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008). The 
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proposed methods are structured and provide a formal framework for the combination of data 

and subjective judgments in the presence of limited available data. 

The proposed methods in this section do not attempt to separate presumed aleatory and 

epistemic uncertainties on the basis of reducibility (or the practicality of reducibility). Rather, 

the proposed methods adopt the grouped data approach from Straub and Der Kiureghian 

(2008) and attempt to separate “within-group” and “between-group” uncertainties. Here, 

within-group uncertainties are the uncertainties observed within groupings in the data and 

between-group uncertainties are the remaining uncertainties necessary to explain the overall 

uncertainty in the data. 

Components within the same group have similar or identical influencing parameters, by 

definition. This implies that within-group uncertainty is associated with sources of 

uncertainty that are commonly described as “aleatory” (such as record-to-record randomness, 

natural variation in material properties and construction tolerances). Conversely, between-

group variability is associated with changes in key influencing parameters between groups. 

This uncertainty is denoted as epistemic host-to-target uncertainty by Bradley (2010a). Thus, 

there exist some inherent linkages or associations between “within-group” and “aleatory” 

uncertainties as well as between “between-group” and “epistemic” uncertainties. However, 

such linkages are not necessary assumptions in either the derivation or usage of the proposed 

methods. It is noted that the suggested methods are based on Bayesian statistics and thus 

account for uncertainties in model parameters resulting from a finite sample size. 

Available research on the role of epistemic (lack of knowledge) uncertainties in damage 

prediction (e.g. Kennedy et al. 1980, Gardoni et al. 2002, Aslani 2005, Straub and Der 

Kiureghian 2008 and Bradley 2010a) has considered damage states that are predicted directly 

from fragility curves. In the FEMA P-58 methodology, these damage states are referred to as 

sequential damage states. The first part of this chapter examines the role of separating 

within-group and between-group uncertainties in the prediction of mutually exclusive damage 

states and simultaneous damage states, which are determined based on fixed failure 

probabilities rather than fragility curves. Two further methods are presented that examine the 

role of within-group and between-group uncertainty apportionment in fragility curves, which 

focus on the provision of structured procedures for the introduction of subjective engineering 

judgment. This is accomplished using an informative prior for use alongside the Straub and 
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Der Kiureghian (2008) methodology and a six parameter fragility model that incorporates 

epistemic host-to-target uncertainty and can be elicited easily based on expert judgments. 

4.2. Epistemic uncertainty in simultaneous and mutually exclusive 

damage state probabilities 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Consider an arbitrary component with an arbitrary number of sequential damage states. Given 

the occurrence of one of these damage states, there exist two possible mutually exclusive 

damage states, denoted A and B, which occur with probabilities    and     , respectively. 

The present work is concerned with the derivation of the appropriate distributions for 

possible values for    allowing for grouping within the “host” data observations. Bayesian 

methods are used so that the distributions for    represent distributions of subjective degree 

of belief in the value of    that is appropriate for the purposes of damage prediction in a 

target structure. Derivations for    distributions are presented for three different cases that 

correspond to three different assumptions regarding the role of uncertainties. 

4.2.2 Case 1: Within-group and between-group uncertainties are not separated 

If uncertainties are not characterized and separated, then the prediction of    does not need to 

consider groupings within the “host” data. A Bayesian approach to probability is adopted in 

which the posterior probability distribution for    given the data  , denoted            , is 

calculated as: 

                               (4-1) 

 Where: 

            The assumed prior distribution for    

         The likelihood function for    given the observed data   

   A normalizing constant equal to ∫                     

 

The two key inputs are the prior probability distribution            and the likelihood 

function        . The prior distribution            can be informative, reflecting the user’s 

subjective belief in the distribution for    prior to consideration of the data. More typically, 

little is known about    prior to consideration of the data and so a non-informative prior 
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should be used. An appropriate non-informative prior for    is the Jeffrey’s prior (Box and 

Tiao 1992): 

      [

 

√        
      

          

 
(4-2) 

 

The likelihood function         represents the probability of the data occurring conditioned 

on   . In the case of failure data, the likelihood function is simply binomial distribution as 

shown in Equation 4-3. The Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) for    is simply    

    . 

        
  

          
  

             (4-3) 

 Where: 

   The total number of data observations 

    The number of observations in which the component fails in damage state A 

 

If the Jeffrey’s prior is used, then the posterior distribution             has a closed form 

solution. Specifically, it is a beta distribution with   and   parameters:  

     
 

 
 (4-4) 

       
 

 
 (4-5) 

The probability density function for the beta distribution is:  

      [

        

      
  

                  

          

 (4-6) 

 Where: 

      The gamma function 

The beta distribution is alternatively parameterized by a mean probability  ̅ and a variability 

parameter  , which can be calculated from the parameters   and   using the simple equations 

 ̅  
 

   
 and            . If  ̅  and   are known, the   and   parameters can be 

calculated as    ̅     and       ̅     . The  ̅  and   parameterization of the beta 
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distribution makes it easier to conceptualize the shape of the distribution, and, as is shown 

later, it is useful for Bayesian analysis if   and   are treated as hyperparameters. 

Figure 4.1 shows how beta distributions change with the parameters  ̅ and  . The uniform 

distribution is a special case of the beta distribution  ̅      and     √  (so that     

 ) whereas the Jeffrey’s prior is a beta distribution with  ̅      and     (so that     

   ). As the number of considered data points increases, the variability parameter of the 

posterior distribution decreases from 1 and the distribution centres on     . A very small 

value of    implies a high confidence in the value of the “true”    probability. 

 

Figure 4.1. Variation in shape of the beta distribution for different values for the mean probability and 

the variability parameter 

4.2.3 Case 2: Within-group uncertainties are neglected 

In some cases, there may be little evidence to suggest that there is any inherent variability in 

damageability to be expected within groups of like components in a target application. This 

may be the case if the source of uncertainty driving the usage of mutually exclusive damage 

states effects all like components in a target application equally. In such cases, it may be 

reasonable to neglect within-group variability altogether. Either way, this assumption 

represents a useful point of contrast with regards to the assumptions for Case 1 and Case 3. 
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If within-group uncertainties are neglected, the probability     can only take on values of 0 or 

1. A reasonable probability distribution for    is the discrete distribution with a probability of 

     for the state      and a probability of          for the state     . This 

distribution assumes that the analyst’s degree of belief in    being equal to 0 or 1 matches the 

proportion observed in the available data. 

4.2.4 Case 3: Within-group and between-group uncertainties are separated 

The case in which within-group and between-group uncertainties are separated is evidently 

more complicated than the two previously examined cases. The analysis here is restricted to 

data that is grouped. Let the number of groups be   , the total number of observations in the 

 th group be    and the number of damage state A observations in the  th group be     , for 

          . The  ̅  and   parameters defining the beta distribution of possible failure 

probabilities are assumed to be uncertain hyperparameters. As in all Bayesian updating 

problems, the posterior distribution for  ̅ and   is determined by multiplication of a prior 

distribution and a likelihood function: 

       ̅         ̅             ̅    (4-7) 

In lieu of prior beliefs on the appropriate distribution of  ̅ and  , a non-informative prior 

should be chosen. Here, the prior distribution for  ̅ and   is assumed to be uniform within a 

valid sample space, defined by some upper bound variability      (Gelman et al. 1995): 

        ̅    [
    ̅              
          

 (4-8) 

The likelihood function can be written as a product of the likelihood functions for each group, 

as shown in Equation 4-11. This approach assumes that the observations in each group are 

statistically independent and identically distributed. Note this assumption only applies to the 

observations as a whole. The effect of grouping within the total pool of observations is still 

considered through the likelihood function for each group. 

   ̅      ∏ ( ̅  |  )

  

   

 (4-11) 

 Where: 

    The data specific to group   
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The likelihood function for each group  ( ̅  |  ) can be written as: 

 ( ̅  |  )  ∫  [  |  ]       ̅       

 

 

 (4-9) 

 Where: 

            The probability of observing the data from group j given the probability    

      ̅     The probability density for the probability    given the beta distribution mean  ̅ 

and dispersion parameter   

The integral in Equation 4-9 is simply a beta-binomial distribution (Skellam 1948) of the 

form: 

 ( ̅  |  )  
  

     (       ) 

 (
 ̅
        

   ̅
          )

 (
 ̅
   

   ̅
  )

 (4-10) 

 Where: 

        The beta function with inputs   and  . 

Thus, the posterior density can be written as: 

       ̅     
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∏

  

     (       ) 
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 ̅
        

   ̅
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 ̅
   

   ̅
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]

  

   

   ̅              

          

 
(4-11) 

The posterior distribution for  ̅ and   is then used to calculate a probability distribution for 

  . The exact solution (the predictive distribution for   ) is determined by numerical 

integration over all possible values of  ̅ and  , as shown in Equations 4-12 and 4-13. 

            ∫ ∫       ̅           ̅        ̅   

    

 

 

 

 
(4-12) 

            ∫ ∫       ̅           ̅        ̅   

    

 

 

 

 
(4-13) 
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Where: 

             The predictive probability density function for    

             The predictive cumulative distribution function for    

A simpler approach is to approximate the posterior distribution for    as a beta distribution 

based on a point estimate for the parameters  ̅ and  . The posterior mean and maximum a 

posteriori estimators are commonly used as point estimates (Box and Tiao 1992). The 

maximum a posteriori (MAP) point estimate is the vector of  ̅  and   values for which 

       ̅      attains a maximum value, which can be determined using commonly available 

numerical optimization techniques. The posterior mean point estimate is the expected values 

of  ̅  and   over the joint probability distribution        ̅     . In either case, the point 

estimates for  ̅  and   are taken as “likely” or “representative” values from the posterior 

distribution and the variability in  ̅ and   (i.e. the possibility of  ̅ and   taking on values 

other than the point estimate values) is thereafter not considered. The advantage of this 

approach is its simplicity, but it evidently underestimates the uncertainty in    because it 

does not account for the variability in the parameters  ̅ and  . 

4.2.5 Illustrative example 

Damage to traction elevators in PACT is modelled using simultaneous damage states (FEMA 

2012b).  The four traction elevator damage states have the following definitions. DS1 denotes 

machinery failure, specifically failure of the controller anchorage, the machine anchorage, the 

motor generator anchorage, the governor anchorage, and/or the rope guards. DS2 denotes 

failure of the rails and guide structures, specifically damage to the rails, the intermediate 

brackets, the counterweight brackets, the car brackets, the car guide shoes, the counterweight 

guide shoes, the counterweight frame and/or the tail sheave. DS3 denotes damage to the cab 

body, specifically damage to the cab stabilizers, the cab wall and/or the cab floor. DS4 

denotes damage to the cab ceiling, which is caused by falling debris and poses life safety 

risks. Any of these damage states can be triggered given the occurrence of a “parent” damage 

state. 

Finlay (1996) collected data on the failure of traction elevators after the Northridge 

Earthquake. Porter (2009) assembled the data from Finlay (2009) along with supplementary 

data for use in the FEMA P-58 project. The data set out in Porter (2009) was grouped for use 
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in the present study according to the PACT damage state definitions. The resulting data pool 

is shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Data on the failure of traction elevators from Porter (2009). 

Site PGA (g) 

Number of 

elevators 

Number 

failed in 

DS1 

Number 

failed in 

DS2 

Number 

failed in 

DS3 

Number 

failed in 

DS4 

Number 

failed 

(any DS) 

Olive View 

Hospital 0.84 7 4 5 7 4 7 

Holy Cross Medical 

Centre 0.84 7 0 5 4 4 5 

St John Hospital 0.5 6 0 1 2 0 3 

Cedars Sinai 

Medical Centre 0.26 25 0 2 0 0 2 

Valley Presbyterian 

Hospital 0.38 6 6 4 6 0 6 

Kaiser Panorama 

City Medical Centre  0.33 7 0 4 2 0 4 

Northridge Hospital 

Medical Centre  0.45 8 0 4 4 0 8 

USC Medical 

Centre 0.49 27 2 12 7 0 12 

Totals - 93 12 37 32 8 47 

 

Bayesian methods were used to model the failure of each of the four damage states given 

triggering of the parent damage state. The      parameter was set to 8 in all cases. Increasing 

the      parameter past 8 had a negligible effect on the resulting probability distributions for 

damage state failure probability. The results of the subsequent Bayesian analysis are shown in 

Figure 4.2 (as posterior probability density functions) and Figure 4.3 (as posterior cumulative 

distribution functions).  
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Figure 4.2. Probability density functions of plausible traction elevator failure probabilities, for the PACT 

damage states (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3 and (d) DS4, based on various uncertainty models. The 

probability density functions are based on the reported data from Finlay (1995). 
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Figure 4.3. Cumulative distribution functions of plausible traction elevator failure probabilities, for the 

PACT damage states (a) DS1, (b) DS2, (c) DS3 and (d) DS4, based on various uncertainty models. The 

probability density functions are based on the reported data from Finlay (1995). 

The MLE failure probabilities match those used in PACT. This result is expected, as the input 

data and damage state definitions were sourced directly from the FEMA P-58 background 

documentation (Porter 2009). However, this finding does suggest that the outputs from the 

current analysis are at least conceptually applicable to conventional seismic performance 

assessments using the PACT tool (FEMA 2012d). 

The “Case 1” distribution for failure probability, which is based upon neglecting grouping in 

the observed data, introduces uncertainty in the analyst’s subjective degree of belief 

regarding the “true” failure probability. This uncertainty is attributable to finite sample size in 

that it decreases unconditionally as the number of considered data observations increases. 

However, consideration of epistemic host-to-target uncertainty via consideration of both 
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within-group and between-group uncertainties (as set out for Case 3) significantly increases 

the uncertainty in the posterior    distribution. The variance increase is particularly 

noticeable for damage states 1 and 4 because of the large number of recorded instances of 

       and        . In these cases, the analysis suggests a high degree of belief in the 

proposition that the appropriate “true” damage state failure probabilities are either 0 or 1 (and 

not an intermediate value). In other words, given a specific structure with multiple traction 

elevators experiences an earthquake, there is a high degree of belief in the proposition that 

either all of the elevators that are categorized in the parent damage state will have failed or 

none of the elevators that are categorized in the parent damage state will have failed. The 

variance increase is lowest for damage state 3 because many of the large number of recorded 

instances of      between 0 and   . 

The distributions of failure probability based on the MAP and posterior mean point estimates 

of  ̅  and   show reasonable agreement with the predictive distribution, although the 

agreement is better for the posterior mean than for the MAP point estimate. This suggests 

(albeit anecdotally) that the posterior mean is a generally more accurate point estimate than 

the MAP point estimate. 

4.2.6 Practical importance of the proposed methodologies 

Integration over the posterior probability distributions in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 shows that 

the average (expected value) failure probability calculated using the total probability theorem 

does not change significantly from the maximum likelihood estimate, regardless of the 

derivation method used. However, the variability about the posterior mean failure probability 

does change significantly. In light of this observation, this section investigates the importance 

of considering knowledge uncertainty and grouping effects in the derivation of mutually 

exclusive and simultaneous damage state failure probabilities in performance assessments 

using the FEMA P-58 methodology and within the wider context of performance-based 

earthquake engineering. Several situations are identified in which a consideration of lack of 

knowledge uncertainty and grouping effects in the derivation of mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage state failure probabilities might be considered to be of importance. 
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Changes to the distribution for the number of damaged components 

Consideration of grouping effects in damage state failure probability estimation can change 

the predicted distribution for the number of damaged components after an earthquake (e.g. it 

becomes more likely that either all the components are damaged or none of the components 

are damaged). This is important for  -out-of-   reliability problems (Straub and Der 

Kiureghian 2008, Der Kiureghian and Divletson 2009). These are problems in which a 

system of components is only deemed to “fail” if a set number of components,  , out of a 

total number of components,  , fails. This problem type is relevant to building systems that 

are capable of tolerating some component failures without loss in functionality, but lose 

functionality (partially or completely) if a threshold number of components is damaged. Loss 

of building functionality is frequently an important consideration in seismic performance 

assessment because of the associated business interruption and social disruption costs.  

To demonstrate this phenomenon, consider a building with four traction elevators. The 

building is subjected to an earthquake with a specified peak ground acceleration EDP. The 

median and lognormal dispersion for traction elevators are 0.39 g and 0.1, respectively, 

which implies that the probability of occurrence of the parent damage state, denoted    , is 

given by: 

    (    (
    

   
)) (4-14) 

Where: 

      The standard normal cumulative distribution function; and 

      The peak floor acceleration expressed in units of g. 

Given   , the probability distribution for the number of components damaged in a given 

simultaneous damage state is given by: 

       (
 
  

) [    ]
  

[      ]
    

 (4-15) 

Where: 

    The known (fixed) failure probability for the simultaneous damage state  ; and 

        The probability of    components being damaged in the simultaneous damage state 

k out of a total of   components; 
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Consider now that the parameter    is uncertain, varying according to a beta distribution with 

a mean parameter  ̅  and a variability parameter   . In this case, the probability distribution 

for the number of damaged components is given by Equations 4-16 and 4-17. The resulting 

probability distributions for the number of damaged components, with      and       , 

are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 

       ∑      [(
 
 

)  
 (    )
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 (4-16) 

Where: 

      [
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) [
                

      
]     

 (4-17) 

And: 

          The beta function with input parameters     ̅    
   and        ̅     

   

 

Figure 4.4. Probability distribution for the number of damaged traction elevators for each of the four 

PACT simultaneous damage states, given pp = 1. 
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Inclusion of variability in the failure probability under the Case 1 model has only a small 

effect on the probability distribution for the number of damaged elevators relative to the MLE 

model. However, the grouped data assumption (Case 3) leads to a significant change in the 

probability distribution for the number of damaged elevators (particularly for damage states 1 

and 4), which may have important implications for post-earthquake decision-making. Under 

the assumption of grouped data, the probability of four damage state 1 failures is about 23%, 

which is 50 times more likely than the corresponding probability for the simple aleatory 

model and 36 times more likely than the corresponding probability for the aleatory model 

with finite sample uncertainty. 

 

Figure 4.5. Probability distribution for the number of damaged traction elevators for each of the four 

PACT simultaneous damage states, given pp = 0.5. 

As    decreases, the outcome of sequential “parent” damage states (and any correlations 

therein) becomes progressively more dominant and the influence of the grouped data 

assumption diminishes. This effect is evident in comparison of Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 

Changes to the expected value and variance of building-level DV outputs 

Posterior distributions of plausible failure probability calculated using the proposed methods 

are appropriately applied in seismic performance assessment using a logic tree type format, 
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with each branch representing a different possible failure probability and the branch weights 

determined from the output posterior distributions. Application of the posterior distributions 

for failure probability in this manner (as opposed to simply using the MLE estimate failure 

probability) demonstrably increases the variance of building-level DV outputs (e.g. total 

repair cost or total repair time given intensity) if there are multiple components of the same 

type. This variance increase occurs because it becomes more likely that all of the components 

are damaged (resulting in high DV outputs) and also more likely that none of the components 

are damaged (resulting in low DV outputs). There may also be minor changes to the expected 

value of building level DV outputs (specifically if the relationship between the total DV 

output and the number of damaged components is nonlinear). 

Whether or not the changes in the expected value and variance of building-level DV outputs 

are “important” is heavily problem specific. For example, Figure 4.6 shows distributions of 

total repair cost for traction elevators for the various failure probability assumptions 

established previously. These distributions are calculated using repair cost estimates from 

PACT and assume that the four simultaneous damage states for traction elevators are 

uncorrelated. Changes to the total repair cost median are insignificant. However, changes in 

the repair cost variability become more significant as the number of traction elevators 

increases. 
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Figure 4.6. Median and 90% confidence intervals for the total repair cost for different numbers of 

traction elevators based on varying assumptions regarding simultaneous damage state failure 

probabilities 

 

Quantification of between-group uncertainties associated with host-to-target effects 

The aforementioned methods allow between-group uncertainties in simultaneous and 

mutually exclusive damage states to be estimated quantitatively following structured routines. 

These uncertainty estimates represent additional pieces of information in the seismic 

performance assessment process, which allow for a generally more considered assessment of 

the magnitude of systemic uncertainties. For this reason, the uncertainty estimates calculated 

using the proposed methods may be perceived to be important in their own right, aside from 

the effects on decision-making outputs mentioned previously. The additional effort required 

to implement the proposed methods is consistent with a commitment to disclose, as 

thoroughly as practicably possible, the uncertainties associated with the decision-making 

outputs from seismic performance assessment. 
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4.3. An informative prior for the Straub and Der Kiureghian 

(2008) method 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The method outlined in Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) uses Bayesian analysis on grouped 

data to infer the three parameters of the Kennedy fragility model. The parameter vector is 

expressed as            , where       ̃ ,    √  
    

 
 and     

   
 ⁄ . These 

parameters are considered independent a priori, so that the joint prior is simply the product of 

assumed prior marginal distributions for each of   ,    and  . A uniform distribution on 

      is selected as the appropriate non-informative prior for  . The diffuse distribution on 

       is selected as a reasonable non-informative marginal prior for   . This implies an 

improper prior distribution for    that is proportional to   
  

. Lastly, the non-informative 

prior marginal for    is a diffuse distribution. However, Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) 

note that this diffuse prior for    can lead to erroneous output. The authors instead suggest a 

weakly informative prior, in which the prior marginal for the parameter    is expressed as a 

normal distribution with a mean    
 and a standard deviation    

. The parameters    
 and 

   
 are selected so that the 90% confidence interval for  ̃           has a conservative but 

realistic range. For example, in an investigation of transformer equipment fragilities, Straub 

and Der Kiureghian (2008) select the parameters    
 and    

 as  1.5 and 1.5, respectively, 

which is implies a minimally informative 90% confidence interval for the fragility curve 

median with limits 0.02 g and 2.6 g. The weakly informative joint prior probability 

distribution is thus: 
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)            

          

 
(4-18) 

The prior distribution suggested by Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) is a weakly informative 

prior. This section investigates the role of subjective engineering judgment within Straub and 

Der Kiurehgian’s method. Specifically, this section proposes an informative prior format that 

can be used to filter predictive fragility models such that they conform with the analyst’s 

subjective beliefs. 
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Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method accounts for sources of epistemic host-to-target 

uncertainty (through the consideration of grouping effects) and thus tends to produce 

estimates of component capacity variability that are greater than would have been produced 

by conventional methods. It thus becomes particularly important to establish that the upper 

and lower tails of fragility models based on Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method, when 

extended beyond the range of EDP values supported by the available experimental data, 

imply failure probabilities that are aligned with reasonable engineering judgment. In specific 

situations, the analyst may find it beneficial and appropriate to include additional engineering 

judgments in the fragility derivation process to ensure that this occurs. 

The paper by Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) includes an investigation into the fragility of 

transformers and circuit breakers. The output predictive fragility models for circuit breakers 

suggest probabilities of failure greater than 10% at peak floor accelerations as low as than 

0.01 g. These failure probabilities were modelled extrapolations beyond the support of the 

experimental data (the lowest observed peak floor acceleration was approximately 0.08 g). 

No observed data was available to confirm or deny the realistic plausibility of these failure 

probabilities. However, it is not unforeseeable that some analysts might take on subjective 

beliefs, depending on the design of the particularly circuit breakers and their own engineering 

judgment and experience, which hold that the aforementioned failure probabilities are 

modelling artefacts that are not representative of reality. Within the context of a Bayesian 

fragility analysis, it is appropriate that such beliefs are incorporated via an informative prior. 

4.3.2 The proposed informative prior 

The proposed informative prior is based on two simple judgment-based arguments: (a) failure 

probabilities should be “low” if the component is subjected to “very small” EDPs; and (b) 

failure probabilities should be “high” if the component is subjected to “very large” EDPs. 

These arguments are then expressed mathematically. The “low probability” is denoted    and 

the “high probability” is denoted   . Four EDP levels (    ,     ,      and     ) are then 

specified. The four EDP levels are: 

        The EDP value at which the analyst believes a failure probability above    is 

not credible. For example, it might be assumed that a collapse probability greater than 

   = 10% for a ceiling system conditioned on a peak floor acceleration of only 0.01 g 

is not credible. 
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       The EDP value at which the analyst believes a failure probability above    is 

possible but unlikely. For example, it might be assumed that a collapse probability 

greater than    =10% for a ceiling system given a peak floor acceleration of 0.1 g is 

possible but unlikely. The term      must be greater than the term     . 

       The EDP value at which the analyst believes a failure probability below    is 

not credible. For example, it might be assumed that a probability of cracking and 

crushing of partition walls below 50% given an imposed inter-storey drift of 10% is 

not credible. 

       The EDP value at which the analyst believes a failure probability below    is 

possible but unlikely. For example, it might be assumed that a probability of cracking 

and crushing of partition walls below 50% given an imposed inter-storey drift of 5% 

is possible but unlikely. The term      must be less than the term     . 

There are eight subjectively determined input parameters in total. These are the    
 and    

 

parameters from Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008), the probabilities    and   , and the 

demand parameters     ,     ,      and     . The informative prior is expressed as: 
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The informative prior prevents the occurrence of fragility curve realizations that are have    

less than      or    greater than     . The prior probability of fragility curves with    

between      and      is scaled down based on linear interpolation between      and     . 

Similarly, the prior probability of fragility curves with    between      and      is scaled 

down based on linear interpolation between      and     . The scheme is demonstrated 

graphically in Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7. Schematic demonstrating the rejected and reduced likelihood regions introduced by the 

proposed prior distribution. 

4.3.3 Illustrative example 

Mixtures of possible fragility functions for traction elevators are derived here with and 

without use of the proposed informative prior. The analyses are based on the data from Table 

4.1 (Porter 2009), using a peak ground floor acceleration demand parameter (i.e. the peak 

floor acceleration on the building’s ground level). The use of this EDP is consistent with 

PACT and the FEMA P-58 methodology. 

For the purposes of comparison, fragility curves are first determined based on the standard 

two-parameter fragility model, which does not consider the grouping effect or separate 

within- and between-group uncertainties. In this case, there exist only two unknown 

parameters, the median  ̃  and the lognormal dispersion  . The data from Porter (2009) is of 

the Bounding EDP type, and so the data vector can be expressed as 

                       , where    is the EDP value and    is an indicator variable equal 
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to 0 if the component did not fail and 1 if it did fail. Given the data  , the likelihood function 

is given as (Shinozuka et al. 2000): 

   ̃       ∏( (
 

 
  (

 ̃ 

  
)))

  

(   (
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 ̃ 

  
)))

     

   

 (4-24) 

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) fragility curve is the fragility curve with  ̃  and   

parameters that maximise this likelihood function. 

The Bayesian updating procedure requires a prior distribution for  ̃  and  . The appropriate 

non-informative prior distribution is (Straub and Der Kiureghian 2008): 

        ̃     [

 

  
      

          

 (4-25) 

The posterior probability distribution        ̃       is thus given by: 

       ̃          ̃              ̃     (4-26) 

Predictive fragility estimates at a given percentile of interest are determined here using the 

following procedure: 

1. Generate a large number of [  ̃   ] vectors from the posterior distribution using 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. 

2. Generate an EDP vector that covers the EDP range of interest. 

3. At each of the EDP values identified in Step 2, determine the failure probability 

associated with each [  ̃   ] vector from Step 1 and combine these failure 

probabilities into a ranked vector               . Use linear interpolation on the 

vector   to establish the failure probability associated with the percentile of interest. 

4. The MLE fragility curve and the posterior predictive fragility model, calculated using 

the aforementioned procedures, are presented in Figure 4.8. The differences between 

the MLE fragility estimate and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) fragility estimate are 

negligibly small and are thus not shown in the Figure 4.8. 
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The level of “epistemic” uncertainty in the two-parameter predictive model, as inferred from 

width of the predictive fragility model’s 90% confidence interval, is relatively small. This is 

presumably because the Bayesian procedure has not explicitly considered the effects of 

epistemic host-to-target uncertainty by accounting for groupings in the data.  

 

Figure 4.8. Maximum likelihood, predictive and 90%confidence interval fragility curves for traction 

elevators based on the data from Finlay (1996), considering only finite sample uncertainty. 

Fragility curves are then assessed using Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method. The likelihood 

function used to calculate posterior probabilities is as shown in Equation 4-27. This 

likelihood function is a simplified version of the “full” likelihood function presented in 

Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008), in that it neglects the effects of multiple earthquakes and 

uncertainty in the input EDP. 
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(4-27) 

 Where: 
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 ̃   
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(4-28) 

 And: 

   The vector of parameters  ̃ ,    and    

    The number of groupings in the data 

    The number of observations in group   

    The uncertain median adjustment factor 

       The probability density function for    which is lognormal with a median of 1 and a 

lognormal dispersion of    

         The probability of failure for the  th observation in group   

     The EDP for the  th observation in group   

     An indicator variable for the  th observation in group  , equal to 0 if the component did 

not fail and 1 if the component did fail 

Four prior distributions are considered. The first two prior distributions are weakly 

informative priors with the format from Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) (see Equation 4-

18), whereas the second two prior distributions are of the proposed informative type (see 

Equation 4-19). The parameters adopted for each prior are listed in Table 4.2. Prior models 

1A and 1B are distinguished by a reduction in the     
 parameter, which implies a reduction 

in the size of a 90% confidence interval for the fragility curve median from [0.02 g, 2.6 g] to 

[0.05 g, 1.0 g]. However, both of the weakly informative prior models are conservative in that 

the range of possible fragility curve medians extends beyond the EDP range supported by the 

available data. The prior models 2A and 2B have the proposed informative prior structure. 

Both priors are again specified conservatively, in that the limits     ,     ,      and      are 

well outside the EDP range supported by the observed data. The prior models 2A and 2B are 

distinguished by a change in the      parameter. The model 2A accepts fragility curves with 

5% failure probabilities at lower EDPs than model 2B. The four prior models are shown 

graphically in Figure 4.9. 
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. 

Table 4.2. Input parameters for the four considered prior distributions. 

Parameter 
Prior model 

1A 

Prior model 

1B 

Prior model 

2A 

Prior model 

2B 

   
 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 

   
 1.5 0.9 1.5 1.5 

   - - 5% 5% 

     - - 0.01 g 0.05 g 

     - - 0.1 g 0.1 g 

   - - 50% 50% 

     - - 3 g 3 g 

     - - 1 g 1 g 

 

Figure 4.9. Four different proposed prior distributions for (a) prior model 1A, (b) prior model 1B, (c) 

prior model 2A and (d) prior model 2B. 

Maximum a posteriori (MAP) values for  ̃ ,    and    are 0.35 g, 0.47 and 0.43, 

respectively, with negligible differences between the prior models (there are also minimal 

differences with respect to the MLE model). The MAP model can be expressed in two ways, 

either in a combined uncertainty format, which is a fragility curve with a median  ̃  and a 

lognormal dispersion of   , where    √  
    

 
, or in a separated uncertainty format, 

which is a mixture model of possible fragility curves, each with a median    but with 
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variable medians that follow a lognormal distribution with a median of  ̃  and a lognormal 

dispersion of   . Both forms are shown in Figure 4.10. 

The three-parameter MAP combined uncertainty fragility curve (which is negligibly different 

to the three-parameter MLE combined uncertainty fragility curve) is not the same as the two-

parameter MLE fragility curve. The MAP three-parameter combined uncertainty fragility 

curve has a median of 0.35 g whereas the MLE two-parameter fragility curve has a median of 

0.41 g. This highlights the fact that application of Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method does 

not simply change the variability in output DV metrics, it also changes measures of central 

tendency. 

 

Figure 4.10. MAP fragility models based on the Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) method, shown in both 

the “combined uncertainty” and the “separated uncertainty” formats. The two-parameter MLE fragility 

model is also shown for the purposes of comparison. 

The three-parameter MAP fragility model from Figure 4.10 has a significantly increased level 

of uncertainty, as inferred by the width of the predictive fragility model’s 90% confidence 

interval, relative to the two-parameter predictive model shown in Figure 4.8. However, this 

model still underestimates the true level of uncertainty in the system because it does not 

consider parameter variability. In other words, it does not consider that the parameters  ̃ ,    

and    are themselves random variables described by a known joint posterior distribution. 

This point is made strongly in Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008). Moreover, it should be 

appreciated that MAP/MLE point estimates do not always produce fragility estimates with 
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“sensible” values of    and   . For example, given the observed data shown in Table 4.3, the 

MAP and MLE estimates have        . 

Table 4.3. Example set of Bouding EDP data 

Peak floor 

acceleration (g) 

Number of components Number of failed 

components 

0.2 10 0 

0.5 4 0 

0.5 4 4 

0.8 7 7 

To allow for the uncertainty in the parameters  ̃ ,    and   , predictive fragility estimates at 

a given percentile of interest were calculated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. 

To achieve this, two different procedures were adopted, depending on whether the input data 

was structured in the combined uncertainty format or the separated uncertainty format. The 

following procedure was used to generate predictive fragility models associated with stated 

percentiles of interest based on data in the combined uncertainty format: 

1. Generate a large number of [  ̃    ,   ] vectors from the relevant posterior 

distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. 

2. Re-write each [ ̃    ,  ] vector as the two-parameter vector [ ̃    ] by combining  

   and    using    √  
    

 
. 

3. Generate an EDP vector that covers the EDP range of interest. 

4. At each of the identified EDP values identified in Step 3, determine the failure 

probability associated with each [  ̃    ] vector from Step 2 and combine these 

failure probabilities into a ranked vector                . Thus, use linear 

interpolation on the vector   to establish the failure probability associated with the 

percentile of interest. 

The following procedure was used to generate predictive fragility models associated with 

stated percentiles of interest based on data in the separated uncertainty format: 

1. Generate a large number of [  ̃    ,   ] vectors from the relevant posterior 

distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation. 
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2. Re-write each of the three-parameter [  ̃    ,   ] vectors from Step 1 in a two-

parameter format [  ̃    ], where  ̃  is a randomly generated variate from the 

lognormal distribution with median  ̃  and lognormal dispersion    (to enhance 

computational efficiency, it may be useful to generate multiple [ ̃    ] vectors for 

each [ ̃    ,   ] vector). 

3. Generate an EDP vector that covers the EDP range of interest. 

4. At each of the identified EDP values identified in Step 3, determine the failure 

probability associated with each [  ̃    ] vector from Step 2 and combine these 

failure probabilities into a ranked vector                . Thus, use linear 

interpolation on the vector   to establish the failure probability associated with the 

percentile of interest. 

The predictive fragility models based on data in the combined uncertainty format are shown 

in Figure 4.11. The models based upon the weakly informative prior evidently contain 

fragility realizations that imply failure probabilities tending toward 50% at extremely small 

peak ground accelerations (i.e. peak ground accelerations less than 0.001 g). Figure 4.12 

demonstrates that the aforementioned realizations are the result of high    values realized 

during the Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations. These were as high as 300 in some cases 

(note that, in the FEMA P-58 methodology, most lognormal dispersions are between 0.2 and 

0.6). If the analyst perceives these failure probabilities to be unrealistic, the proposed 

informative prior represents an appropriate structured procedure with which to introduce the 

pertinent subjective beliefs. 
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Figure 4.11. Approximate predictive and 90% confidence interval "combined uncertainty" fragility 

curves for traction elevators. The fragility curves are calculated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

simulations with 10,000 iterations. 

 

Figure 4.12. Realizations of fragility curve median and lognormal dispersion obtained during 10,000 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo iterations based on the prior models 1A and 2A 
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It is generally more useful, in terms of implementation, to split up the    and    uncertainty 

components. After splitting the    and    uncertainties, each fragility curve realization 

consists only aleatory within-group uncertainty (i.e. uncertainty implied by a    term) and 

can be applied directly to damage prediction in a target structure. Separating out the    

uncertainty component using the aforementioned procedure produces the set of separated 

uncertainty fragility curves shown in Figure 4.13. The predictive fragility models that result 

from the use of the prior models 1A and 1B have significantly higher levels of epistemic 

uncertainty in comparison to the same fragility models with combined uncertainties. For 

example, the predictive fragility curve generated from the prior model 1A suggests a 10% 

failure probability at a negligible peak ground floor acceleration of 0.0001 g. Many experts 

(and non-experts) would suggest that these models are overly conservative with regards to 

what is unknown. Moreover, reducing the dispersion    
 in the weakly informative prior has 

little effect on the set of "separated uncertainty" fragility curves (this is evident, for example, 

from comparison of Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b). The use of the informative prior model is 

demonstrably effective in enforcing the predictive fragility models to align with the analyst’s 

subjective judgments as set out in Table 4.2. The comparison of Figure 4.13a and Figure 

4.13b to Figure 4.13c and Figure 4.13d highlights the fact that subjective judgments 

incorporated within the proposed prior can have a significant effect on the resulting 

predictive fragility models using the Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) method. 
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Figure 4.13. Approximate predictive and 90% confidence interval "separated uncertainty" fragility 

curves for traction elevators. The fragility curves are calculated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

simulations with 10,000 iterations. 

The prior models 2A and 2B produce a similar but slightly different set of "separated 

uncertainty" fragility curves. Specifically, the model 2B has a lower overall dispersion and 

rejects more fragility realizations in the low EDP range. This is expected based on the 

different      parameters. Regardless, it demonstrates that the posterior outputs generated 

using the proposed prior are sensitive to the input assumptions used. The prior models 2A and 

2B produce sets of fragility curve realizations with a similar overall shape to the maximum a 

posteriori estimates shown in Figure 4.10, except with an increase in epistemic uncertainty. 

This is to be expected because these models have considered additional sources of 

uncertainty, namely uncertainty in value of the parameters  ̃ ,    and   . 
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4.3.4 Practical importance of the proposed prior 

The previous section considered how various treatments of uncertainties influenced the 

distribution of possible values for mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states. That 

section noted that changes in the variance of the distribution of mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage states would typically not change the expected value of building-level 

repair costs provided that the expected failure probability remained constant. This 

characteristic does not apply to the derivation of fragility curves. Even if a component’s 

median capacity remains constant, changes in the overall variance of component capacity do 

change the expected values (as well as the variances) of building-level decision-making 

outputs. To demonstrate, Figure 4.14 shows the mean and variance of total repair cost 

conditioned on peak ground acceleration for a collection of two traction elevators and also for 

a collection of ten traction elevators. The repair cost distributions were calculated using 

Monte Carlo simulation, using the “best estimate” repair cost medians and dispersions listed 

in PACT and neglecting uncertainty in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state 

failure probabilities. The different fragility modelling approaches lead to small but significant 

differences in repair cost outputs. Differences are particularly noticeable between the use of 

the prior models 1A and 2A, which implies that the use of informative prior should at a 

minimum be considered in future work adopting a predictive fragility model based on Straub 

and Der Kiureghian’s (2008) methodology. The separation of the    and    components of 

uncertainty for the three-parameter fragility models does not change expected value repair 

costs but does change (increase) repair cost standard deviations, with larger differences 

occurring as the number of components increases.  
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Figure 4.14. Relationships between the expected value and standard deviation of total repair costs for (a) 

and (b) a collection of two traction elevators and (c) and (d) a collection of ten traction elevators 

From a more general viewpoint, the proposed method allows the quantification of 

“epistemic” uncertainties (including both finite sample uncertainties and the between-group 

uncertainties associated with host-to-target effects) which is a necessary input to error 

propagation methods such as those set out in Baker and Cornell (2003) or Ching et al. (2009). 

4.3.5 Subjectivity and model resolution 

One of the obvious and inherent disadvantages of the proposed approach is its reliance on 

subjective judgment. The addition of information into the prior distribution establishes the 

resulting fragility models as the result of personal beliefs and thus the results of performance 

assessment also become the result of subjectively held beliefs that might change between 

analysts. This problem can be resolved by eliciting expert judgment in a formal manner from 
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multiple experts using an elicitation technique similar to those set out in ATC (1985) or 

Porter et al. (2007), thus generating “standard” fragility models for general purpose use. 

4.4. A six parameter fragility model 

A fragility model is proposed herein that is based upon six parameters, as oppose to the usual 

two ( ̃ and  ) or three ( ̃ ,   and   ). The model is intended particularly for use in detailed 

or high-end performance assessments that consider the separation and quantification of 

presumed “aleatory” and “epistemic” sources of uncertainty (e.g. a “Level 5” performance 

assessment according to Paté-Cornell 1996). 

The proposed six parameter fragility model is based on the probability box or P-box concept 

(Williamson and Downs 1990). A P-box is a cumulative probability space defined by a lower 

and upper bound that is likely to encompass the “true” cumulative probability distribution. 

The lower and upper bounds are referred to as the cumulative belief and plausibility functions 

in the context of Dempster-Schafer Theory (Walley 1991, Ferson et al. 2003). P-boxes have 

recently been suggested as useful tools for the estimation of failure probabilities under 

earthquake loading in the nuclear industry (Katona 2010, Lo et al. 2014). Here, the P-box 

concept is applied to the estimation of possible sets of fragility functions for building 

components. Specifically, the proposed model relies on estimation of cumulative probability 

coordinates that define the P-box. 

An illustrative example of a P-box is shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15 also shows four 

coordinates that are sufficient to define the P-box lower and upper bounds within the 

cumulative probability interval 100α% to 100(1-α)% (Ferson et al. 2003). The coordinates 

have meaningful and easily accessible interpretations, as follows: 

   
       

  The lower bound (minimum possible) EDP that causes 100α% of 

components to fail on average. If a large number of components were subjected to this 

EDP or a lesser EDP, it is likely that all of them would survive. This EDP is closely 

related to the High Confidence of a Low Probability of Failure (HCLPF) EDP 

adopted, for example, in Johnson et al. (1999) and Campbell et al. (2002). 

   
       

  The upper bound (maximum possible) EDP that causes only 100α% of 

components to fail on average. If a large number of components were subjected to this 
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EDP or a greater EDP, it is almost certain that at least one of the components would 

fail. 

     
       

  The upper bound (maximum possible) EDP that causes 100(1-α)% of 

components to fail on average. If a large number of components were subjected to this 

EDP or a greater EDP, it is highly likely that all of the components would fail. 

     
       

  The lower bound (minimum possible) EDP that causes 100(1-α)% of 

components to fail on average. If a large number of components were subjected to this 

EDP or a lesser EDP, it is almost certain that at least one of the components would 

survive (i.e. at least one component would not fail). 

 

Figure 4.15. An example of a probability box bounding a set of possible fragility curves. 

The upper and lower bounds of the P-box represent limits that are very likely to encompass 

the “true” fragility curve. However, they provide no information regarding the relative 

likelihood of different fragility curves within the P-box. This information is necessary if 

fragility curve realizations are to be simulated. To achieve this, the 100α% quantile capacity, 

denoted   , and the 100(1-α)% quantile capacity, denoted     , are treated as random 

variables with sample spaces bounded by [  
       

   
       

]  and [    
       

     
       

] 

respectively. The capacities    and      are here assumed to follow a double triangular 

distribution with lower bound values   
       

 and     
       

, upper bound values   
       

 and 

    
       

, and best estimate values   
      

 and     
      

. Assuming that the capacities    and 

     are perfectly correlated, this set of six parameters completely defines the set of plausible 

fragility curves. An example set of fragility curves is shown in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16. An example of a set of plausible fragility curves fully specified by six parameters. 

Monte Carlo simulation of fragility curve realizations can then be carried out using the 

following procedure: 

1. Generate a random number   on      . 

2. Use inverse transform sampling on the double triangular distribution to determine 

realizations of the 5% and 95% quantile capacities, denoted       and      : 
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3. Calculate the fragility curve median and dispersion as: 
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 (4-32) 

 Where: 

          The inverse of the error function 

There are evident advantages and disadvantages of the proposed model. One advantage is that 

the model parameters are demands corresponding to set probabilities of failure. They are thus 

easy to conceptualize and estimate “meaningfully” relative to, for example, the lognormal 

dispersions of fragility curves. This parameterization ultimately allows a rational and logical 
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framework for the elicitation of fragility models from experts accounting for a separation in 

aleatory (within-group) and epistemic (between-group) sources of uncertainty. Another 

advantage of the proposed model is that it is capable of handling skew in the fragility models, 

for example, when the “most likely” fragility curve is nearer to the “lower bound” than the 

“upper bound”. This allows fitting of complicated fragility models with outlying data points 

(for example, see the application of the six parameter fragility model to roof-mounted 

chillers). The most notable disadvantage is that the additional parameters create additional 

complexity that may or may not be warranted in terms of overall impacts on specific seismic 

performance assessment. 

The six parameters values   
       

,     
       

,   
       

,     
       

,   
      

 and     
      

 can be 

estimated based on observed data using a Bayesian approach as in Straub and Der Kiureghian 

(2008), by expert elicitations, or by hybrid approach that combines data and engineering 

judgment. The former two are discussed in detail in the following sections. It is noted that the 

Bayesian approach presented here is just one of several possible derivation methods. The 

focus of the discussions here is simply to demonstrate that analytical derivation of the model 

parameters is feasible and that implementation of these methods produces reasonable and 

appropriate fragility outputs. 

4.4.1 Parameter estimation by expert judgment 

A form that might be used to elicit the model parameters from the judgment of experts is 

shown in Figure 4.17. The form has a similar overall layout to the Method E form presented 

in Porter et al. (2007) but does not include details regarding weighting of different responses, 

de-biasing the respondents or the checking for conflicts of interest. These details are clearly 

important but have been studied in detail elsewhere and can be incorporated as required. 

Readers are referred to O’Hagan et al. (2006) for details on the probability encoding process 

and Dalkey (1969), Dalkey et al. (1970) and Cooke (1991) for methods of weighting and 

combining different expert opinions. 
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Solicitation of expert opinion including epistemic uncertainty 
 
Component name and definition:  _____________________________________________________  
 
Damage state name and definition:  ___________________________________________________  
 
Demand parameter name and definition:  _______________________________________________  
 

 
Include any relevant information regarding the performance of the component in previous 

earthquakes and/or experimental tests 
 

 
A typical multistory building is subjected to earthquake ground shaking. On one particular story, there 
are 20 components of the type described above. The components are all similar, but some minor 
differences exist as a result of varying component geometry, irreducible randomness in construction 
practices and tolerances and so on, as might be expected in the components of any real building. 
Provide the following estimates regarding the potential seismic performance of the 20 components. 
 
5

th
 percentile capacity: 

 
1. Provide a lower bound estimate of the 5

th
 percentile capacity. Your estimate should be based on 

the following description: It is the EDP value below which it is almost certain that none of the 
twenty components will fail.                           

2. Provide an upper bound estimate of the 5
th
 percentile capacity. Your estimate should be based on 

the following description: It is the EDP value above which it is almost certain that at least one of 
the twenty components will fail.                            

3. Provide an approximate best estimate of the 5
th
 percentile capacity. This is your best estimate for 

the most likely EDP value causing one out of twenty components to fail. The EDP value provided 
must be between the EDP values from (1) and (2).                           

 
95

th
 percentile capacity: 

 
4. Provide an upper bound estimate of the 95

th
 percentile capacity. Your estimate should be based 

on the following description: It is the EDP value above which it is almost certain that all twenty of 
the components will fail. The EDP value provided must be greater than the EDP values from (1), 
(2) and (3).                            

5. Provide a lower bound estimate of the 95
th
 percentile capacity. Your estimate should be based on 

the following description: It is the EDP value below which you believe it is almost certain that at 
least 1 component (out of 20) that will survive. The EDP value provided must be greater than or 
equal to the EDP value from (1). It does not need to be greater than the EDP values from (2) or 
(3).                            

6. Provide an approximate best estimate of the 90
th
 percentile capacity. This is your best estimate 

for the most likely EDP value causing nineteen out of twenty components to fail. The EDP value 
provided must be between the EDP values from (4) and (5). It must also be greater than the EDP 
value from (3).                           

 

Figure 4.17. Proposed form used to solicit expert judgement for fragility curve estimation, including 

treatment of epistemic uncertainties. 

The approach outlined in Figure 4.17 does not confine respondents to the estimation of a 

single fragility curve. Instead, it allows respondents to specify a mixture of possible fragility 

curves that is consistent with the limitations in their knowledge while adhering to correct 

definitions of presumed “aleatory” and “epistemic” uncertainties as they apply to damage 

prediction in a target structure. The six estimated parameters relate clearly to component 
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capacities and probabilities of failure and so they are easy to conceptualize and estimate 

meaningfully. For these reasons, it is thus anticipated that the set of fragility curves derived 

using Figure 4.17 will provide a more accurate representation of epistemic uncertainty than 

the set of fragility curves estimated based on the estimation of the three parameters of a 

Kennedy fragility model. 

4.4.2 Bayesian parameter estimation 

The six model parameters may be estimated using Bayesian statistics based on the 

assumption of grouped data, as in Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008). The parameter vector   

is in this case: 
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] (4-33) 

An appropriate non-informative prior distribution for each of the six parameters is the diffuse 

distribution on      , which achieves the requirement that the parameters must be greater 

than zero (Box and Tiao 1992). However, Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) found that this 

prior tended to produce unrealistic fragility outputs. Moreover, the non-informative prior 

does not consider known constraints regarding the ordering of the six parameters. An 

informative prior is thus necessary. Herein, the six parameters are each assumed follow a 

single lognormal distribution with a median  ̃  and a lognormal dispersion   . As in Straub 

and Der Kiureghian (2008), the parameters  ̃  and    should be chosen so that component 

capacity 90% confidence interval falls in some reasonable but conservative range based on 

engineering judgment. Constraints are then added that convey the known parameter ordering. 

With the added constraints, the informative prior can be expressed as: 
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The likelihood function depends on the type of input data. For Bounding EDP type data, the 

likelihood function can be expressed as: 
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For Actual EDP type data, the likelihood function is expressed as: 
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 Where: 

      The standard normal probability density function 

 ̃     = The fragility curve median as defined in Equation 4-43 

      The fragility curve lognormal dispersion as defined in Equation 4-44 

4.4.3 Illustrative example using Actual EDP data 

The interior partition walls modelled in the Chapter 3 case study are typical full height and 

full fixity interior gypsum wall board partitions with cold formed steel studs, corresponding 

to the FEMA P-58 component identification number C1011.001a. The FEMA P-58 fragility 

model for partitions of this type consists of three damage states, with descriptions and repair 

operations described in Table 4.4. Experimental data used to derive fragility curves in 

FEMA P-58 is set out in Table 4.5. The experimental data is sourced from the report by 

Miranda and Mosqueda (2011), which in turn acquired data from six different studies, here 

denoted “AMB” (Bersofsky 2004), “Lang” (Lang 2007), “JAB” (John A. Blume and 

Associates 1966, 1968; Freeman 1971, 1974), “Lee” (Lee et al. 2007), “Rihal” (Rihal and 

Granneman 1984) and “NEESR” (Retamales et al. 2010). 

Table 4.4. Damage states and repair operations for interior partition walls (Miranda and Mosqueda 

2011). 

Damage 

state 

Description Fragility 

curve 

median 

Fragility 

curve 

lognormal 

dispersion 

Repair operation 

1 Screw pop-out, minor 

wall board cracking, 

warping or cracking of 

tape. 

0.21% 0.6 Re-tape joints, paste and repaint both sides 

over about 50% of the wall area. 

2 Moderate wall board 

cracking / crushing, 

typically near corners 

and openings. 

 

0.71% 0.45 Option I ( =0.8): Remove about 25% of the 

affected wall board, install new wall board, 

tape, paste and repaint. 

Option II ( =0.2): Remove all of the affected 

wall board, install new wall board, tape, paste 

and repaint. 

3 Significant wall board 

cracking / crushing, 

buckling of studs and 

tearing of tracks. 

1.2% 0.45 Option I ( =0.8): Remove and replace about 

25% of the affected wall, including wall 

board, metal studs and embedded utilities, 

then tape, paste and repaint. 

Option II ( =0.2): Remove and replace all of 

the affected wall, including wall board, metal 

studs and embedded utilities, then tape, paste 

and repaint. 
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Table 4.5. Inter-storey drifts at failure in experimental tests of interior partition walls (Miranda and 

Mosqueda 2011). 

Source Specimen 
Inter-storey drift ratio at failure (%) 

DS1 DS2 DS3 

JAB A-4 0.26 0.78 - 

JAB A-12 0.26 0.52 - 

JAB A-12R 0.26 0.52 - 

JAB A-30 0.52 0.78 - 

JAB X-33 0.26 - - 

JAB A-5 0.52 1.04 - 

JAB A-15 0.26 0.52 - 

JAB A-15R - 0.52 - 

JAB A-31 0.26 0.52 - 

JAB A-31R 0.07 0.26 - 

JAB A-11 0.26 0.52 - 

JAB A-11R 0.13 0.52 - 

JAB A-27 0.26 0.52 - 

Rihal P2A 0.39 0.83 - 

Rihal P3A 0.39 0.63 - 

Rihal P4 0.26 1.04 - 

Rihal P5 0.46 1.10 - 

Rihal P6 0.52 0.78 - 

Rihal P7 0.46 1.04 - 

Rihal P8 0.39 - - 

Rihal P8A 0.39 0.63 - 

Rihal P9 0.39 1.11 - 

Rihal P10 0.39 0.73 - 

Rihal P11 0.39 0.73 - 

AMB 2A 0.3 1.50 3.00 

AMB 2B 0.3 1.50 1.50 

AMB 3A 0.05 - 1.50 

AMB 3B 0.05 - 1.50 

AMB 4A 0.3 - 1.50 

AMB 4B 0.3 - 1.50 

AMB 5A 0.5 - 1.50 

AMB 5B 0.5 - 1.50 

AMB 6A 0.1 - 1.50 

AMB 6B 0.1 - 1.50 

AMB 7A 0.1 1.00 2.00 

AMB 7B 0.1 1.00 2.00 

AMB 8A 0.1 1.50 2.00 

AMB 8B 0.1 1.50 2.00 

Lang #1 0.25 - 0.82 

Lang #2 0.28 - 0.77 

Lee GBM-2 0.20 0.80 - 

NEESR #4 0.40 0.62 1.16 

NEESR #5 0.20 0.40 2.32 

NEESR #6 0.40 0.62 2.66 

NEESR #7 0.20 0.62 1.00 

NEESR #8 0.40 1.00 1.00 

NEESR #9 0.20 0.40 0.62 

NEESR #10 0.20 0.81 0.81 

NEESR #23 0.40 0.81 1.00 

NEESR #24 0.40 0.40 1.16 

NEESR #25 0.40 0.40 0.62 

NEESR #26 0.40 1.00 1.00 

NEESR #27 0.40 0.62 0.81 

NEESR #28 0.40 0.81 0.81 
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The experimental data was grouped based on test origin for the purposes of this illustrative 

example. This assumption is particularly applicable to damage states 1 and 3. For these 

damage states, the F-statistics from a one-way analysis of variance are 3.9 and 6.0, 

respectively. These indicate that the between-test components of standard deviation are about 

2.0 and 2.3 times larger than the within-test components of standard deviation, respectively. 

The high level of between-group variability for these damage states is potentially explained 

by differing interpretations regarding exactly what constitutes the onset of each damage state, 

but this hypothesis is difficult to prove because other systemic uncertainties could have 

generated a similar grouping effect. The F-statistic for damage state 2 is 0.94, indicating that 

the between-test and within-test standard deviations are similar. 

The proposed Bayesian method was used to infer a six parameter fragility model for each 

damage state. The prior parameters  ̃  and    are listed in Table 4.6 along with the 

corresponding 90% confidence interval. Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation was used to 

generate 5000 random realizations from the posterior probability distribution. Figure 4.18 

shows the resulting posterior mean fragility model and Figure 4.19 shows the resulting 

predictive fragility model.  

Table 4.6. Prior parameters used for each damage state. 

Damage state Prior median,  ̃  Prior dispersion,     90% confidence interval 

1 0.20% 0.84 [0.05%,0.8%] 

2 0.63% 0.56 [0.25%,1.6%] 

3 1.13% 0.63 [0.4%,3.2%] 
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Figure 4.18. Posterior mean fragility models for interior partition walls based on the six parameter model 

and the prior parametes listed in Table 4.6. 
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Figure 4.19. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

interior partition walls based on the six parameter fragility model and the prior parameters listed in 

Table 4.6. 

A successful six-parameter fragility model is one that contains fragility realizations 

adequately describing observed within-group variability and does not imply failure 

probabilities significantly outside of the observed EDP range that are “unreasonable”. The 

“reasonableness” of failure probabilities significantly outside of the observed EDP range is a 

partly subjective consideration, which in turn means that purely quantitative measures of 

goodness-of-fit such as posterior-predictive  -values are of limited use here. However, 

quantitative measures aside, both the posterior mean and the predictive fragility models (see 

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19) demonstrate a “reasonable” fit to the available data. 

Additionally, the best estimate fragility curves closely resemble the corresponding fragility 

curves from PACT which further corroborates the validity of the fitted models. A notable 

difference between the six parameter model and the Kennedy fragility model is that the six 
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parameter model accommodates fragility curve realizations with different lognormal 

dispersions. Differences in lognormal dispersion are particularly apparent in the posterior 

mean fragility model for damage state 1 (see Figure 4.18a). In this case, the upper and lower 

bounds of the P-box have low lognormal dispersions relative to the best estimate fragility 

curve. This result can be explained based on the interaction between the data and the 

likelihood function. There are significant differences in the distribution of partition wall 

capacities between the different tests. In such situations, the integral in Equation 4-41 

generates an increased likelihood when the best estimate fragility curve has a higher 

lognormal dispersion relative to the lower and upper bounds. This result is appropriate and 

expected in lieu of specific information regarding the lognormal dispersions of the plausible 

fragility curve realizations. 

The analysis was repeated using the updated parameters shown in Table 4.7 to assess the 

effects of changes in the prior parameters. The prior parameters in Table 4.7 are less 

informative than the prior parameters in Table 4.6 (they have wider 90% confidence 

intervals). The predictive fragility model using the less informative prior is shown in Figure 

4.20. The set of possible fragility curves has an increased level dispersion relative to the sets 

of possible fragility curves shown in Figure 4.19. This suggests sensitivity to the input prior 

and ultimately that care should be taken to select a prior that reflects sound engineering 

judgment. This result also raises issues regarding the need to mathematical complexity given 

that model outputs are inherently subjective in nature. Such issues are readily resolved by the 

elicitation of expert judgment in a formal manner from multiple experts. 

Table 4.7. Alternative prior parameters used for each damage state. 

Damage state Prior median,  ̃  Prior dispersion,     90% confidence interval 

1 0.16% 1.12 [0.025%,1%] 

2 0.50% 0.98 [0.1%,2.5%] 

3 1.00% 0.98 [0.25%,5%] 
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Figure 4.20. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

interior partition walls based on the six parameter fragility model and a conservatively spaced prior 

parameters listed in Table 4.7. 

The Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) method was used to estimate a predictive Kennedy 

fragility model for comparative purposes. The prior distribution for the fragility curve 

medians were based on the parameters listed in Table 4.6. The resulting predictive fragility 

models are shown in Figure 4.21. Both the six-parameter and the Kennedy models produce 

reasonable fragility outputs. However, the six parameter fragility model provides a “tighter” 

fit to the available data, whereas the Kennedy fragility model generates fragility curve 

realizations that survive EDPs far above the range of the available data. 
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Figure 4.21. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

interior partition walls based on the three parameter Kennedy fragility model. 

4.4.4 Illustrative example using Bounding EDP data 

Chillers are modelled in PACT with one damage state, described as any significant damage 

that causes the chiller to stop functioning. The EDP is peak floor acceleration. The fragility 

curve used in the case study in Chapter 3 adopted a generic fragility curve for well-installed 

chiller equipment, with a median of 0.72 g and a lognormal dispersion of 0.2. Here, a set of 

possible fragility curves sets are derived assuming that the chiller’s installation condition is 

unknown. 

Data on the performance of chillers in previous earthquakes is shown in Table 4.8 (EPRI 

1991, 2007, FEMA 2012c). The fragility of chillers was also investigated in Johnson et al. 

(1999). That study suggested a collection of possible fragility curves that depend on the 

chiller installation condition. The suggested fragility curve parameters are listed in Table 4.9. 
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Here, the installation condition is assumed to be unknown and so all of the fragility curves 

suggested in Johnson et al. (1999) are possible candidates. 

Table 4.8. Failure data for chillers (EPRI 1991, 2007). 

Peak floor 

acceleration 

(g) 

Number 

of 

chillers 

Number 

of 

failures 

Comments 

0.20 4 0 No failure, operational 

0.35 1 0 No failure, operational 

0.35 4 0 No failure, operational 

0.37 4 0 No failure, operational 

0.40 3 0 No failure, operational 

0.40 2 0 No failure, operational 

0.40 4 0 No failure, operational 

0.50 2 0 No failure, operational 

0.60 2 0 No failure, operational 

0.80 2 0 Chillers dismounted from spring mounts but were still 

operational. 

2.40 1 0 No failure, operational 

0.30 3 0 No failure, operational 

0.50 9 8 The refrigerant compressors dismounted from their 

isolation mounts. The chillers were operational once the 

refrigerant compressors were re-installed. 

0.80 1 1 Anchor bolts were damaged, a makeup water pipe was 

cracked and an impeller pump casing was damaged. 

0.80 2 0 Both chillers dismounted from spring mounts but were 

still operational. 

0.84 2 1 One chiller rocked upon its spring mounts, which caused 

the fracture of attached PVC water lines. The other 

chiller dismounted from spring mounts and was 

operational after a small failure in a small copper inlet 

water pipe was repaired. 

 

Table 4.9. Fragility curves for chillers suggested in Johnson et al. (1999). 

Installed condition of the chiller Fragility curve 

median,  ̃  

Fragility curve 

total lognormal 

dispersion,    

HCLPF* 

IC0: Well-installed 2.1 g 0.5 0.65 g 

IC1: No tie-down bolts 1.3 g 0.5 0.40 g 

IC2: Weak or damaged tie-down bolts 1.6 g 0.5 0.50 g 

IC3: Vibration isolated but with no (or 

inadequate) restraints to the control rocking and 

lateral displacements 

0.8 g 0.5 0.25 g 

IC4: Mounted on steel sections that are weak in 

the lateral direction 

1.4 g 0.5 0.45 g 

IC5: Well-installed but potential for damage 

from interactions with surrounding components 

1.7 g 0.5 0.55 g 

* Peak floor acceleration corresponding to a High Confidence of a Low Probability of Failure 

 

The proposed Bayesian method was used to infer a six parameter fragility model. The prior 

parameters  ̃  and    were 0.9% and 0.9, which corresponds to a 90% confidence interval for 

the chiller capacity with limits 0.25 g and 4.0 g. Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation was 

then used to generate 5000 random realizations from the posterior probability distribution. 
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Figure 4.22 shows the posterior mean fragility model and Figure 4.23 shows the predictive 

fragility model, which includes uncertainty in the six model parameters. 

 

Figure 4.22. Posterior mean six parameter fragility models for chillers with unknown installation 

condition. The prior median and prior lognormal dispersion are equal to 1% and 0.84, respectively. 
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Figure 4.23. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

chillers with unknown installation condition based on the six parameter fragility model. The prior 

median and prior lognormal dispersion are equal to 1% and 0.84, respectively. 

To assess model dependence on the prior distribution, analyses were re-run with a less 

informative prior. Specifically, the parameters  ̃  and    were set to 0.70% and 1.6, 

respectively, which corresponds to a 90% confidence interval for the chiller capacity with 

limits 0.05 g and 10.0 g. The resulting predictive fragility model is shown in Figure 4.24. As 

expected, the set of fragility curves is more diverse, which demonstrates a dependence of 

model output on the selected prior parameters. The analyses were also repeated using the 

Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method. The prior parameters were selected as    
   and 

   
     , which correspond to the prior parameters  ̃     and         that were 

adopted in preceding analyses.  The resulting set of fragility models is shown in Figure 4.25. 

This set of fragility models is unrealistic to the extent that it predicts the possibility of high 

failure probabilities at EDPs below the most conservative possible HCLPF demand from 

Johnson et al. (1999), as well as negligible failure probabilities at EDPs in excess of 5 g. This 

set of possible fragility curves is clearly over-conservative. In this case, the six parameter 

fragility model provides a more reasonable fit to the available data. 
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Figure 4.24. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

chillers with unknown installation condition based on the six parameter fragility model. The prior 

median and prior lognormal dispersion are equal to 0.7% and 1.6, respectively. 

  

Figure 4.25. Predictive, 90% confidence interval and 98% confidence interval failure probabilities for 

chillers with unknown installation condition based on the 3-parameter Kennedy fragility model. 

4.4.5 Practical importance of the proposed six-parameter fragility model 

Changes in component fragility modelling as a result of the proposed six-parameter fragility 

model are likely to result in changes to the expected values and variances of building-level 
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decision-making outputs. The reasoning behind these changes is the same as that for the 

traction elevator example that is discussed at length in Section 4.3.4. The proposed six-

parameter prior allows the quantification of “epistemic” uncertainties in a structured and 

logical manner, which is a useful result in its own right (it provides information on the 

inherent limitations of performance predictions and informs robust selection of performance-

based design objectives) and is a necessary input for error propagation methodologies of the 

type described by Baker and Cornell (2003). 

4.5. Conclusions 

Robust performance assessment requires not only the estimation of a most likely DS given 

EDP model but also a set of possible DS given EDP models that reflects limitations 

associated with a lack of knowledge. The set of DS given EDP models can then be used to 

generate sets of possible building-level decision-making outputs. This robust approach is 

strictly more appropriate than using a single fragility model because it provides a reasonable 

treatment regarding what is unknown about component damageability. The resulting outputs 

are useful to decision makers and inform risk modellers about the overall accuracy and 

limitations of their predictions. 

Previous research investigating the role of epistemic uncertainties in the prediction of 

component damage states given EDP has focussed on sequential damage states that are 

estimated from fragility curves. However, FEMA P-58 also considers mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage states that are defined by a constant failure probability. In this chapter, 

theory for Bayesian estimation of failure probabilities including epistemic uncertainty was set 

out and different modelling approaches were applied to assess the mutually exclusive failure 

probabilities of traction elevators. Inclusion of epistemic host-to-target uncertainties via the 

grouped data assumption increased the variability in the set of possible damage state 

probabilities. This effect was particularly pronounced when the proportion of damaged 

components differed greatly between groups. Accounting for grouped data did not 

significantly change the expected value failure probability and thus is unlikely to significantly 

affect expected value decision-making outputs. However, the assumption is likely to increase 

the variance of decision-making outputs as well as change the distribution for the number of 

damaged components. This distribution is particularly important in  -out-of-  type reliability 

problems. 
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Epistemic host-to-target uncertainties in fragility curves based on the grouped data 

assumption have been considered in the paper by Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008). Straub 

and Der Kiureghian utilize the three parameter Kennedy fragility model but use a Bayesian 

methodology (rather than subjective judgment) to estimate the model parameters. The authors 

suggest a weakly informative prior as an input to the Bayesian analysis. This chapter noted 

that Straub and Der Kiureghian’s model can, in specific situations, produce predictive 

fragility model outputs that conflict with the analyst’s subjective engineering judgments. An 

informative Bayesian prior distribution was suggested that allowed users to incorporate their 

specific subjective judgments within a structured mathematical framework. While this prior 

increased the overall complexity of the method and the subjectivity of the modelled outputs, 

it nonetheless provided a structured and rational approach for incorporating engineering 

judgments in cases with limited available observed data. The fragility of traction elevators 

was investigated using the proposed prior. The prior parameters were specified 

conservatively (e.g. prior 2A rejected fragility curve realizations with failure probabilities 

greater than 5% at 0.01 g). The additional information nonetheless produced significant 

changes to the predictive fragility model.  

Lastly, a fragility model was proposed with six parameters, intended for use in detailed 

analyses seeking to separate and quantify presumed epistemic and aleatory sources of 

uncertainty. The six parameter fragility model was structured in a format that allows for easy 

elicitation of expert judgment, including an explicit treatment of epistemic uncertainties, and 

a suitable form was proposed to carry out the elicitation. A method for estimating the model 

parameters based on Bayesian statistics was also set out and the parameters were successfully 

estimated in two separate illustrative examples, one considering the fragility of interior 

partition walls and another considering the fragility of chillers. In both cases, the six 

parameter fragility model gave a “tighter” fit to the available data, in terms of extrapolation 

of failure probabilities beyond the range of EDP values covered by the observed data. 
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Chapter 5  

Advanced storey-based loss estimation 

 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Component-based frameworks such a FEMA P-58 are often applied to estimate earthquake 

loss in multi-storey buildings and discretize buildings into large numbers of components to 

achieve this. The resulting trees of conditional random variables can be very large. For 

example, a 10-storey building with 15 non-structural acceleration-sensitive component types, 

3 non-structural drift-sensitive component types and 5 structural drift-sensitive component 

types, and 10 components of each type on each storey, has 4921 random variables in the 

conditional probability tree (21 EDPs, 2450 component DSs and 2450 component DVs). A 

representative tree of conditional random variables for application in a typical multi-storey 

building is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The practical importance of large conditional random variable trees is that solving PEER 

PBEE type problems becomes both complex and computationally expensive. PACT uses 

Monte Carlo simulations to solve for total DV outputs and adopts a default number of Monte 

Carlo simulations of only 200 in order to maintain a reasonable solution time and to limit the 

amount of raw data produced (FEMA 2012b). Moreover, the computational time required to 

solve a PEER PBEE type problems may increase dramatically when inter-component 

correlation is introduced (although this increase depends markedly on the method being used 

to solve the PEER PBEE framing equations). Bradley and Lee (2010a) used an analytical 

approach and found that, when solving for total losses in a reinforced concrete building as a 

function of IM, calculations took about 3 seconds when correlation was ignored, 

1130 seconds (2.1 minutes) when component DSs and DVs were assumed to be perfectly 
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correlated and 8200 seconds (2.3 hours) when using a comprehensive model for DS and DV 

correlations. 

 

Figure 5.1. Tree of conditional random variables for PEER PBEE framework implementation in a typical 

multi-storey building. 

Problems of computational expense may be solved to some extent by the use of FOSM 

methods (Baker and Cornell 2003, Bradley and Lee 2010b). However, FOSM methods may 

yield inaccurate results in some situations (Bradley and Lee 2010b). Here, it is suggested that 
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the efficiency of performance calculations may be improved by pre-calculating decision 

variable outputs at the storey level. These performance improvements are not particularly 

important for the analysis of specific buildings that do not consider inter-component 

correlation because overall computational time is dominated by the time required to model 

the building, conduct nonlinear analyses and post-process EDP outputs. However, 

performance improvements become more important in parameter studies incorporating inter-

component correlations (specifically studies considering many building types with similar 

damageable component inventories) or studies incorporating epistemic uncertainties in 

modelling outputs for which loss analysis needs to be repeated many times. Moreover, the 

proposed approach allows for decreases in stored information content and thus allows for 

larger numbers of Monte Carlo simulations to be completed in situations in which the number 

of simulations is limited by the availability of random access memory. 

Ramirez and Miranda (2009) presented and investigated a storey-based approach to loss 

estimation based on the PEER PBEE framework, which is extended upon this chapter. The 

method involves pre-calculating relationships between the demand on a given floor, EDP, 

and the total DV from all components on that floor. The approach was later investigated by 

Jia et al. (2013) with no significant theoretical advancements. Storey-based loss estimation 

approach has several attractive features: 

1. Computational speed-up. Once pre-calculation of floor EDP-loss relationships is 

complete, the number of variables in the conditional random variable tree is greatly 

decreased. For example, for the 10-storey building with 15 non-structural 

acceleration-sensitive component types, 3 non-structural drift-sensitive component 

types and 5 structural drift-sensitive component types, and 10 components of each 

type on each storey, the number of random variables in the tree of conditional random 

variables is reduced from 4921 to 52 by lumping losses together at a floor level. By 

lumping losses at a floor level, the conditional random variable tree shown in Figure 

5.1 can be simplified to that shown in Figure 5.2. This is likely to lead to 

computational speed-up. Speed-up will be greater when the same damageable 

component is adopted in multiple successive analyses. Lumping losses at the storey 

level is particularly beneficial for studies assessing the performance of buildings with 

representative non-structural component inventories (for example, a representative 

non-structural component inventory for an office building). In these cases, floor EDP-
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loss relationships for representative inventories of non-structural components for each 

occupancy type may be pre-calculated, further decreasing computational expense. 

 

Figure 5.2. Tree of conditional random variables for PEER PBEE framework implementation in a typical 

multi-storey building, after adopting storey-based loss estimation. 

2. Ease of use. One of the difficulties in the implementation of PEER PBEE type loss 

estimation methods is the construction of a detailed damageable component 

inventory. Pre-calculating floor EDP-loss relationships for typical non-structural 

component inventories allows users to focus on the seismic hazard and response 

assessment parts of the loss estimation problem and not on the creation and modelling 

of a damageable component inventories.  

3. Floor EDP-loss relationships. The outputted relationships between total storey DV 

and EDP are useful in their own right. For example, in performance based design of 

base isolated buildings, they provide the maximum floor acceleration and inter-storey 

drift values that can occur in design in order to keep expected losses on each floor 

below a prescribed tolerance. 

The storey-based loss estimation method proposed by Ramirez and Miranda (2009) is 

incapable of accounting for inter-component correlations, which have been shown to exist 

both in DS given EDP distributions (Baker 2008, Bradley and Lee 2010a) and in DV given 

DS distributions (Bradley and Lee 2010a). This chapter presents a series of extensions to the 
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method presented in Ramirez and Miranda (2009) that allow users to fully account for 

epistemic uncertainties and inter-component correlations. 

5.1.1 Formulation 

Consider a multi-storey building with a known inventory of damageable components. These 

components are arranged into different floor groups, such that each floor group consists of 

the same component inventory and all of these components are sensitive to the same EDP. 

The proposed approach is most efficient when there are as few floor groups as possible and 

so it is particularly amenable to cases where the distribution of damageable components up 

the building height is relatively even. An illustrative example is shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 5.3. Illustrative example allocating an inventory of damageable non-structural components to five 

different floor groups that are dependent on either peak floor acceleration (PFA) or peak inter-storey 

drift (PISD). 

The outputs from each floor group must provide sufficient information for the required 

building-level decision-making outputs to be calculated. Expected floor loss-EDP 

relationships need to be determined for the calculation of the building’s EAL. If a building-

level deaggregation of EAL by component type is also required, then the expected floor loss-

EDP relationships need to be deaggregated by their component type. Full probability 

distributions of floor losses conditioned on EDP are necessary for the calculation of loss 

hazard curves. Direct, exact analytical calculation of this probability distribution is generally 

intractable and so two feasible alternatives can be used. One is to use Monte Carlo simulation 

to approximate the true probability distribution. The other is to calculate the first two 

moments exactly (expected value and variance) and fit a common probability distribution by 
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moment-matching. Methodologies for both alternatives are presented in this chapter. Lastly, 

if inter-component correlations exist, inter-floor group correlation coefficients are required in 

addition to probability distributions of floor group losses. 

5.2. Analytical solution for the expected value and variance of 

floor group loss and inter-floor group correlation coefficients 

Consider a building that consists of    different component types that are each assigned an 

index   where   {        } . Each component type   has        sequential non-zero 

damage states. 

5.2.1 Repair cost expected and variance for single components given EDP 

The loss in a single component of type   is denoted   . The expected value and variance of 

   given an input demand    , can be calculated by the following formulae (Aslani 2005, 

Lee and Kiremidjian 2007, Bradley and Lee 2010a). These are simple results of the Law of 

Total Expectation and the Law of Total Variance, respectively. 

          ∑                          

      

   

 (5-1) 

            ∑                            

      

   

 ∑                                       

      

   

 

(5-2) 

 Where: 

             The expected value of repair cost for a component of type   in a damage 

state   

               The variance of repair cost for a component of type   in a damage state   

               The probability of damage state   in a single component of type   

conditioned on    , which may be calculated from the component’s fragility curves using 

well-known methods. 

Repair costs are frequently modelled using lognormal distributions. The mean and variance 

of a lognormal distribution can be computed as: 
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             ̃    
    

    (5-3) 

               ̃   
      

 
(     

 
  ) (5-4) 

 Where: 

 ̃     The median repair cost for damage state   in component type   

      The lognormal dispersion of repair cost for damage state   in component type   

Simple extensions are required to incorporate mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage 

states. For the case of mutually exclusive damage states, the expected value             

and variance               are determined as: 

            ∑                                 

          

   

 
(5-5) 

 

              ∑                                   

          

   

 

 ∑                                                 

          

   

 

 

(5-6) 

 Where: 

            The number of mutually exclusive damage states given the parent damage 

state   in the component type   

              The probability of mutually exclusive damage state   

                      The expected value repair cost given damage state   and 

mutually exclusive damage state   in component type   

                        The repair cost variance given damage state   and 

mutually exclusive damage state   in component type   

For simultaneous damage states, the expected value             and variance 

              are: 

            ∑                         

         

   

 

 

(5-7) 
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 ∑                

         

   

  ∑ ∑       
√                               

         

   

         

   

 

 

(5-8) 

 Where: 

           The number of simultaneous sub damage states for the damage state   of 

component type   

             The failure probability for the simultaneous sub damage state   

               The expected value repair cost for the simultaneous sub damage state   

                 The repair cost variance for the simultaneous sub damage state   

      
  The correlation between the repair costs for the simultaneous sub damage states   and 

  

5.2.2 Inter-component correlation coefficients 

The correlation coefficient between the repair cost for a single component of type   given an 

input demand      and the repair cost for a single component of type   given an input 

demand     , denoted                 
, is given by (Aslani 2005, Lee and Kiremidjian 2007, 

Bradley and Lee 2010a): 

                
 

 [              ]             [       ]

√               [       ]

 
(5-9) 

 Where: 

 [              ] 

 ∑ ∑   (           |         )

      

   

      

   

  

( [                ]) 

 ∑ ∑   (           |         )

      

   

      

   

  

(5-10) 
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(            [        ]

                   √                [        ]) 

 

 And: 

  (           |         )   The joint probability of a damage state   in a single 

component of type   and a damage state   in a single component of type  , conditioned on the 

input demands       and     ; and  

                    The correlation coefficient between the repair cost of a component of 

type   in damage state   and the repair cost of a component of type   in damage state  . 

 

If correlation in DS given EDP is neglected, probability distributions of DS given EDP are 

independent, so that the joint probability   (           |         )  can be 

calculated simply as the product                  (     |    ) . Conversely, if 

correlations in DS given EDP are modelled, then the joint probability distribution 

  (           |         ) needs to reflect these correlations. 

5.2.3 Expected value and variance of floor group repair costs 

Expected values, variances and correlation coefficients for single components can be used to 

calculate the corresponding quantities for each floor group. Consider that the studied building 

has     unique floor groups and that are these floor groups are assigned an index   where 

  {         }. The floor group   consists of         components of each type  . The 

expected value for the total repair cost of floor group   given     is given by: 

           ∑                  

  

   

 (5-11) 

The expected loss contribution from each component (i.e. the component deaggregation) can 

be obtained by splitting out the contributions of the different component types.  

The variance for the total repair cost of floor group   given     is given by: 
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 ∑   
                       

  

   

  ∑ ∑                                  √              [  |   ]

  

   

  

   

 

 

(5-12) 

 Where: 

   √
         

       
               

 

       
 

(5-13) 

 

5.2.4 Inter-floor group correlation coefficient 

The correlation coefficient between the total repair cost in floor group   and the total repair 

cost in floor group  , given respective input demands of      and     , denoted 

                  
, is given by: 

                  
 

                      

√                [   |    ]

 
(5-14) 

 Where: 

                      

 ∑ ∑                                    
√               [  |    ]

  

   

  

   

 

 

(5-15) 

 

5.3. Monte Carlo procedure for simulating floor group losses 

Monte Carlo simulation can be used to closely approximate the full probability distribution of 

repair cost for any floor group, conditioned on    . Several Monte Carlo procedures were 

trailed and the following was found to have favourable efficiency. 

Let the number of component types in the studied floor group be    and let each component 

type   with   {        }  consist of       components, each with        non-zero 

damage states. Monte Carlo simulation can be completed using the following procedure. 
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Set-up: 

1. Set the total number of individual components in the floor group as      

∑        
   . For each component, assign a unique “overall” component index   where 

  {          }  and a unique “within-component-type” index   where   

{           }. 

2. Define vectors   and  , each of length     , where    stores the component type   

for component with index     and    stores the “within-component-type” index   

for component with index    . 

3. Create an           damage state correlation matrix      , where    
    

 is the DS 

given EDP correlation coefficient between component types    and   . 

4. Set the total number of unique potential combinations of index   and non-zero 

component damage state   (hereafter “unique {  ,  } combinations”) as     
  

∑              
   . For each unique { , } combination, assign an index    where 

   {          
 }. 

5. Define vectors    and   , each of length     
 , where   

  stores the component type   

corresponding to the { , } combination with index      and   
  stores the damage 

state   corresponding to the { , } combination with index     . 

6. Create an     
      

  repair cost correlation matrix      , where    
    

 is the L 

given DS correlation coefficient between the repair cost of damage state   
  from 

component   
  and repair cost for damage state   

  from component   
 . 

7. Create a function          that takes the component type  , the “within component 

type” index   and the (non-zero) damage state   as inputs and returns the the { , } 

combination index   . 

Simulation: 

8. Generate      realizations for the damage states of the      components given an 

input EDP vector, including the DS given EDP correlation matrix      . Store 

simulated output as an           matrix   . 
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9. Set   be an          
  matrix of zeroes. For each simulation   {          } and 

each component index   {          } , if       , calculate              

and set      . 

10. Generate      realizations for all possible     
  component repair costs allowing for 

repair cost correlations using the L given DS correlation matrix      . Store simulated 

output as an          
  matrix  . 

11. The vector of repair cost realizations is given by the summation across each row of 

   . 

In the above procedure, repair costs are simulated for all damage states that could potentially 

occur rather than the damage states that actually are realized in each simulation. This slightly 

slows the solution process for each individual simulation. However, as      become large, 

the proposed method becomes increasingly efficient because the repair cost correlation 

matrix       does not need to be reassembled in each simulation. 

5.3.1 Simulation of correlated repair costs from the correlation matrix       

Repair cost distributions are typically modelled using either normal or lognormal 

distributions. If all repair cost distributions are normal with an     -length mean vector  , a 

standard deviation vector  , and a Pearson’s correlation matrix      , then random repair cost 

realizations can be generated using the following well-known method for simulation of 

multivariate normal variates using the Cholesky decomposition (Rubinstein and Kroese 

2008). 

1. Generate              as independent random variates of the standard normal 

distribution 

2. Calculate the covariance matrix   as: 

               

 

(5-16) 

 

3. Determine the Cholesky decomposition      . 

4. Calculate the vector of correlated realizations          
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If all repair cost distributions are lognormal with an     -length median vector  ̃ and a 

lognormal dispersion vector  , and a Pearson’s correlation matrix      , then repair costs can 

be generated by taking the exponential transform of realizations of a multivariate normal 

distribution with a mean vector of    ̃ and an adjusted covariance matrix    given by (Wang 

1998): 

     [                ] 5-17 

 Where: 

   √           

 

5-18 

 

It is important that the correlation matrix       is not erroneous. Beyond considerations of 

symmetry and semi-positive definiteness, the validity of correlation coefficients also need to 

be considered. Correlation coefficients between any two normal distributions may take on 

any value between -1 and 1. However, correlation coefficients between any two lognormal 

distributions may only take on values between      and     , as defined in Equations 5-19 

and 5-20 (McNeil et al. 2006). The maximum attainable correlation between lognormal repair 

costs is shown graphically in Figure 5.4. 

     
        

√(   
 
  )(   

 
  )

 
5-19 

     
       

√(   
 
  )(   

 
  )

 
5-20 
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Figure 5.4. Maximum attainable Pearson correlation coefficient between lognormal distributions with 

lognormal dispersions β1 and β2. 

Repair cost distributions may be modelled using a mixture of normal distributions, lognormal 

distributions or other probability distributions. For these arbitrary mixtures, NORTA methods 

(Cairo and Nelson 1997), numerical reordering methods (e.g. Iman and Conover 1982) or 

optimization methods (e.g. Lurie and Goldberg 1998) are required.  

Correct simulation of multivariate random vectors requires that the correlation matrix linking 

the variables is symmetric and semi-positive definite. Correlation matrices derived using the 

equi-correlated methods (Baker and Cornell 2003; Bradley and Lee 2010a) are strictly semi-

positive definite by definition. However, correlation matrices derived assuming arbitrary 

pairwise correlations between the constituent random variables may not be semi-positive 

definite. If pairwise correlations are assigned so that       is not semi-positive definite,       

must be adjusted for the purposes of ensuring analyses are feasible. An appropriate method to 

complete this is to calculate the nearest correlation matrix that is positive-definite using the 

Higham algorithm (Higham 2002). Altering the cost correlation matrix may produce minor 

changes to the repair cost standard deviations but will have no effect on the repair cost 

means. 

5.4. Modelling damage state correlations using copulas 

The Monte Carlo simulation procedure outlined in the previous section requires the 

simulation of repair costs including allowance for inter-component correlations. Joint damage 

state probabilities are also used in Equation 5-10 of the analytical framework from Section 
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5.2. The reasons for the existence of these correlations are expounded by Baker (2008) and 

Bradley and Lee (2010a). In this section, the available methods of incorporating the 

correlations are briefly discussed and an alternative approach is proposed. 

5.4.1 Review of available methods 

Baker (2008) proposed a method of simulating damage states accounting for DS given EDP 

correlations in which Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate correlated realizations of the 

natural logarithm of component capacities and damage states are then generated by 

comparison of the realized capacities with each component’s marginal DS given EDP 

distribution. The method was focussed toward components with one damage state and could 

not be applied to components with more than one damage state without either (a) altering the 

desired marginal DS given EDP distribution (by rejection of Monte Carlo realizations) or (b) 

modelling capacity distributions as sums of lognormal random variables. 

Lee and Kiremidjian (2007) proposed a method of handling correlation between multiple 

damage states using numerical optimization to minimize the difference between the observed 

and target correlation coefficients. The iterative optimization scheme increases its 

computational expense in comparison to other available methods (Bradley and Lee 2010a). 

Thus, while Lee and Kiremidjian’s approach is readily applied to regional loss estimation 

problems, it is less applicable to building specific loss estimation problems with large 

numbers of components.  

Bradley and Lee (2010a) proposed an alternative solution in which joint damage state 

probabilities are determined analytically rather than by Monte Carlo simulation. The authors 

propose that the joint probability   (           |         )  can be calculated 

recursively as: 

  (           |         )

   (           |         )

 ∑ ∑   (             |         )

      

    
            

      

    

 

 

(5-21) 

 Where: 
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  (           |         )    (                           ) 

 ∫ ∫               

                          

(             )                 

 

(5-22) 

 And: 

      The capacity of a component of type   to resist the damage state   

      The capacity of a component of type   to resist the damage state   

              
(             )   The probability density function for the joint distribution of the 

natural logarithm of       and     , which follows a bivariate normal distribution with a 

specified correlation coefficient 

The approach suggested in Bradley and Lee (2010a) is the first approach documented in 

literature to effectively address the issue of inter-component correlations in damage 

assessments within the wider context of large-scale PEER PBEE type performance 

assessments for components with multiple damage states. Additionally, Bradley and Lee’s 

method deals directly with the component capacities so that correlations can easily be 

estimated meaningfully. However, the method is intended specifically for the solution of 

PEER PBEE framing equations based on analytical calculations, and it is unclear exactly how 

the method should be adapted for use in Monte Carlo simulation. A variation on Bradley and 

Lee’s method is presented herein that allows inter-component correlations to be incorporated 

in Monte Carlo simulation with little difficulty. The proposed variation can also be directly 

applied in analytical calculations. The relative advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 

approach are set out in the following sections. 

5.4.2 Proposed method 

A common feature of the methods presented by Bradley and Lee (2010a) and Baker (2008) is 

that correlations are modelled between component capacities. This approach is useful in 

several respects. For example, it ensures that correlation coefficients can be established based 

on physically measurable and tangible properties and it provides flexibility, allowing 

different correlation coefficients to be specified for different damage states. However, it is 

also widely acknowledged that there is a lack of data for accurately determining correlation 

coefficients and, given this uncertainty, strong evidence supporting the prescription of 

different correlation coefficients for different damage state capacities is unlikely to exist. The 
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methods for the estimation of inter-component correlations proposed in Bradley and Lee 

(2010a) do not model any differences in correlation coefficients between difference damage 

states. Moreover, it is unclear whether the prescription of different correlation coefficients for 

different damage states has a significant overall effect on loss outcomes. In the proposed 

method, only one correlation coefficient is assigned for each component pairing. The 

correlation coefficient does not model correlation between component capacities as in 

Bradley and Lee (2010a) and Baker (2008). Rather, it measures statistical correlation directly 

between discrete probability distributions of DS given EDP. The joint discrete probability 

distribution of DS given EDP is determined using copulas. 

The proposed method can be implemented as follows. Consider a set of    different 

components (these may or may not be all of the same type and may or may not be all 

subjected to the same input EDP). Firstly, discrete DS given EDP probability distributions 

should be calculated for each component based on the component’s fragility curves and input 

EDP. Next, an       Kendall’s tau correlation matrix, denoted  , should be defined that 

comprises pairwise Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients between each of the components. 

For clarity, an example   matrix is shown in Figure 5.5. Note the Kendall’s tau correlation 

coefficients depend only on the component types and not on damage states or EDPs. Once   

and the marginal DS given EDP distributions have been defined, copulas can then be used to 

calculate joint damage state probabilities or to generate random damage state realizations in 

Monte Carlo simulation (see Nelson 2006 for further details). 

 

Figure 5.5. Example rank order correlation matrix for a floor group with 3 “type α” components and 4 

“type β” components. 

A copula               is a joint cumulative distribution function for a set of random 

variables   ,   , …,    whose marginal distributions are all uniform on      . The random 

variables   ,   , …,    are typically correlated and can be manipulated to model dependence 

and correlation in arbitrarily distributed random variables (Nelson 2006). The copula 
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              can be used to calculate joint damage state probabilities. When only two 

components (1 and 2) are considered, joint damage state probabilities can be calculated using 

the following recursive formula: 

                                   ∑ ∑     
    

  

  

  
   

  

  
   

 (5-23) 

 Where: 

    
    

   [
      

       
    

                          
 (5-24) 

 And: 

     A random variable for the damage state in the component  ; 

        The probability of the damage state in the component   being equal to    or less; 

                  The bivariate copula with input arguments        and       . 

For example, consider the case of two components with only two damage states, damage state 

0 and damage state 1. Equation 5-24 gives the following result: 

                               (5-25) 

                                              (5-26) 

                                              (5-27) 

               

                  (           )    (           )

                

(5-28) 

When an arbitrary number of components    are considered, joint damage state probabilities 

can be calculated as: 

  [                    
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  (                   
(   
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(5-29) 

 Where: 
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(5-30) 

 

If the marginal probability distributions for each component are the same, then the term 

 (                   
(   

)) is unique only for different combinations of damage states, 

with all permutations of the same damage state having the same joint probability. This 

concept is demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6. Correlated Gaussian copulas in (a) 2 dimensions and (b) 3 dimensions. Plot (c) shows the 3 

unique joint probabilities for the 2-dimensional copula, and plot (d) shows the 4 unique joint probabilities 

for the 3-dimensional copula. The number of unique joint probabilities is equal to the number of unique 

damage state permutations. 

Monte Carlo simulation of random vectors from copulas is possible for the families of 

commonly used copulas (Nelson 2006). These require only the Kendall’s tau correlation 
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matrix  . Once random vectors have been generated, inverse transform sampling on each 

component’s DS given EDP distribution can be used to calculate random damage state 

realizations. The inverse transform sampling technique is shown graphically in Figure 5.7. 

The correlation matrix   measures rank order correlation rather than linear correlation and so 

pairwise Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients are preserved in the resulting damage state 

distributions even when linear Pearson’s correlations are not.  

 

Figure 5.7. Illustration of inverse transform sampling to determine damage state realizations given a 

discrete probability distribution of DS given EDP. 

5.4.3 The Gaussian copula 

The Gaussian copula is obtained by taking the cumulative probability transform of a standard 

multivariate normal distribution with a specified Pearson’s linear correlation matrix  . It can 

be calculated as (Nelson 2006):  

              

 ∫ ∫  ∫                 
       

  

       

  

       

  

             

             
                  

(5-31) 

 

 Where: 

                The Gaussian copula 

        The inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function 

                  The probability density function for the multivariate standard normal 

distribution with correlation matrix   

    The cumulative distribution function for the multivariate standard normal distribution 

with correlation matrix  . This can be calculated using the methods set out in Genz (2004) 

which are implemented in the MATLAB “mvncdf” function (MathWorks 2012). 
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The Pearson’s rho correlation matrix   is expressed in terms of a corresponding Kendall’s 

tau correlation matrix   by the formula: 

      (
 

 
  ) (5-32) 

Random vectors from a Gaussian copula may be generated as                       

where      is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and              is a 

random variate vector from the multivariate standard normal distribution with correlation 

matrix  . 

The main advantage of using the Gaussian copula is the flexibility with regard to the 

correlation matrix  . Any damage state correlation structure can be accommodated provided 

that the matrix   is symmetric and semi-positive definite. The potential disadvantage to the 

method is that there is no simple and explicit expression for               . Rather, 

               is expressed as the integral of a correlated multivariate standard normal 

distribution. As noted in Bradley and Lee (2010a), numerical methods for integrating 

multivariate normal distributions have become increasingly efficient. However, the required 

calculations are computationally demanding when compared to other available copulas. An 

example application of the Gaussian copula for damage state prediction is shown in Figure 

5.8. The marginal damage state distributions for each component remain the same as the 

correlation coefficient changes, but the joint probability distribution changes. 
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Figure 5.8. 1000 Monte Carlo simulations from a Gaussian copula with different Kendall’s tau rank 

order correlation coefficients plotted on a hypothetical grid of damage state probabilities. The 

corresponding joint damage state probability distributions are also shown. 

The Bradley and Lee (2010a) method is directly analogous with the use of a Gaussian copula 

when all damage states have the identical correlation coefficients and the same dispersion. 

5.4.4 Archimedean copulas 

Archimedean copulas can be expressed by the following explicit formula (Nelson 2006): 

                   
    (                      ) 

 

(5-33) 

 

 Where: 

                  The Archimedian copula which is dependent on a parameter   

   The Archimedian copula parameter 

       The generator function 

  
         The pseudo-inverse of the generation function given by: 
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(5-34) 
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The   parameter is a function of a single Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient, denoted  , 

which is assumed to apply equally between all considered random variables. This means that 

Archimedean copulas can only be used to model equally correlated random variables. Figure 

5.5 shows that the   matrix is made up of correlations between components of the same type 

and components of different types. If correlations between components of different types are 

neglected (i.e.       if    ), then the “same-type” sections of the   matrix become 

uncoupled, meaning that damage states for each component can be simulated separately. This 

assumption may or may not be reasonable, depending upon the situation. For example, if the 

components contributing significantly toward overall losses are all constructed of different 

base materials using construction methodologies, and are expected to respond differently 

during dynamic excitation, it might be considered reasonable to neglect correlations between 

components of different types. Bradley and Lee (2010a) note that components of different 

types may still have correlated capacities because of shared materials used to construct the 

component or shared contractors applying similar construction methodologies to different 

components. The modelling of damage state correlation using Archimedian copulas is 

possible only if differing DS given EDP correlations between different component types are 

neglected. 

The Gumbel and Frank copulas are commonly used Archimedean copulas. These have joint 

distributions similar to the Gaussian copula. The generator functions, inverse generator 

functions and   parameters Gumbel and Frank copulas are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Generator functions, inverse generator functions and parameters for the Gumbel and Frank 

copulas (Nelson 2006). 

         
           

Gumbel copula               
 

 

   
 

Frank copula    (
      

     
)  

 

 
  (     (     )) No explicit 

solution 

The   parameter for the Frank copula cannot be expressed explicitly. However, it can be 

calculated by numerically solving the following equation (Nelson 2006): 

 

  
(∫

 

    

 

 

    )  
   

 
 (5-35) 
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Random vectors from Archimedean copulas can be generated simply using the Marshall and 

Olkin method (Marshall and Olkin 1998). Example applications of the Gumbel and Frank 

copulas for damage state prediction are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. Comparison 

with Figure 5.8 suggests that Gaussian, Frank and Gumbel copulas all produce similar effects 

in terms of resultant DS given EDP distributions. However, Frank and Gumbel copulas have 

simple closed form solutions and so solving for joint damage state distributions is more 

computationally efficient than for the Gaussian copula.  

 

Figure 5.9. 1000 Monte Carlo simulations from a Gumbel copula with different Kendall’s tau rank order 

correlation coefficients plotted on a hypothetical grid of damage state probabilities. The corresponding 

joint damage state probability distributions are also shown. 
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Figure 5.10. 1000 Monte Carlo simulations from a Frank copula with different Kendall’s tau rank order 

correlation coefficients plotted on a hypothetical grid of damage state probabilities. The corresponding 

joint damage state probability distributions are also shown. 

5.4.5 Performance in analytical calculations 

Computational time 

Methods to integrate over areas of a bivariate normal distribution have become increasingly 

efficient (Bradley and Lee 2010a, Genz 2004). However, the time required to carry out these 

integrations is still non-trivial. As a result, use of the Archimedian copula offers some 

computational benefit in the solution of the PEER framing equations by analytical 

calculation. To demonstrate, consider two identical acceleration-sensitive components with 

two non-zero damage states. The two non-zero damage states have fragility curve medians of 

0.5 g and 0.8 g, respectively, and lognormal dispersions of 0.4. The components are subjected 

to peak floor accelerations of 0.7 g. The Bradley and Lee (2010a) method and the proposed 

copula-based methods are then used to calculate the full (joint) damage state probability 

distribution, accounting for inter-component correlation, using a Tau’s rank order correlation 

coefficient of 0.6. The calculations utilized the MATLAB “copulacdf” and “mvncdf” 

functions to carry out the required numerical integrations and were repeated 1000 times. The 

resulting computation times are shown in Figure 5.11. The Bradley and Lee (2010a) and 

Gaussian copula approaches have similar computation times, whereas there is a non-trivial 
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drop in coputation time associated with the use of the Gumbel copula. The savings in 

computational time may or may not be consequential for a given loss estimation problem. 

 

Figure 5.11. Computation times associated with different methods of incorporating inter-component 

correlation in damage prediction of two identical components 

Potential for misuse 

Bradley and Lee’s method can result in the generation of erroneous negative damage state 

realizations if it is misused through the assignment of very different correlation coefficients 

between different damage states. To demonstrate, consider a hypothetical component type   

with two non-zero damage states, 1 and 2. The natural logarithm of damage state 1 capacity is 

described by the random variable          and the natural logarithm of damage state 2 

capacity is described by the random variable         . The mean of          is higher than 

the mean of         , indicating that the median of the damage state 2 fragility curve is 

greater than the median of the damage state 1 fragility curve. Two “type  ” components then 

experience an earthquake generating demand parameters      and     . If both          

and          have the same standard deviation and the same inter-component correlation 

coefficient, then no erroneous negative damage state realizations occur. However, if the inter-

component correlation coefficient for          is sufficiently higher than that for         , 

then the joint probability of both components being in damage state 2 may become higher 

than the joint probability of both components being in either damage state 1 or 2. This is 

evidently an erroneous result, as it implies that at least one joint damage state pairing has a 

negative probability. An example is shown graphically in Figure 5.12. This issue is 

aggravated if the standard deviation for          becomes larger than         . 
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Figure 5.12. Hypothetical joint probability distribution functions of the natural logarithm of component 

capacity for a hypothetical component type with two damage states, (a) damage state 1 and (b) damage 

state 2. The joint probability of both components being in damage state 2 is higher than the joint 

probability of both components being in either damage state 1 or 2. 

Bradley and Lee (2010a) note the lack of available data and suggest using equal correlation 

coefficients for all damage states belonging to the same component type. Using the suggested 

approach suggested by the authors, the generation of erroneous damage state realizations is 

not feasible. However, possibility still exists for Bradley and Lee’s model to be misused if the 

analysts involved are unaware of the aforementioned issues. The proposed method is fool 

proof in that it cannot be misused leading in erroneous joint damage state probabilities. 

Moreover, the proposed method is easy to conceptualize because there is only one correlation 

coefficient between component types. 

5.4.6 Application to Monte Carlo simulation 

The proposed copula method allows inter-component correlation in demand estimation to be 

incorporated in Monte Carlo simulations without the difficulties associated with multiple 

damage states from Baker (2008). This is an important result because Monte Carlo simulation 

is widely used as a solution to the PEER PBEE framing equations, most notably in the FEMA 

P-58 software program, PACT. Moreover, at least if the Gaussian copula is used, the 

necessary additions to the Monte Carlo simulation framework are based upon the simulation 

from a multivariate normal distribution using the Cholesky decomposition, which is already 

incorporated in PACT in the simulation of component demands. 

Appreciation of the level of added difficulty associated with incorporating the proposed 

method in Monte Carlo simulation requires a clarification of the required changes to the 

Monte Carlo simulation scheme. To demonstrate, consider an array of   components that are 
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subjected to some arbitrary vector of input demands. If the inter-component correlations are 

uncorrelated, then damage state simulations can be obtained as follows: 

1. Calculate the discrete DS given EDP probability distribution for each component 

based on the applied demand vector; 

2. Generate an  -length vector or random numbers on [0,1]; and 

3. Apply inverse transform sampling to determine a damage state realization for each 

component. 

The proposed methods of accounting for inter-component correlations require changes to the 

Step 2 above. If inter-component correlations are included using a Gaussian copula with a 

Pearson’s correlation matrix is  , Step 2 becomes: 

2. Generate an  -length vector of random realizations from a standard multivariate 

normal distribution with a correlation matrix   (this can be achieved using the 

Cholesky decomposition as set out in Section 5.3) and apply a standard normal 

cumulative probability transform to obtain a correlated  -length vector of random 

numbers on [0,1]. 

If inter-component correlations are now included using an Archimedian copula based on a 

Tau’s rank order correlation coefficient  , Step 2 becomes: 

2. Generate a correlated  -length vector of random numbers on [0,1] using the Marshall 

and Olkin method (Marshall and Olkin 1998). 

5.5. Repair costs that vary with the number of damaged 

components 

The cost to repair one component unit and the number of units to be repaired are inherently 

linked. When many identical components require repair, the contractor mobilization, 

demobilization, and overhead costs are spread over a larger volume of work, resulting in 

reduced unit repair costs (FEMA 2012a). PACT (FEMA 2012b) incorporates this effect by 

reducing the unit repair cost as the number of damaged components increases. The result is 

that the repair cost for each component is a function of the number of damaged components. 

The unit repair cost reductions in PACT are non-trivial (typically between 10% and 60%). 
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This phenomenon is relatively simple to incorporate within the framework of a Monte Carlo 

simulation. For each simulation step, repair costs are simulated from probability distributions 

of repair cost that depend upon the number components in each damage state in that 

simulation step. This is the approach adopted in FEMA P-58 (FEMA 2012a). However, the 

advanced storey-based loss estimation method requires the use of analytical calculations to 

determine inter-floor group correlation coefficients. Previous research has not addressed how 

this should be achieved when repair costs vary with the number of damaged components. 

The variation of unit repair cost with the total number of damaged components is difficult to 

incorporate into mathematical frameworks. The important change is that the expected value 

and variance of repair cost given damage state,             and              , can no 

longer be considered constants. Instead, they are random variables that depend upon the total 

number of components of type   in damage state   over the whole building (not just one 

floor group). Let         be a random variable denoting the number of components in the 

building of type   in damage state  , with         {               }, where           

is the total number of components in the building of type  . The updated expected value and 

variance can be calculated as: 

            ∑                

         

   

 [  |               ] (5-36) 

              ∑                

         

   

   [  |               ] 

 ∑                

         

   

( [  |               ]             )
 
 

(5-37) 

 Where: 

  [         ]   The probability that the total number of components in the building of type 

  in damage state   is equal to    

 [  |               ]   The expected value repair cost given that the total number of 

components in the building of type   in damage state   is equal to   

   [  |               ]   The repair cost variance given that the total number of 

components in the building of type   in damage state   is equal to   
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The computation of Equations 5-36 and 5-37 is trivial. A more challenging problem is 

determination of the probability distribution               . In cases where the component 

  has two damage states (DS0 and DS1), all components are subjected to the same EDP and 

the damage state distributions are uncorrelated, then the probability distribution             

   is given by a simple binomial distribution. In more complicated cases, the probability 

distribution                can be determined by Monte Carlo simulation or approximated 

using a beta-binomial distribution (Hisakado et al. 2006). Regardless of the solution method, 

including the variation of unit repair cost with the total number of damaged components adds 

significant complexity and computational expense. One potential solution to the 

aforementioned problem is the use the FOSM approximation as follows: 

             [  |               [       ]] (5-38) 

                 [  |               [       ]]   

(
  [  |               [       ]]

        
)

 

             

(5-39) 

 Where: 

 [       ]   The expected value for the total number of components of type   in damage 

state   

              The variance in the total number of components of type   in damage state   

The FOSM method is simple to implement but sacrifices in a minor loss in accuracy. 

5.5.1 Illustrative example 

The case study set out in Chapter 3 considered damage to exterior architectural glass panels. 

The glass panels are sensitive to the inter-storey drift EDP. Cracking damage which 

necessitates replacement of the panels is modelled using a fragility curve with a median of 

3.4% inter-storey drift and a lognormal dispersion of 0.4. The cost to repair the panels is 

modelled using an approximate lognormal distribution with a lognormal dispersion of 0.17 

and a median repair cost  ̃   which varies with the number of damaged panels    . The 

median repair cost is calculated as: 
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 ̃   [

           

      (
      

  
)                 

            

 (5-40) 

A hypothetical building has 200 glass panels that are all subjected to the same inter-storey 

drift. The mean and standard deviation of the total repair cost as a function of inter-storey 

drift was calculated for three different cases. The first case ignored any dependence between 

the repair cost median and the number of damaged components. Instead, the repair cost 

median was assumed to be equal to $1600, which is the overall average repair cost listed in 

the FEMA P-58 background documentation (FEMA 2012c). The remaining cases all 

considered dependence of unit repair costs on the number of damaged components. In the 

second case, the exact solution was calculated using Equations 5-36 and 5-37 based on a 

binomial distribution for               . In the third case, an approximate solution was 

calculated using the FOSM approach. The results are shown in the Figure 5.13 below. 

  

Figure 5.13. Expected value and variance of total repair cost. 

Dependence on the number of damaged components generates an increase in expected repair 

cost at inter-storey drifts less than 3.4% and significant decreases in expected repair cost at 

inter-storey drifts greater than 3.4%. The FOSM solution closely matches the exact solution, 

which suggests that it is a reasonable approximation for general purpose use. 
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5.6. Calculating building-level outputs 

5.6.1 EALs 

The well-known integral in Equation 2-1 can be used to calculate EALs from seismic hazard 

and expected loss inputs. This equation requires a seismic hazard function and the expected 

total building loss conditioned on shaking intensity,         , which is determined as: 

                                     

                               
(5-41) 

 Where: 

            ∑ ∫                               
 

 

    

   

   

 (5-42) 

 And: 

        The probability of building collapse as a function of the shaking intensity    

        The probability of the building requiring replacement (but not collapsing) as a 

function of the shaking intensity    

         The expected loss given building collapse 

         The expected loss given the structure requires replacement (but does not collapse) 

             The expected total loss given the structure does not collapse or require 

replacement, conditioned on the shaking intensity     

                The expected total loss from floor group   given the demand parameter 

   

        
         The probability density for the demand parameter    given the shaking 

intensity    

Equation 5-42 can be solved by numerical integration. Alternatively, the FOSM method can 

be adopted as shown in Equation 5-43.  The accuracy of FOSM methods is investigated in 

Bradley and Lee (2010b). 

            ∑  [   |               ]

   

   

 (5-43) 

 Where: 

            The expected value demand for the floor group   given the shaking intensity 
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5.6.2 Loss hazard functions 

Equation 2-2 can be used to determine coordinates of loss hazard functions. This equation 

requires a seismic hazard function and a probability distribution of total building loss 

conditioned on shaking intensity,            , which is determined as: 

                                              

                                  
(5-44) 

 Where: 

            The probability of the total loss exceeding   given collapse occurs; 

            The probability of the total loss exceeding   given the building does not 

collapse but still requires replacement; 

                The probability of the total loss exceeding   given that the building does 

not collapse or require replacement; 

Exact analytical calculation of the probability distribution                is 

impracticable. There are two feasible alternatives. The first is to calculate moments (typically 

mean and variance) of total loss conditioned on   . The exact solution for variance requires 

integration over a correlated EDP vector and so it tends to be highly computationally 

demanding. The FOSM approximation for the variance               is shown in Equation 

5-45 (Baker and Cornell 2003). Bradley and Lee (2010b) showed that FOSM methods can be 

significantly inaccurate in specific situations. 
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  ∑∑    [       |                     ]
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  ∑∑ (
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(5-45) 
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 Where: 

   [       |                     ]                                  

√   [   |               ]   [   |               ] 
(5-46) 

                               
√                         (5-47) 

 And: 

   [   |               ]   The variance in total loss for the floor group   conditioned 

on the mean value of EDP induced by shaking intensity    

   [       |                     ]   The covariance in total losses between floor 

groups   and  , conditioned on the mean values of EDP induced by the shaking intensity    

                                The correlation coefficient between the total losses in floor 

groups   and  , conditioned on the mean values of EDP induced by the shaking intensity    

              The variance in EDP for the floor group   given the shaking intensity    

                   The covariance in EDPs for the floor groups   and   given the shaking 

intensity    

               The correlation coefficient between the EDPs for the floor groups   and   

given the shaking intensity     

          

     
|
               

  The rate of change of total loss for the floor group s with respect 

to its EDP, evaluated at the mean EDP given the shaking intensity    

The other feasible approach to determining the probability distribution                

relies on Monte Carlo simulation. Here, the following procedure is suggested. This procedure 

is based on FEMA (2012a) with appropriate extensions related to the storey-based loss 

estimation approach presented here. 

1. Generate a building state realization (“collapsed”, “not collapsed but requiring 

replacement”, or “not collapsed and not requiring replacement”), based on the 

probabilities       ,        and                 

2. If the building state is “collapsed”, generate a random total loss by inverse transform 

sampling on the distribution            
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3. If the building state is “not collapsed but requiring replacement”, generate a random 

total loss by inverse transform sampling on the distribution            

4. If the building state is “not collapsed and not requiring replacement”, generate a 

random total loss using the following steps: 

a. Simulate an     vector accounting for inter-EDP correlations, using, for 

example, the algorithm suggested in FEMA (2012a, Appendix G). 

b. Based on the     vector, determine a correlation matrix between the floor 

groups. The pairwise correlation coefficients between floor groups 

conditioned on their EDPs are determined by 2-dimensional linear 

interpolation on a (pre-calculated) correlation surface. The correlation surface 

is determined analytically. 

c. Simulate losses from each floor group accounting for inter-floor-group 

correlations. If the floor group loss distributions are all approximately normal 

in shape, then a Gaussian copula with the correlation matrix from (b) can be 

used to simulate the floor group losses. If this assumption does not hold, then 

re-ordering (Iman and Conover 1982) or optimization of the correlation matrix 

(Lurie and Goldberg 1992) can be used to obtain a more accurate result. 

d. The total loss is the sum of the floor group losses. 

5.7. Inclusion of epistemic uncertainty 

The proposed framework has thus far neglected the impact of epistemic uncertainty. Damage 

state probabilities, which are denoted as              , depend only on  ,   and    , 

implying that the corresponding fragility curve median and dispersion are known constants. 

Repair cost medians and dispersions, mutually exclusive damage state probabilities, 

simultaneous damage state probabilities, inter-component repair cost correlations, inter-

component damage state correlations and functions that relate repair costs to the number of 

damaged components are also assumed constants. All of these parameters are, in reality, not 

known with certainty. 

A simple starting point for the inclusion of epistemic uncertainty in PEER PBEE type 

problems is the case in which: (a) there is no inter-component correlation; (b) all repair costs 
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are normally distributed; and (c) epistemic uncertainty is considered in the mean of the repair 

cost distributions but not in its standard deviation. For this simple case, the inclusion of 

epistemic uncertainty does not change the expected value of loss outputs. However, it does 

increase the variance of loss outputs. The total loss variance given EDP, including 

contributions of both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty components, is shown as Equation 5-

48 (see Appendix 1 for derivation). The inclusion of epistemic uncertainty simply adds on a 

variance contribution equal to ∑       
                     

   . Note that the term 

               is the total variance accounting for both modelled aleatory and modelled 

epistemic components. This cannot be considered as synonymous with a quantification of the 

variability of all uncertainty in       . 

              

 ∑ (      
        

 )              

      

   

 ∑ ( ̅             )
 
              

      

   

 

(5-48) 

 Where: 

      
   The random (aleatory) component of repair cost variance for the damage state   

      
   The variance in the uncertainty (epistemic) component of repair cost variance for the 

damage state   

 ̅     The overall mean repair cost for damage state   

           The expected loss given the demand parameter     

 

The aforementioned case is useful from an indicative perspective but is highly simplified. In 

practice, epistemic uncertainties affect not only the mean values of repair cost distributions, 

they also affect repair cost variances, repair cost correlations coefficients, inter-component 

damage state correlation coefficients, functions that relate repair cost means to the number of 

damaged components, fragility curves (medians and lognormal dispersions) and simultaneous 

and mutually exclusive damage state failure probabilities. Moreover, input parameters subject 

to epistemic uncertainty can themselves be correlated (Bradley and Lee 2010a). All of these 

uncertainties compound in significantly complicating the epistemic uncertainty problem. 
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Monte Carlo simulation can be used to assess the impact of epistemic uncertainty in input 

parameters for complex problems. This approach has been used to assess the effects of 

epistemic uncertainties in, for example, Liel et al. (2009), Bradley (2010a), Vamvastikos and 

Fragiadakis (2010). The general approach is to simulate many possible combinations of 

possible input parameters and to calculate floor group outputs for each of the combinations. 

A sufficient number of possible combinations need to be simulated to ensure that the 

variability introduced by parameter uncertainty is fully captured. It may be computationally 

expensive to calculate these realizations in the first instance. However, once this computation 

is complete, the resulting floor group data can be stored and accessed to determine the effects 

of epistemic uncertainty on decision making outputs (EALs, loss hazard functions and so on) 

with a reduced computational effort. The reduction in computational effort is directly linked 

to the reduction in size of the tree of conditional random variables. 

5.8. Conclusions 

The chapter set out an advanced storey-based loss estimation methodology for assessing 

building level repair costs including a treatment of epistemic uncertainty and inter-component 

correlation, which extends on the storey-based loss estimation framework from Ramirez and 

Miranda (2009). The methodology relies on determining key outputs for a number of 

specified floor groups, specifically probability distributions of floor group repair cost 

conditioned on the floor group EDP and correlation coefficients between floor groups 

conditioned on the two floor group EDPs. Lumping losses into floor groups significantly 

reduces the size of the conditional random variable tree. The approach is particularly 

amenable to buildings with a large number of floors with identical component inventories, or 

buildings with component inventories that are only intended to be representative of a 

particular building occupancy type. 

Analytical and Monte Carlo procedures were described for approximating the probability 

distribution of loss for each floor group. Both the analytical approach and the Monte Carlo 

approaches allowed for inter-component repair cost and damage state correlations. The 

analytical equations necessary for the calculation of inter-floor group correlation coefficients 

were also documented. Finally, methods of calculating building-level decision variables from 

floor group outputs were set out and an appropriate approach for including epistemic 

uncertainties based on Monte Carlo simulation was discussed. 
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This chapter addressed how mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states and repair 

costs that vary with the number of damaged components can be incorporated into the 

analytical calculations for floor group outputs. Mutually exclusive damage states and 

simultaneous damage states were included using simple updates to the mean and variance of 

component repair cost given EDP. Dependence on the number of damaged components was 

effectively incorporated using the FOSM approximation for the mean and variance of 

component repair cost given EDP.  

A novel approach for modelling damage state correlations using copulas was proposed. The 

proposed approach models correlation directly between discrete probability distributions of 

DS given EDP and thus allows for the Monte Carlo simulation of DS given EDP, including 

the effects of correlation, with little difficulty. The proposed approach can also be used in 

analytical calculations. In this context, the proposed approach is easy to use and has 

favourable computational efficiency if an Archimedian copula is used. On this basis, the 

proposed method is thus suggested as a reasonable and efficient approach for the modelling 

of damage state correlations in future research. 
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Chapter 6  

Floor group outputs from advanced 

storey-based loss estimation 

 

 

 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents a case study example using the advanced storey-based loss estimation 

methodology. The case study buildings investigated are those described in Chapter 3. The 

damageable component inventories for these buildings are set out in Table 3.4. These 

inventories consist of drift sensitive structural components (braces, steel moment and gravity 

connections) as well as a full and realistic inventory of non-structural components for a 

typical office building, as suggested in Appendix F of the FEMA P-58-1 manual (FEMA 

2012a). 

Floor group outputs were developed for non-structural components but not for structural 

components. Structural components were not considered for several reasons. Firstly, there 

were relatively few structural component types but a large number of non-structural 

component types, so that the gains in computational efficiency by using the storey-based loss 

estimation method are more significant for non-structural components than for structural 

components. Secondly, the non-structural component inventories were the same for all 

building variants studied, whereas the structural component inventories changed from 

building to building. This increased the relative computational gains available by calculating 

floor group losses for non-structural components. Lastly, non-structural component 

inventories were more easily generalized to a wide class of buildings with the same 

occupancy type. The non-structural component inventories examined here can be considered 
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to be representative of a typical office building (FEMA 2012a, Appendix F). However, it 

should also be noted that structural component inventories vary significantly from building to 

building as the structural systems and building layouts change. 

The building non-structural components were first classified into six different component 

categories: 

 Category A: Acceleration sensitive, present on all storeys and floor-mounted 

(supported from the floor below). 

 Category B: Acceleration sensitive, present on all storeys and ceiling-mounted 

(supported from the floor above). 

 Category C: Acceleration sensitive, on the ground floor only. 

 Category D: Acceleration sensitive, on the roof only. 

 Category E: Drift sensitive, on all floors and oriented in the X-direction. 

 Category F: Drift sensitive, on all floors and oriented in the Y-direction. 

The non-structural building components were then assigned to a category as shown in Table 

6.1. 

Table 6.1. Categories for the non-structural component inventory. 

Component PACT identification number Category 

Exterior cladding (glass façade), X-direction B2022.001 E 

Exterior cladding (glass façade), Y-direction B2022.001 F 

Interior partitions (with paint finish), X-direction C1011.001a E 

Interior partitions (with paint finish), Y-direction C1011.001a F 

Ceramic tile wall finish, X-direction C3011.002a E 

Ceramic tile wall finish, Y-direction C3011.002a F 

Additional flooding damage from fire sprinkler leakage
(2)

 C3021.001a B 

Acoustical tile ceiling C3032.003b B 

Traction elevators D1014.011 C 

Cold water piping & bracing (Φ > 2.5 in) D2021.013a,b A 

Hot water piping & bracing (Φ > 2.5 in) D2022.023a,b A 

Hot water piping & bracing (Φ < 2.5 in) D2022. 013a,b A 

Waste piping & bracing D2031.023a,b  A 

HVAC chiller D3031.013e D 

HVAC cooling tower D3031.023e D 

HVAC air handling unit D3052.013b D 

Small HVAC ducting (A < 6 ft
2
) D3041.011c B 

Large HVAC ducting (A > 6 ft
2
) D3041.012c B 

Fire sprinkler piping D4011.023a B 

Fire sprinkler heads D4011.033a B 

Transformer D5011.013k A 

Electrical distribution panel D5012.033e A 

Office workstations
(3)

 E2022.001 A 

Desktop computers
(4)

 E2022.022 A 
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Floor groups were then determined by combining the various categories as shown in Table 

6.2. 

Table 6.2. Definition of the component floor groups. 

Floor 

group 

Description EDP Categories 

1 Acceleration-sensitive components on all floors 

except the roof and ground floor 

Peak Floor Acceleration 

(PFA) 

A and B 

2 Acceleration-sensitive components on the 

ground floor only 

Peak Floor Acceleration 

(PFA) 

A and C 

3 Acceleration-sensitive components on the roof 

only 

Peak Floor Acceleration 

(PFA) 

B and D 

4 Drift sensitive components on all floors and 

oriented in the X-direction 

Peak Inter-Story Drift (PISD),  

X-Direction 

E 

5 Drift sensitive components on all floors and 

oriented in the Y-direction 

Peak Inter-Story Drift (PISD),  

Y-Direction 

F 

 

6.2. Calculation of floor group outputs 

The advanced storey-based loss estimation framework was implemented in MATLAB 

(MathWorks 2012). The MATLAB program was divided into two parts. The first part used 

the analytical approach presented in Section 5.2 to calculate the mean and variance of loss for 

each floor group, as well as the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficients between different 

floor groups. The second part used the Monte Carlo simulation framework presented in 

Section 5.3 to determine full probability distributions of floor group loss. The analytical 

calculations and Monte Carlo simulations were repeated at each EDP value in a vector 

covering the EDP range of interest. Correlation calculations were repeated for each pairing of 

EDP values between floor groups. This yielded a correlation surface for each pair of floor 

groups that was a function of the two floor groups’ EDPs. Linear interpolation was then used 

to determine expected floor group losses, floor group loss variances and inter-floor group 

correlation coefficients at arbitrary values of EDP. The fragility curves and repair cost 

distributions were considered to take on the values suggested in PACT (FEMA 2012b). 

Selection of the EDPs comprising the aforementioned EDP vector has important implications 

for the computational efficiency of the MATLAB program. Expected values and variances 

need to be calculated at each EDP value, implying a linear increase in computation time with 

the number of elements in the EDP vector, but correlations need to be calculated for each 

unique combination of EDP values, implying a quadratic increase in computation time with 

the number of elements in the EDP vector. In some applications (such as the Seismic Loss 
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Assessment Tool developed by Bradley 2009), EDP vectors of interest are determined 

automatically based on prescribed accuracy tolerances. The aforementioned MATLAB 

program was not set up with such capabilities.  Instead, the MATLAB program requires that 

the user select a reasonable range of EDP values and adjust the spacing of EDP values 

manually to achieve a reasonable balance between accuracy and computational expense. For 

the purposes of blind prediction, upper EDP limits may be suggested simply so that EDP 

values higher than the selected limits have minimal impact on the modelled DV output. 

Damage state correlations were modelled using copulas based on assumed Kendall’s tau 

correlation coefficients. Damage state correlations between components of different types 

were ignored, which facilitated the use of either Gaussian or Gumbel copulas. The expected 

losses were the same regardless of the copula used, and the difference in variance between 

the Gaussian and Gumbel copulas was negligible. 

Shared uncertainties in repair cost estimation (Bradley and Lee 2010a) were not treated as 

fully epistemic and non-ergodic, because, unlike uncertainties in fragility curve parameters, 

shared uncertainties in repair cost estimates are not strictly non-ergodic. This means that they 

at least partially renew from event to event (e.g. different contractors may be used in different 

events). Consequently, shared uncertainties in repair cost estimates were accounted for by 

applying inter-component correlations as in Bradley and Lee (2010a). A very simple but 

novel approach to repair cost correlation modelling was adopted herein that was based on the 

Touran and Wiser (1992) data set out in Table 2.3. Firstly, components were classified into a 

Touran and Wiser cost category such as “doors, windows and glass”, “finishes”, “electrical 

services” and “mechanical services”. Repair costs within each cost category are assumed to 

have the same correlation coefficient and repair cost correlations between different the 

different cost categories can be calculated using Equation 6-1. This simple approach enforces 

the criterion that the correlations between the total repair cost for each cost category match 

the between the corresponding cost category correlation coefficient from the Touran and 

Wiser (1992) data. 

 ̅          √ ̅    ̅    (6-1) 

 Where: 

 ̅     The repair cost correlation coefficient between components in cost category X 

 ̅     The repair cost correlation coefficient between components in cost category Y 
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 ̅     The repair cost correlation coefficient between components in cost category X and 

components in cost category Y 

      
  The inter-cost category correlation coefficient from Touran and Wieser (1992). 

The MATLAB program assumed that repair cost distributions were lognormally distributed. 

Any normally distributed repair costs were approximated as lognormal based on a matched 

mean and variance. This ensured maximum computational efficiency by eliminating the need 

for generalized correlated random variable simulation methods, such as the NORTA method 

(Cairo and Nelson 1997) or the Lurie-Goldberg method (Lurie and Goldberg 1998). Repair 

cost correlations were introduced using a Gaussian copula with an adjusted correlation matrix 

calculated using Equation 5-17. Pairwise correlation coefficients were restricted to the 

maximum attainable correlation coefficient between lognormal distributions from Equation 

5-20. 

The MATLAB program did not model the variability in repair cost with the number of 

damaged components. This source of variability was not considered because its consideration 

was intractable within the proposed floor group-based framework (this was because the 

number of damaged components applies to the whole building as oppose to a single floor 

group). Instead, the central measures for repair costs (i.e. medians for lognormal distributions 

and means for normal distributions) were taken as their best estimate expected values based 

on the FEMA P-58 background documentation (FEMA 2012c). As a result, the mean outputs 

from the MATLAB program are expected to differ slightly from the mean outputs from 

PACT (FEMA 2012d). The MATLAB program required the number of components of each 

type to be an integer greater than one. To achieve this, quantities of distributed component 

were scaled to the nearest integer and the repair cost parameters were scaled such that the 

pertinent overall distribution of repair costs was preserved. 

The MATLAB program was also fitted with the capability to include epistemic uncertainty in 

fragility curves and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities. A Monte 

Carlo simulation scheme was set up to randomly generate realizations of uncertain input 

parameters. Sets of fragility curves were rejected if they either had medians in the wrong 

order or an erroneous overlap probability, as shown in Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1. Illustrative examples for realizations of fragility curves for two sequential damage states. 

Realization (a) is plausible, but realization (b) is invalid because of incorrect median order and 

realization (c) is invalid because of an erroneous point of intersection. 

Fragility curves with equal lognormal dispersions never overlap so no erroneous intersections 

can occur. However, overlapping occurs whenever the lognormal dispersions are different. In 

these cases, erroneous intersection points were identified based on the cumulative probability 

ordinate of the intersection point. Specifically, pairs of fragility curves were rejected if: 

                      (6-2) 
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 And: 

      The standard normal cumulative distribution function 

     A specified tolerance level 

 ̃     ̃     The fragility curve medians 

       The fragility curve lognormal dispersions 

Figure 6.2 demonstrates how the term                   varies with different medians and 

lognormal dispersions for the case when  ̃      and       . Acceptance and rejection 

regions for different tolerances are shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2. Variation in the    ( pint , 1 pint ) term with changes in the ratio of median and lognormal 

dispersion between two fragility curves, where   m,1 and β1 are equal to 1 and 0.5, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Acceptance and rejection criteria based on the ratio of median and lognormal dispersion 

between two fragility curves, where   m,1 and β1 are equal to 1 and 0.5, respectively. 

6.3. Floor group outputs with no epistemic uncertainty and no 

inter-component correlation 

The MATLAB program was first used to calculate floor group outputs with no epistemic 

uncertainty and no inter-component correlation. Expected value, median and ±1 standard 

deviation percentile floor group losses are shown in Figure 6.4. Expected losses for the 

displacement sensitive floor groups (4 and 5) increase almost linearly after a threshold inter-

storey drift ratio of approximately 0.1%. Conversely, losses in the acceleration-sensitive floor 

groups only become significant after peak floor accelerations of about 0.2 to 0.3 g. 
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Coefficients of variation are relatively small and are perceived to unreasonably reflect the 

levels of uncertainty that actually exist in the loss estimation problem. For example, losses 

from floor group 1 at 0.5 g, the coefficient of variation in floor group loss given EDP is only 

0.16. Consideration of inter-component correlations and/or epistemic uncertainties allows the 

analyst to obtain a more realistic representation of the uncertainty in floor group losses in a 

structured manner. 

 

Figure 6.4. Expected value, median (50.0%) and ±1 standard deviation percentile (15.9% and 84.1%) 

floor group losses as a function of the input demand parameter. Percentile values are here approximated 

from the analytically determined mean and variance assuming an underlying lognormal distribution. 

Deaggregations of the expected losses by component type are shown in Figure 6.5. At high 

PFAs, the suspended ceiling system and HVAC system contribute significantly to overall 

losses. In floor groups 1 and 3, significant damage does not start to occur until PFAs of about 

0.5 g. In floor group 2, losses occur at small PFAs (less than 0.5 g), and these losses are 

mostly attributable to traction elevators. In floor groups 4 and 5, losses are dominated by the 

contribution of interior partition walls. Losses begin to become significant at very small 

drifts, about 0.1% - 0.2%. 
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Figure 6.5. Deaggregations of expected floor group loss by component type as a function of EDP. 

Probability distributions of loss given EDP for each floor group are shown in Figure 6.6. 

These were derived using Monte Carlo simulation and have medians and variances that 

match closely those obtained via analytical calculation. At higher EDP values, probability 

distributions of floor group losses given EDP are approximately normal rather than 

lognormal, which is an expected result based on the central limit theorem. However, at small 

EDPs, the loss distribution is highly skewed, with often significant probabilities of zero loss. 

This is potentially important because moment-matched lognormal distributions are by 

definition incapable of predicting zero loss. Results from Monte Carlo simulation shown in 

Figure 6.6 also identify a sharply bimodal floor group loss distribution at a PFA of around 

0.8 g which could not be captured within a moment-matched lognormal distribution based on 

an analytically calculated mean and variance. 
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Figure 6.6. Probability distributions of floor group loss conditional on EDP. 

6.4. Effect of correlations on floor group losses 

Floor group outputs were calculated using a variety of different correlation assumptions. 

Specifically, five different repair cost correlation assumptions and four different inter-

component damage state correlation assumptions were considered. The five considered repair 

cost correlation assumptions were as follows: 

 RCC0: All repair costs are uncorrelated 
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 RCC1: Within-cost-category repair cost correlations are equal to 0.4 and between-

cost-category correlations determined from Touran and Weiser (1992) 

 RCC2: Within-cost-category repair cost correlations are equal to 0.8 and between-

cost-category correlations determined from Touran and Weiser (1992) 

 RCC3: Within-cost-category repair cost correlations are equal to 1 and between-cost-

category correlations determined from Touran and Weiser (1992) 

 RCC4: All repair costs are perfectly correlated 

The four considered damage state correlation assumptions were as follows: 

 DSC0: DS given EDP distributions are uncorrelated 

 DSC1: Components of the same type have correlated DS given EDP distributions 

with a Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient of 0.4 

 DSC2: Components of the same type have correlated DS given EDP distributions 

with a Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient of 0.8 

 DSC3: Components of the same type have correlated DS given EDP distributions 

with a Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient of 1 

These criteria were not derived based on any observed data. Rather, they were selected 

arbitrarily for the purposes of illustration of the proposed methods. 

Figures 6.7, 6.9, 6.11 and 6.13 show how the floor group variability changes with different 

combinations of the correlation assumptions listed above, for the floor groups 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

respectively. In floor groups 1 and 3, both damage state and repair cost correlations have a 

significant effect on the standard deviation. However, in floor groups 2 and 4, repair cost 

correlations are less influential than damage state correlations. This effect is particularly 

pronounced for floor group 4, in which repair cost correlations have a minimal effect on the 

floor group standard deviation.  
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Figure 6.7. Floor group 1 loss mean and ±1.645 standard deviation intervals as a function of PFA. 

Intervals are shown for each of five repair cost correlation assumptions and four damage state 

correlation assumptions. 

 

Figure 6.8. Coefficients of variation (COVs) for floor group 1 losses as a function of PFA, with (a) various 

repair cost correlation assumptions and no damage state correlation and (b) various damage state 

correlation assumptions and no repair cost correlation. Plots (c) and (d) show the corresponding COV 

amplifications, which are the COVs normalized by the COVs that result when correlations are neglected. 
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Figure 6.9. Floor group 2 loss mean and ±1.645 standard deviation intervals as a function of PFA. 

Intervals are shown for each of five repair cost correlation assumptions and four damage state 

correlation assumptions. 

 

Figure 6.10. Coefficients of variation (COVs) for floor group 2 losses as a function of PFA, with (a) 

various repair cost correlation assumptions and no damage state correlation and (b) various damage state 

correlation assumptions and no repair cost correlation. Plots (c) and (d) show the corresponding COV 

amplifications, which are the COVs normalized by the COVs that result when correlations are neglected. 
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Figure 6.11. Floor group 3 loss mean and ±1.645 standard deviation intervals as a function of PFA. 

Intervals are shown for each of five repair cost correlation assumptions and four damage state 

correlation assumptions. 

 

Figure 6.12. Coefficients of variation (COVs) for floor group 3 losses as a function of PFA, with (a) 

various repair cost correlation assumptions and no damage state correlation and (b) various damage state 

correlation assumptions and no repair cost correlation. Plots (c) and (d) show the corresponding COV 

amplifications, which are the COVs normalized by the COVs that result when correlations are neglected. 
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Figure 6.13. Floor group 4 loss mean and ±1.645 standard deviation intervals as a function of PFA. 

Intervals are shown for each of five repair cost correlation assumptions and four damage state 

correlation assumptions. 

 

Figure 6.14. Coefficients of variation (COVs) for floor group 4 losses as a function of PFA, with (a) 

various repair cost correlation assumptions and no damage state correlation and (b) various damage state 

correlation assumptions and no repair cost correlation. Plots (c) and (d) show the corresponding COV 

amplifications, which are the COVs normalized by the COVs that result when correlations are neglected. 
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Figures 6.9, 6.11, 6.13 and 6.15 show how the floor group coefficient of variation changes 

with different correlation assumptions for the floor groups 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The 

observed amplification in the coefficient of variation is a highly nonlinear function of the 

correlation assumptions and the EDP level. For the case when all damage state distributions 

and repair cost distributions are perfectly correlated, amplifications in coefficient of variation 

typically vary between about 1.5 and 5. 

Figures 6.9 and 6.13 show that, for the floor groups 1 and 3, repair cost correlations generate 

greater amplifications in coefficient of variation at higher EDPs, wheres damage state 

correlations generate coefficient of variation amplifications that are highly nonlinear with 

respect to EDP and diminish as the EDP becomes large. This phenomenon is easily 

explained. At very high EDPs, most components take on the same damage state (i.e. the most 

severe damage state) so the between-damage-state variance is low and damage state 

correlations have little effect. However, at moderate EDPs where significant probabilities of 

different damage states exist, variance in loss given EDP tends to be mostly attributable to 

between-damage-state variability, so damage state correlations dominate. 

It is conspicuous that repair cost correlations make little difference to the floor group loss 

standard deviation for floor group 4. This is evident from Figure 6.13 and can be explained 

by the role of mutually exclusive damage states for interior partitions. Interior partition 

damage states 2 and 3 have two mutually exclusive damage states with vastly different repair 

cost consequences (they differ by a factor of about 4). Consequently, the variance in loss 

given EDP is largely due to between-damage-state variability and repair cost variability is of 

little importance.  

6.5. Inter-floor group correlation surfaces 

The MATLAB program was then used to calculate inter-floor group correlation surfaces. 

Calculation of these surfaces was based on the Monte Carlo simulation scheme from Section 

5.3. To assess the potential effects of inter-component correlation assumptions on inter-floor 

group correlation surfaces, analyses were completed in three cases. Figure 6.16 and Figure 

6.17 show inter-floor group correlation surfaces with the DSC0 damage state correlation 

assumption and the RCC1 repair cost correlation assumption, whereas Figure 6.18 and Figure 

6.19 show inter-floor group correlation surfaces for the opposite combination (with the DSC1 

damage state correlation assumption and the RCC0 repair cost correlation assumption). 
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Lastly, Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 show inter-floor group correlation surfaces with the both 

the DSC1 damage state correlation assumption and the RCC1 repair cost correlation 

assumption. In all cases, inter-floor group correlations tend to zero as either of the floor group 

EDPs tend to zero, and tend asymptotically to some “stable” correlation level as both EDPs 

become large that is a function of a wide number of inputs assumptions. At intermediate 

EDPs, the correlation surface is a complicated nonlinear function of the two floor groups’ 

EDPs. 

The inter-floor group correlation coefficients for floor groups 1 and 3 in Figure 6.16 and 

Figure 6.20 are close to unity at large EDPs, even though the maximum inter-component 

repair cost and damage state correlation coefficients were equal to only 0.4. This seemingly 

conspicuous result is easily explained by the underlying mathematics. To demonstrate, 

consider two floor groups A and B that have identical component inventories and are 

subjected to the same EDP. The losses sustained in the first floor group are denoted 

                  and the losses in the second floor group are denoted                 . 

The fact that the two floor group inventories are identical implies that the variance of     , 

denoted    (    ), is the same as the variance of     , denoted     (    ), and so, to simplify 

notation, both can be expressed simply as        . The inter-floor group correlation         
 

can thus be written as shown in Equation 6-5. This equation is derived simply based on 

variance combination rules for summations of random variables. The denominator in the 

above formula is simply as the sum of the terms in the covariance matrix for each of the two 

floors, whereas the numerator is the sum of the covariance terms between each of the 

components on the two floors. 

        
 

∑       
       

 
     ∑ ∑       
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∑        
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√          (  )
 
   

 
   

 (6-5) 

 Where: 

      
  The correlation coefficient between      and     . For    , this correlation is equal 

to the correlation coefficient between      and      and the correlation coefficient between      

and     . 

Consider first the case in which all components are different (e.g. one suspended ceiling 

system, one interior partition wall unit, one concrete beam and so on) and that correlations 
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between these different components are neglected, such that       
   for    . In this case 

the inter-floor correlation coefficient         
 becomes a variance-weighted average of the 

correlation coefficients for the individual components: 

        
 

∑       
       

 
   

∑        
 
   

 (6-6) 

In this case, if all of the correlation coefficients involved were equal to 0.4, for example, then 

the inter-floor group correlation coefficient would also be equal to 0.4. However, as 

correlations between the different components increase, the inter-floor correlation coefficient 

        
 approaches unity. In other words, it is possible for inter-floor group correlation 

coefficients to approach unity even when the individual inter-component correlation 

coefficients are small. Figure 6.15 shows how the inter-floor group correlation coefficients 

change with the number of components if all correlation coefficients (i.e. both       
 and 

      
) are the same and all components have the same variance. It clearly shows that the 

increase in correlation coefficient becomes more pronounced when large numbers of 

components exist. 

 

Figure 6.15. Relationship between the inter-floor group correlation coefficient and number of components 

when all components have the same loss variance and all inter-component correlation coefficients are 

equal. 

Damage state correlations increase the covariance between floor groups but also increase the 

variance of each floor group individually. Therefore, the inclusion of damage state correlation 

does not necessarily increase the inter-floor group correlation coefficient. This is another 

somewhat unintuitive result that is evident from the comparison of inter-floor group 

correlation surfaces for floor groups 1 and 2 in Figures 6.16, 6.18 and 6.20. 
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Figure 6.16. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 1, 2 and 3, given repair cost correlation 

assumption RCC1 (damage state correlation is neglected). 

 

 

Figure 6.17. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 4 and 5, given repair cost correlation assumption 

RCC1 (damage state correlation is neglected). 
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Figure 6.18. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 1, 2 and 3, given the damage state correlation 

assumption DSC1 (repair cost correlation is neglected). 

 

 

Figure 6.19. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 4 and 5, given the damage state correlation 

assumption DSC1 (repair cost correlation is neglected). 
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Figure 6.20. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 1, 2 and 3, given the damage state correlation 

assumption DSC1 and the repair cost correlation assumption RCC1. 

 

Figure 6.21. Correlation surfaces between floor groups 4 and 5, given the damage state correlation 

assumption DSC1 and the repair cost correlation assumption RCC1. 
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6.6. Effects of epistemic uncertainty in fragility parameters and 

damage state probabilities 

An approximate analysis was completed to demonstrate how the proposed advanced storey-

based loss estimation method can incorporate epistemic uncertainties in fragility parameters 

and damage state probabilities through calculation of multiple possible floor group outputs. 

Epistemic uncertainties were considered only in the fragilities of components that contributed 

most significantly toward repair costs in each floor group. Based on the results of component 

deaggregations (see Figure 3.17 and Figure 6.5), the following components were selected: 

 Interior partitions (PACT identification number C1011.001a) 

 Traction elevators (PACT identification number D1014.011) 

 Chillers (PACT identification number D3031.013e) 

 Suspended ceilings (PACT identification number C3032.003b) 

 Desktop computers (PACT identification number E2022.023) 

Shared uncertainties in repair cost were considered through inter-component correlations as 

noted previously. 

6.6.1 Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of interior partitions 

The potential effects of epistemic uncertainty in the fragility curves of interior partition walls 

was estimated using the six parameter fragility model set out in Chapter 4. The model 

parameters were calculated using the Bayesian updating method based on the observed data 

listed in Table 4.5 and the prior inputs listed in Table 4.6. A 98% confidence interval was 

used, so that the   parameter is equal to 0.01. To control the relative differences in lognormal 

dispersion between the lower bound, upper bound and best estimate fragility curves, the 

model included a constraint on the prior distribution that rejected realizations with best 

estimate lognormal dispersions more than 10% larger than the lower or upper bounds. The six 

parameters were then calculated as the posterior means from resulting Markov Chain Monte 

Carlo simulation with 5000 iterations. The parameters are shown in Table 6.3 and the 

resulting set of fragility curves is shown graphically in Figure 6.22. The resulting set of 

fragility curves has a relatively tight fit to the available data. 
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Table 6.3. Parameters for the interior partition fragility model 

Damage 

state 

Drift parameter (%) 

     
       

      
      

      
       

      
       

      
      

      
       

 

1 0.05% 0.08% 0.23% 0.25% 0.59% 0.76% 

2 0.23% 0.27% 0.56% 0.77% 2.12% 2.60% 

3 0.34% 0.44% 1.10% 1.21% 2.92% 3.37% 

 

 

Figure 6.22. Fragility model used to assess the effects of epistemic uncertainty in interior partition wall 

fragilities on floor group repair costs. 

Epistemic uncertainty was also considered in mutually exclusive sub damage state 

probabilities. The mutually exclusive damage states for interior partition walls are 

differentiated by whether the entire wall length is repaired or targeted portions of the wall are 

repaired. This choice is significantly influenced by the judgement of the contractor and this 

influence extends to all partitions in the building. In other words, the uncertainty does not 

“reset” for each component. Mutually exclusive damage state probabilities were thus 

modelled using a beta distribution with a mean probability matching the appropriate value in 
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PACT. A beta distribution variability parameter   of 2 was used in all cases. Sets of fragility 

curves were rejected if the                   term was greater than 0.001 for any damage 

state pairing. 

6.6.2 Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of traction elevators 

Epistemic uncertainty in the fragility curve for traction elevators was considered using the 

posterior mean values of  ̃ ,    and    calculated in the illustrative example in Section 3.3. 

These were 0.44 g, 0.27 and 0.28, respectively, and were calculated by fitting a three 

parameter Kennedy fragility model using the method set out in Straub and Der Kiureghian 

(2008), with an informative prior distribution. The informative prior parameters were the 

same as listed in Table 4.2 (prior model 2A), except that the parameters     and     were 

taken as 0.2 g and 0.4 g, respectively. This is equivalent to stating a priori that it is very 

unlikely that the traction elevator would fail at peak floor accelerations less than 0.2 g. This 

approach was adopted as the revised parameter selection was perceived to generate more 

reasonable fit to the available data. Uncertainty in the four simultaneous damage state 

probabilities was also considered based on the illustrative example in Chapter 4. The beta 

distribution parameters are listed in Table 6.4. The resulting set of fragility curves is shown in 

Figure 6.23. 

Table 6.4. Beta distribution parameters used for traction elevator simultaneous damage states. 

Damage state Mean probability  ̅ Variability parameter   

1 0.29 2.1 

2 0.74 0.76 

3 0.64 0.59 

4 0.21 2.0 
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Figure 6.23. Fragility model used to assess the effects of epistemic uncertainty in traction elevator 

fragilities on floor group repair costs. 

6.6.3 Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of chillers 

Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of chillers was modelled using the six parameter 

fragility model, assuming that the installed condition of the chiller is unknown. The six model 

parameters      
       

,      
      

,      
       

,      
       

,      
      

 and      
       

 were taken as 0.20 g, 

0.51 g, 1.24 g, 0.34 g, 1.10 g and 5.0 g, respectively. These values are posterior means 

derived using the Bayesian updating procedure and the data from Table 4.8. The Bayesian 

updating procedure was based on the prior parameters  ̃  = 0.9% and    = 0.9, which provide 

a 90% confidence interval for chiller capacity with limits 0.20 g and 4.0 g. 

6.6.4 Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of suspended ceilings 

Derivation of the fragility parameters in PACT considered experimental data (ANCO 

Engineers 1983, Rihal and Granneman 1984, Badillo-Almaraz et al. 2006) but was ultimately 

based on engineering judgment (FEMA 2012c). Judgment was necessary to account for the 

effects of different open plan areas and support system detailing. The significant role of 

engineering judgment precluded the use of data-driven Bayesian methods for the estimation 

of fragility uncertainties. In lieu of a lack of data, the Kennedy et al. (1980) approach was 

adopted to approximate the potential effects of epistemic uncertainty on the fragility of the 

suspended ceilings. The PACT fragility curves combine aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. 

The lognormal dispersions from the PACT fragility curves were thus interpreted as total 

dispersions (  ) in terms of the Kennedy et al. (1980) method. The FEMA P-58 background 

documentation (FEMA 2012c) does not provide any recommendations for the parameter  , 

which apportions the total uncertainty into epistemic uncertainty (   ) and aleatory 

uncertainty (  ) components. Therefore,   was assumed to be itself a random variable with a 

uniform distribution between 0.2 and 0.8. These values cover the typical range of   values 
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suggested in the FEMA P-58 background documentation. The resulting set of fragility curve 

realizations is shown in Figure 6.24. Sets of fragility curves were rejected if the 

                  term was greater than 0.1% for any pairing of damage states. Full 

correlations in fragility curve medians were assumed to minimize the number of fragility 

curve rejections. 

 

Figure 6.24. 150 Monte Carlo realizations of plausible fragility curves for suspended ceiling systems, 

using a modified form of the Kennedy et al. (1980) method. 

6.6.5 Epistemic uncertainty in the damageability of desktop computers 

PACT includes only one damage state for desktop computers, which is described as toppling 

that causes the computer to cease functioning. Typical desktop computers are modelled in 

PACT using a fragility curve with a median value of 1 g and a lognormal dispersion of 0.5. 

These values were based largely on judgement supplemented by the test results from 

Filiatrault et al. (2001), in which home electronic equipment was observed during shake table 

tests to topple and fall at peak floor acceleration demands of 0.5g, 0.8g and 1.2g, 

respectively. Others have provided shake table tests but have focussed on predicting either 

the general state of damage of contents or the sliding displacements of the contents (Comerio 
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2005, Di Sarno et al. 2015). Because of the lack of data, the Kennedy et al. (1980) approach 

was adopted to approximate the potential effects of epistemic uncertainty on the fragility of 

desktop computers. Values of     and    were assumed as 0.3 and 0.4 respectively, which 

were suggested values in the FEMA P-58 background documentation (FEMA 2012c). The 

resulting set of possible fragility curves is shown in Figure 6.25. 

 

Figure 6.25. Epistemic uncertainty in the fragility of desktop computers. 

An additional complication is the consequence of computer toppling. PACT assumes that 

toppling of home electronic equipment is sufficient to cause it to be damaged so that it does 

not function. Here, the failure of the computer given toppling was modelled as a mutually 

exclusive sub damage state with an uncertain failure probability. In lieu of a complete lack of 

data, the failure probability was allowed to take on any value between 0 and 1 according to 

the non-informative Jeffrey’s prior. 

6.6.6 Floor group outputs including epistemic uncertainties 

Multiple possible expected loss functions are shown in Figure 6.26. The inclusion of 

epistemic uncertainties in fragility parameters significantly increases the uncertainty in repair 

cost predictions. Uncertainty in repair costs are particularly pronounced for floor groups 2, 4 

and 5. Variability in floor group 2 is largely attributable to uncertainty in the financial 

consequences of computer toppling. Epistemic uncertainty in floor groups 4 and 5 is largely 

attributable to uncertainty in the mutually exclusive damage states in interior partitions. This 
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suggests that epistemic uncertainty in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state 

probabilities should be included in future research modelling the impact of epistemic 

uncertainties in FEMA P-58 type problems. The expected loss in floor group 3 tends to 

approximately $100,000 as the peak floor acceleration becomes very large. This has a simple 

explanation. The components in floor group 3 in which epistemic uncertainty was modelled 

do not have mutually exclusive damage or simultaneous damage states. At very high peak 

floor accelerations, all components tend to their most severe sequential damage state 

regardless of the component fragility parameters. Therefore as the peak floor acceleration 

becomes very large, all epistemic uncertainties reduce to zero.  

 

Figure 6.26. Multiple possible realizations for expected floor group losses as a function of the floor group 

demand parameter. 

Inter-floor group correlation surfaces were re-calculated for each combination of input 

parameters. Even without consideration of epistemic uncertainty in the values of input 

correlation coefficients, the correlation surfaces had non-trivial differences. Six randomly 

generated correlation surfaces for floor group 3 are shown in Figure 6.27. The floor group 

correlation coefficients do not significantly alter building expected repair costs but do alter 
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the building repair cost variance, which in turn affects probable losses and loss hazard curves 

(ASTM 2007). 

 

Figure 6.27. Six randomly realized correlation surfaces for floor group 3. 

6.7. Computational efficiency 

6.7.1 Observed computation times 

The time taken to carry out the analytical calculations and Monte Carlo simulations is 

dependent predominantly on (a) the number of elements in the EDP vector, denoted      , 

(b) the number of the number of realized sets of input assumptions in simulations considering 

epistemic uncertainty, denoted     , and (c) the adopted assumption regarding inter-

component correlation. Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 summarize the times taken to complete 

computations of the analytical calculations and the Monte Carlo simulation calculations, 

respectively, including correlations in damage and repair cost simulation for varying values 

of      and     . These calculations were performed on a Dell Optiplex 980 desktop 

computer with a 3.33 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. When epistemic uncertainty was 

excluded (i.e. the        case), computation times were small, ranging between 3 seconds 

and 85 seconds depending on the size of the EDP vector and the correlation assumption. As 

the number of epistemic realizations was increased up to         , the computation times 

increased to just under 1 hour. These times are relatively small in comparison with the time 
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necessary to construct, run and post-process nonlinear finite element models and the time to 

carry out additional loss analyses at the building level. 

Table 6.5. Time taken to complete analytical calculations. 

  

     

Time taken to complete analytical 

calculations,     (s) 
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1 3.2 10.4 22.9 39.3 

2 4.6 15.7 35.1 60.2 

5 8.7 31.6 70.6 126.7 

10 15.9 61.4 133.6 235.0 

100 153.0 572.3 1238.0 2140.4 

G
au

ss
ia

n
 

1 6.1 22.2 47.7 84.9 

2 7.8 30.1 65.7 122.3 

5 15.3 58.0 118.4 223.5 

10 26.1 94.9 208.2 396.5 

100 226.6 864.5 1892.1 3298.5 

G
u
m

b
el

 

1 3.7 12.8 28.8 48.7 

2 5.2 19.1 46.3 80.2 

5 10.2 37.1 83.7 150.1 

10 17.8 66.3 149.4 266.5 

100 163.8 625.8 1370.4 2390.0 

 

Table 6.6. Time taken to complete Monte Carlo simultions. 

  

     

Time taken to complete Monte Carlo simulations, 

    (s) 
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1 9.0 18.1 27.3 36.2 

2 17.2 35.3 52.8 71.0 

5 46.1 88.8 136.5 192.4 

10 91.1 189.7 278.0 375.0 

100 906.8 1813.6 2720.5 3627.3 
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n
 

1 11.8 21.1 29.5 38.8 

2 22.3 38.5 60.7 83.9 

5 53.7 96.5 139.4 205.6 

10 104.5 199.3 293.0 407.5 

100 1015.8 2031.7 3047.5 4063.3 

G
u
m

b
el

 

1 10.2 19.5 30.4 38.7 

2 19.1 38.0 65.4 85.4 

5 60.0 99.7 152.6 211.8 

10 105.0 202.2 282.4 385.0 

100 1009.9 2019.9 3029.8 4039.8 
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The MATLAB code was generated with the intent to include inter-component correlations 

and was later modified for the no correlation case. This modification preserved the same 

overall structure as previous code and thus contained several redundancies that might have 

been removed to increase computational efficiency. Removal of redundancies through code 

re-structuring was not carried out and thus it should be noted that the computation times for 

the “no correlation” case noted in Table 6.5 are larger than what might have possible with an 

alternate MATLAB code design.  

6.7.2 A predictive model for the time taken to complete Monte Carlo simulations 

A variety of different predictive models were trialed to forecast the time taken to complete 

Monte Carlo simulations using the previously discussed MATLAB program,    . The 

following model was adopted, which was based on a single constant    : 

                (6-5) 

This model was selected based on simplicity (it has only one parameter    ), predictive 

efficiency (the best fit parameters give an average error with respect to the data from Table 

6.6 of only 2.2%, 4.6% and 4.6% for the three respective correlation assumptions) and 

rationality (approximately linear relationships with      and      are logically expected). 

The best-fit parameters determined by numerical optimization are shown in Table 6.7. The 

    terms imply that the time taken to carry out Monte Carlo simulations are similar 

regardless of whether inter-component correlations are included, and also that Gaussian and 

Gumbel copulas both provide similar computation times. Given the Gaussian copula’s ability 

to model arbitrary correlation structures, the Gaussian copula is thus suggested for use in 

Monte Carlo simulation. The resulting predicted computation times and comparison to the 

observed times are shown in Figure 6.28. 

Table 6.7. Best-fit parameters for the predictive model for Monte Carlo simulation computation times 

Correlation assumption     

No correlation 1.814 

Correlation using Gaussian copula 2.032 

Correlation using Gumbel copula 2.020 
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Figure 6.28. Times to carry out Monte Carlo simultion. 

6.7.3 A predictive model for the time taken to complete analytical calculations 

A variety of different predictive models were trialed to estimate the time taken to complete 

the analytical calculations,    . The structure of the predictive model is necessarily more 

complex than the corresponding model used to predict times in Monte Carlo simulation 

because a nonlinear relationship is expected between      and    . This outcome is an 

expected one because, while the expected values and variances are determined at every EDP 

value, correlation coefficients need to be determined for every unique pairing of EDPs. This 

implies a quadratic increase in     with     . The following model was firstly hypothesized 

based upon the parameters     and  : 

               
  (6-6) 

This model was found to possess limited predictive ability. For example, the best fit 

predictive model gave average errors with respect to the data from Table 6.5 of 18.1%, 24.2% 
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and 21.4% for the three respective correlation assumptions. An additional term      was thus 

added, giving a predictive model of the form: 

       (         )    
  (6-7) 

The addition of this extra term greatly increased predictive efficiency. The best fit parameters 

for the new model gave average errors of only 2.9%, 3.2% and 2.9% for the three respective 

correlation assumptions. The best fit parameters using the three-parameter model are shown 

in Table 6.8. The resulting predicted computation times and comparison to the observed 

times are shown in Figure 6.29. The Gumbel copula provides modest increases in 

computational speed (on average, the total computation times were reduced by one third). 

However, these computational advantages are only likely to be consequential for large 

problems. 

Table 6.8. Best-fit parameters for the predictive model for analytical calculation computation times 

Correlation assumption            

No correlation 0.0709 0.895 1.903 

Correlation using Gaussian copula 0.0995 1.614 1.931 

Correlation using Gumbel copula 0.0721 1.167 1.933 
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Figure 6.29. Times to carry out analytical calculations. 

6.8. Conclusions 

This chapter documented an illustrative application of the advanced storey-based loss 

estimation method to a collection of five non-structural floor groups for a typical office 

building. Expected value, median, 14.9% and 84.1% repair costs were firstly presented for 

each floor group with no inter-component correlations and no consideration of epistemic 

uncertainties. Floor groups 1, 3, 4 and 5 had the highest losses at large EDPs, which were 

largely caused by damage to interior partition walls and the suspended ceiling system. Repair 

cost coefficients of variation were very small when repair cost correlations were neglected. 

The effects of five different repair cost correlation assumptions and four different damage 

state correlation assumptions were investigated in detail. Both correlation types were 

sufficient to significantly increase variability in floor group losses. Damage state correlations 

particularly affected variance at moderate EDPs when significant probabilities existed for 

more than one damage state. Conversely, repair cost correlations were generally more 
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important at high EDPs. Correlations were found to have a significantly lesser effect on floor 

group repair cost variance when mutually exclusive or simultaneous damage states existed. 

The formulation of floor group outputs in the presence of epistemic uncertainties was then 

investigated. Epistemic uncertainties in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states 

were found to have a large effect on the overall repair cost uncertainty in each floor group. 

Repair cost correlations and epistemic uncertainties in fragility parameters together 

significantly increased the variability in floor group repair costs. Epistemic uncertainties were 

found to affect the shape of inter-floor group correlation surfaces even when inter-component 

correlation coefficients were not subject to epistemic uncertainties. 
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Chapter 7  

Robust comparative performance 

assessment for isolated structures 

 

 

 

7.1. Introduction 

Published literature investigating the costs and benefits of base isolated buildings has almost 

exclusively focussed on expected values. These studies are expected value cost-benefit 

analyses, meaning they are based upon comparison of EALs and their results are expressed as 

expected cost-benefit metrics such as expected benefit-cost ratio, expected rate of return or 

expected net present value. Expected value metrics are undoubtedly useful decision-making 

tools but are also highly condensed, in that they are calculated by condensing large amounts 

of information into single terms. No information is provided regarding, for example, the 

likelihood of no significant earthquakes occurring in the building life time (implying little or 

no benefit from adopting a seismic risk mitigation measures) or a very large earthquake 

occurring (resulting in benefits significantly larger than the expected value benefit). 

Consideration of stakeholder risk-taking preferences using Utility or Cumulative Prospect 

Theories suggests that this information is potentially of interest to decision makers (Porter et 

al. 2004, Tversky and Kahneman 1992, Goda and Hong 2008, Smith 2008). This argument is 

made strongly by Smith (2003, 2008) and Haimes (2004), who suggest that the distribution of 

possible earthquake loss outcomes is so skewed that any central measure, such as the mean, 

provides a poor depiction of the overall earthquake risk. 

Several authors have suggested and applied advanced decision making methods for extreme 

risk decision-making problems that extend beyond simple expected value CBA. Kaplan and 
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Garrick (1981, Section 7) propounded the validity of decision making based upon 

comparison of loss exceedence curves without reducing the curves by calculation to expected 

values. Haimes (2004) suggested a multi-criterion decision making approach based on 

expected value losses conditioned into bands based on occurrence probability. Others have 

applied utility and prospect theories to account for stakeholder risk taking preferences (Porter 

et al. 2004, Goda and Hong 2006, 2008). These “advanced” approaches are united in that 

they are all based upon a common input, namely a probability distribution of possible 

financial outcomes given exposure to an earthquake hazard and account for the decision 

maker’s subjective risk-taking preferences. This chapter seeks to enable these “advanced” 

approaches to decision making by providing the required loss probability distribution inputs. 

It is necessary to first establish which type of loss probability distribution is required. 

According to well-established decision theory (e.g. Kahneman and Tversky 1979), the 

definition of a probability distribution for financial outcomes under uncertainty requires the 

analyst to establish a reference point (the “status quo” state) relative to which future gains or 

losses are evaluated. There are two obvious and important reference points regarding the 

decision whether or not to implement base isolation under earthquake risk. One reference 

point is the starting state of wealth at time   = 0. With this reference point, losses (gains) are 

evaluated separately for the base isolated and conventional buildings resulting in one loss 

exceedence curve for the base isolated building and one loss exceedence curve for the 

conventional building. Decisions are then made based upon a comparison between the two 

curves (e.g. see Goda et al. 2010 or Kaplan and Garrick 1981, Section 7). The other obvious 

reference point is the state of wealth associated with construction of the conventional 

building. In this case, losses (gains) are evaluated as the difference between the loss observed 

in the base isolated building relative to the loss that would have been observed had the 

conventional building been constructed in its stead (i.e. as a relative benefit associated with 

the use of base isolation). With this reference point, the output of interest is a probability 

distribution of benefit. Neither of the aforementioned reference points is inherently more 

“correct” than the other. One measures absolute changes in wealth relative to the starting 

position whereas the other measures the opportunity cost associated with choosing one design 

option over another. Both can be used as inputs to advanced decision-making procedures. 

The focus of this chapter is to enable “advanced” decision making procedures via the 

calculation of probability distributions of life cycle benefit. 
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Procedures for calculating benefit distributions from adopting aseismic risk mitigation 

measures are described in Mora et al. (2012). These procedures are very similar to those in 

earlier studies, importantly those by Porter et al. (2004), Like Yeo (2005, Chapter 4) and Pei 

and Van De Lindt (2008). The methods in Mora et al. (2012) are suited to the case in which 

the considered decision options all have the same intensity measure. This is not always 

appropriate for base isolated and conventional buildings. These buildings tend to have highly 

dissimilar fundamental periods and so accurate prediction of both buildings’ structural 

response is best achieved using two different intensity measures, such as low and high period 

spectral accelerations. This paper proposes and investigates an extension to the 

aforementioned methods to address this particular complication. 

7.2. Proposed method 

Consider two building options, a conventional, fixed base building option “A” and a base 

isolated building option “B”. The isolated building option provides superior earthquake 

performance but is predicted to cost more, with a cost premium    . The vulnerabilities of 

the building options are expressed as cumulative probability distributions of financial loss   

conditioned on ground shaking intensity, denoted              and              

respectively, where    and    are intensity measures for each building. The current study 

focusses on the particular case in which: (1)    and    are different measures such as high 

and low period spectral accelerations; and (2) the financial loss in building A is a function of 

   only whereas the financial loss in building B is a function of    only. Higher accuracy may 

be possible by assuming both buildings’ response is determined by a vector intensity measure 

       . However, this approach creates the need for demand assessment using vector-valued 

intensity measures (Baker and Cornell 2008), which is not compatible with currently 

available performance assessment software. 

The seismic hazard functions for    and    are defined as        and       . These 

functions output the expected annual rate of earthquake events with shaking intensities 

exceeding    and   , respectively. Their inverses are denoted   
      and   

     , and these 

functions take expected annual rates as inputs and output the corresponding shaking 

intensities. 

The proposed method is this concerned with the generation probability distributions of 

aggregate (present value) life cycle earthquake cost for building options “A” and “B”, and the 
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aggregate (present value) life cycle net present value of adopting option “B” over option “A”, 

over a time period       . The probability distributions of earthquake cost for each building 

option can be calculated separately using Monte Carlo or moment-matching methods as in 

Porter et al. (2004) or Mora et al. (2009). However, robust calculation of the distribution of 

life cycle net present value is more difficult. It is defined mathematically as: 

             ∑ (         ) 
    

      

   

 (7-1) 

 Where: 

         The net present value for the investment in building option “B” over a time 

period        

        the number of earthquake events to occur in the considered time period (a random 

variable) 

      the loss incurred in the building “A” in the  th event (a random variable) 

      the loss incurred in the building “B” in the  th event (a random variable) 

    the time of occurrence of the  th event (a random variable) 

   the continuously compounding, real discount rate 

The distribution         may be calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. To ensure that the 

simulation problem is practicable, minimum considered shaking intensities (        and 

      ) and maximum considered shaking intensities (        and       ) must first be 

defined. The minimum considered intensities should be defined by first selecting a minimum 

considered return period      and then calculating          
           and        

  
          . Similarly, the maximum considered intensities should be defined by 

selecting a maximum considered return period      and then calculating        

  
           and          

          . The analysis should consider all earthquake 

events that significantly affect the buildings’ seismic risk. Thus, the return periods      and 

     should be selected so that earthquakes with intensities below        and        and 

earthquakes with intensities above        and        contribute negligibly to the buildings’ 

overall seismic risk. This criterion can be achieved by deaggregating expected annual losses 

by intensity and selecting cut off return periods      and      such that the intensity range 

significantly contributing to expected annual losses is captured. 
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If only one intensity measure is considered, then the Monte Carlo simulation procedure is not 

difficult. The interested reader is in this case directed to Porter et al. (2004), Mora et al. 

(2012) and Pei and Van der Lindt (2009). Earthquakes are simulated as a homogenous 

Poisson process with an annual arrival rate   , where    is calculated as      ⁄       ⁄ . 

Cumulative probability distributions for each considered event are then given by (Porter et al. 

2004, Mora et al. 2012): 

         
        

  
 (7-2) 

         
        

  
 (7-3) 

Consequently, random variates for    and    can be calculated as   
           and 

  
           respectively, where   is a random number between 0 and 1. Once the event 

intensities    and    are known, losses can be generated by inverse transform sampling from 

the distribution of loss conditioned on intensity and added in their present value form to a 

running total of aggregate loss. 

The Monte Carlo simulation procedure is necessarily more complicated if two intensity 

measures are considered. After making the assumption that the likelihood of           and 

the likelihood of           are both negligible, there exist four unique possibilities for a 

vector pair        . These are shown graphically in the Figure 7.1. Type 1 earthquake events 

should be neglected to ensure that the method is computationally feasible and efficient. 

However, accounting accurately for Type 2 and Type 3 earthquakes may be important as 

annualized earthquake losses may be dominated by the contribution of small and frequent 

earthquake events (Porter et al. 2004). 
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Figure 7.1. Schematic showing possible outcomes for a vector pair {sA,sB}. 

A thorough approach to the simulation problem requires the following preliminary 

calculations. Firstly, the probability of    less than        given an intensity    greater than 

      , denoted   , should be calculated as follows: 

   (
    

      
)∫   [              ]          

      

      

 (7-4) 

 Where: 

  [              ]   the probability of           given      

         The probability density of    at     , which can be approximated from the 

empirical cumulative distribution function         . 

Symmetry is induced by using the same maximum and minimum return periods,      and 

    , for the two intensity measures. As a consequence,    must also be equal to the 

probability of    less than        given an intensity    greater than       . Thus the rate of 

Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4 earthquakes, denoted    ,     and     respectively, can be 

calculated as: 

       
  (7-5) 

       
  (7-6) 

             (7-7) 

And an adjusted overall rate of earthquakes, denoted   
 , is thus given by: 

  
           (7-8) 
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The probability distribution of    given a Type 3 earthquake and the probability distribution 

of    given a Type 2 earthquake can be calculated by numerical integration of the following: 

  [    |                   ]

 ∫
             

  [         |    ]
          

      

 

 
(7-9) 

  [    |                   ]

 ∫
             

  [         |    ]
          

      

 

 
(7-10) 

Monte Carlo simulation may then proceed in the following manner. Earthquakes are assumed 

to occur according to a Poisson process with annual rate   
 . Given an event occurs, first a 

“type” is simulated, either Type 2 with a probability          , Type 3 with a probability 

          or Type 4 with a probability              . If the event is Type 2,    is 

assumed too small to cause damage to the isolated building and    is simulated by inverse 

transform sampling from the distribution from Equation 7-10. If the event is Type 3,    is 

assumed too small to cause damage to the conventional building and    is simulated by 

inverse transform sampling from the distribution from Equation 7-9. If the event is Type 4, 

then the vector pair {     }  is simulated by first simulating an intensity    and then 

simulating an intensity    conditioned on   , or vice versa. 

The method requires probability distributions of    conditioned on    and probability 

distributions of    conditioned on   , which are all available from Vector-valued 

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (VPSHA) (Bazzurro and Cornell 2001; Bazzurro and 

Park 2011). Note that the proposed method is highly dependent upon the hazard curve being 

an accurate representation of the rates of different intensity earthquakes at the site. Bayesian 

updating from a database of real records at the site as in Selva and Sandri (2013) may be 

useful to enhance the validity of this assumption. 

7.3. Illustrative example 

7.3.1 Input data 

The proposed method was used to assess the comparative performance of the base isolated 

OCBF and conventional SCBF buildings that were investigated in Chapter 3. The intensity 
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measures for the conventional SCBF and isolated OCBF buildings,    and   , were taken as 

spectral accelerations at 0.5 s and 3.0 s, respectively. Seismic hazard functions for    and    

were calculated using OpenSHA software (Field 2002). These functions are based on the 

“single branch” earthquake rupture model from Version 2 of the Uniform California 

Earthquake Rupture Forecast (Field et al. 2008) and the Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) 

Ground Motion Prediction Equation (GMPE). OpenSHA was used to calculate seismic 

hazard functions in lieu of the USGS (2013) online application because it includes 

capabilities for modelling the relationships between two different intensity measures that are 

unavailable from USGS (2013). The shear save velocity over the top 30 m of soil (VS30) was 

assumed at 540 m/s and Earthquakes were assumed to occur according to a homogenous 

Poisson process. The resulting seismic hazard functions are shown in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.2. Seismic hazard functions for spectral acceleration for spectral acceleration at 0.5 s (the 

selected intensity measure for the conventional base-fixed building) and 3.0 s (the selected intensity 

measure for the isolated building), calculated using OpenSHA (Field 2002) and the Campbell and 

Bozorgnia (2008) GMPE. 

Probability distributions of repair cost conditioned on intensity for the three model variants 

were calculated using the MATLAB program discussed in Chapter 6 and the probabilistic 

demand estimates calculated in Chapter 3. The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 

7.3. The loss distributions closely match the probability distributions calculated using PACT 

(see Figure 3.14), which attests to the fidelity of the MATLAB program described in 

Chapter 6. The probability distributions of repair cost given intensity were calculated 

neglecting inter-component correlations, so as to simplify the required Monte Carlo 

simulations by negating the need for modelling inter-event correlations (Baker and Cornell 

2003). Considering the tight fit of ground motions to the target spectra (see Chapter 3 for 

more detail) and the lack of inter-component correlation modelling, the variability of 
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probability distributions of repair cost given intensity shown in Figure 7.3 is likely to be an 

underestimate. This is considered acceptable at least for the purposes of the illustrative 

example presented here. 

 

Figure 7.3. Quantiles of repair cost conditioned in intensity for the conventional building option (a), the 

isolated building option with a moat wall (b), and the isolated building option with no moat wall (c). 

Use of the original intensity range adopted in Chapter 3 (i.e. return periods      and      of 

10 years and 4975 years respectively) gave the resulting deaggregations by intensity shown in 

Figure 7.4 (note that the differences between the deaggregations in Figure 7.4 and those in 

Figure 3.16 are attributable to differences in the input seismic hazard model). Consideration 

of Figure 7.4 (particularly the isolated OCBF with a moat wall) suggested both that      was 

not small enough and      was not large enough. The deaggregation curves did not tend 

toward zero either as the intensity approached the maximum considered intensity or as the 

intensity approached the minimum considered intensity.  
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Figure 7.4. Deaggregation of EAL by intensity for (a) the conventional SCBF, (b) the isolated OCBF with 

no moat wall and (c) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall, for three different cases. The first case 

considers only repair costs, the second case considers repair costs and building replacement (BR) and the 

last case considers repair costs, building replacement and business interruption (BI). 

Selection of more appropriate      and      bounds required extension of the 

deaggregation curves and consequent identification of the bounds outside of which EAL 

contributions were negligible. This in turn required estimates of structural vulnerability for 

seismic hazard levels with return periods less than 10 years and greater than 4975 years. For 

the purposes of this illustrative example, a limited number of ground motion simulations were 

carried out to estimate approximate changes in expected value repair costs for seismic hazard 

levels with return periods less than 10 years and greater than 4975 years. These extended 

expected damage, unsafe placard probability and replacement probability relationships are 

shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. New deaggregation curves generated using the extended 

damage data are shown in Figure 7.7. Based on these curves, new values of      and      

were selected as 4.6 years and 183,000 years, respectively, giving        = 0.029 g,         = 

3.63 g,        = 0.002 g and        = 1.12 g. These bounds are conservative and rely heavily 

on the fidelity of the seismic hazard curves. The new maximum considered intensities        

and        were sensitive to assumptions regarding the GMPE truncation (e.g. not 

considering probabilities of ground motion intensity greater than a specified number of 
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standard deviations away from the mean prediction). GMPE truncation was not considered 

here. The new minimum and maximum intensity bounds are shown in Figure 7.7. 

 

Figure 7.5. Extended relationships between expected repair cost and shaking intensity. 

 

Figure 7.6. Extended relationships between unsafe placard probabilities and shaking intensity, and 

extended relationships between building replacement probabilities and shaking intensity. 
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Figure 7.7. Extended deaggregation of EAL by intensity for (a) the conventional SCBF, (b) the isolated 

OCBF with no moat wall and (c) the isolated OCBF with a moat wall, for three different cases. The first 

case considers only repair costs, the second case considers repair costs and building replacement (BR) 

and the last case considers repair costs, building replacement and business interruption (BI). 

Joint probability distributions for    and    were required for the implementation of the 

proposed method. However, there is presently a lack of available software to perform full 

VPSHA (Bazzurro and Cornell 2001; Bazzurro and Park 2011). As such, the joint 

distribution of    and    was calculated from the known marginal distribution for    (i.e. 

from Equation 7-3) and approximate conditional distributions of    conditioned on    

(Bazzurro and Park 2011). These conditional distributions were calculated using the 

Generalized Conditional Intensity Measure (GCIM) tool in OpenSHA (Bradley 2010b). This 

tool relies on the assumption that, given the occurrence of a specific earthquake rupture, the 

logarithm of    and the logarithm of    have a bivariate normal distribution with a correlation 

coefficient approximated from Baker and Jayaram (2008). The resulting joint distribution for 

   and    had a marginal distribution for    that closely matched the required marginal 

distribution. However, the match was not exact. To address this problem, the intensity ranges 

were discretized into 26 different bins and the joint distribution was modified slightly using 

the Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure (Deming and Stephan 1940). This procedure uses 

an iterative adjustment algorithm to determine the closest possible probability mass matrix 

that fulfils given row and column marginals. The resulting joint probability density functions 
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are shown as a contour plots in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9. The differences in the joint 

distribution introduced by the modification scheme are almost indistinguishable, which 

attests to the reasonableness of the proposed approach, at least for the purposes of the 

illustrative example presented here. 

 

Figure 7.8. Contour plots of the joint distribution between spectral acceleration at 0.5 seconds spectral 

acceleration at 3 seconds before and after modification, based on a logarithmic intensity scale. For 

comparison, the uncorrelated case is also shown. 

Figure 7.8 shows the joint probability distribution for spectral accelerations at 0.5 seconds 

and 3.0 seconds with the two intensity axes plotted using a logarithmic scale. The VPSHA 

approach considers how these two intensity measures occur together as parameter pairs in a 

single earthquake. Thus, if the 3.0 second spectral acceleration is “large”, it becomes more 

likely that the 0.5 second spectral acceleration is also “large”. This results in a simple 

statistical correlation (Pearson’s correlation coefficient in of about 0.72). The full VPSHA 
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approach is a medium between two extremes, one in which the 0.5 second and 3.0 second 

spectral accelerations are assumed to be uncorrelated, and another in which they are assumed 

to be perfectly correlated. Figure 7.8 shows the uncorrelated joint probability distribution for 

the purposes of comparison. The most notable difference is that probabilities of “large” 

0.5 second spectral acceleration and “small” 3.0 second spectral acceleration (and vice versa) 

are significantly larger in the uncorrelated case. In some cases these differences amount to 

several orders of magnitude. For example, the joint probability density of the spectral 

accelerations at 0.5 and 3.0 seconds being equal to 1.0 g and 0.002 g, respectively, is about 

3×10
-6

 for the uncorrelated case but 8×10
-11

 for the correlated case (these differ by a factor of 

37500). 

Figure 7.9 shows the joint probability distribution for spectral accelerations at 0.5 seconds 

and 3.0 seconds with the two intensity axes plotted using a natural scale. If correlation 

between the spectral accelerations at 0.5 seconds and 3.0 seconds is accounted for, then the 

joint probability contours take on a rounded triangular shape as the intensity of the joint 

probability of exceedence decreases. This shape implies that, if the spectral acceleration at 

0.5 seconds is very large, then the spectral acceleration at 3.0 seconds is more likely to 

approach a specific value that is somewhat smaller than the spectral acceleration based on a 

uniform hazard spectrum. For example, if the spectral acceleration at 0.5 seconds is 2.5 g, the 

most likely value for the spectral acceleration at 3.0 seconds is about 0.2 g, whereas if the 

spectral acceleration at 3.0 seconds is about 0.8 g, the most likely value for the spectral 

acceleration at 0.5 seconds is about 0.8 g. This observation is consistent with the theory of 

conditional mean spectra (Baker 2010) that was central to the ground motion selection and 

scaling scheme described in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 7.9. Contour plots of the joint distribution between spectral acceleration at 0.5 seconds spectral 

acceleration at 3 seconds before and after modification, based on a natural intensity scale. For 

comparison, the uncorrelated case is also shown. 

7.3.2 Results with no consideration of epistemic uncertainties 

Loss and benefit analyses were first completed considering repair costs only (i.e. with no 

building replacement costs or business interruption costs). Based on the aforementioned 

assumptions, a time period of 50 years and a discount rate of 3.5%, the expected present 

value repair costs were $290,000 for the conventional SCBF, $18,400 for the isolated OCBF 

with a moat wall and $7,000 for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall. The expected 

benefit-cost ratio was 0.24 with no moat wall and 0.23 with a moat wall. As discussed 

previously, these terms provide an approximate guide for decision making purposes, but 

provide no information regarding the magnitude and likelihood of different benefit-cost ratio 

outcomes. 
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Monte Carlo simulations were then conducted to determine probability distributions of 

cumulative earthquake loss. The resulting probability distributions of total loss are shown in 

Figure 7.10. It should be noted that these curves are not analogous with loss exceedence 

curves. Loss exceedence curves are plots of loss against the probability of at least one 

earthquake event occurring that produces a loss meeting or exceeding a corresponding loss 

ordinate. However, the probability distributions shown in Figure 7.10 are probability 

distributions for cumulative earthquake loss considering the potential occurrence of multiple 

earthquake events and discounting of future losses to their present values. With a zero 

discount rate, the differences between the two distributions are small because of the low 

frequency of occurrence of large earthquake events, but the differences but become 

increasingly important as the discount rate is increased and as the time period is increased. 

 

Figure 7.10. Probability distributions of cumulative earthquake loss with no building replacement or 

business interruption. 

The results of numerical modelling suggest that it is very unlikely for either the conventional 

SCBF or isolated OCBF buildings to survive the 50 year time period without at least 

suffering minor earthquake-related damage (e.g. $1,000 - $10,000). Minor damage to the 

isolated buildings is caused largely by cracking of interior partition walls or damage to 

traction elevators. The probability distribution of total loss for the isolated OCBF building 

with a moat wall has a sharply bi-modal shape in log-log space, which is attributable to the 

effects of moat wall pounding. Significant differences between the models with and without 

the moat wall only become significant at exceedence probabilities less than 2% in 50 years.  

The change in cost to incorporate base isolation was assumed to be $1.205 million, which 

was 5% of the $24.1 million construction cost for the conventional SCBF structural system 

and fit out of essential non-structural elements (the core and shell cost used in Chapter 3). 

Probability distributions of net present value were thus calculated using the proposed 
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simulation method and are these distributions are shown in Figure 7.11 (considering the 

isolated OCBF with no moat wall) and Figure 7.12 (considering the isolated OCBF with a 

moat wall). The net present value distributions allow the decision maker reasonable 

confidence that the net present value is unlikely to exceed zero. In both cases, the exceedence 

probability associated with zero net present value (i.e. the breakeven point) is approximately 

6%. 

Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 show probability distributions of net present value calculated 

using the proposed method as well as those calculated based on assumptions that spectral 

accelerations at 0.5 seconds and 3.0 seconds are uncorrelated and fully correlated, 

respectively. The proposed method produces probability distributions of net present value 

that are bounded by the uncorrelated and fully correlated cases. Moreover, the uncorrelated 

and fully correlated cases do not require complex VPSHA. The investigation of uncorrelated 

and fully correlated cases is thus useful if the analyst does not have access to VPSHA or 

seeks to estimate approximate bounds of the true net present value distribution and thus to 

establish whether further analyses would provide any additional useful information for 

decision making purposes. For the case in which the isolated OCBF does not have a modelled 

moat wall, all of the distributions are similar because the losses from the isolated OCBF 

without a moat wall are comparatively small and thus the shape of the net present value 

distribution is unaffected by isolated OCBF losses. However, with a moat wall, losses in the 

isolated OCBF become comparatively more significant and affect the shape of the net present 

value distribution. In the latter case, the proposed method predicts small probabilities of 

negative benefits (i.e. net present values less than the additional construction cost to 

incorporate base isolation). These negative benefits are caused by severe earthquakes with 

high long period spectral accelerations and comparatively small short period spectral 

accelerations. Negative benefits are of interest to decision makers who are averse to a 

negative return on investment. However, the probability of such negative benefits is 

extremely small and can be effectively neglected here. For example, the negative benefit 

probability is less than 0.06% in 50 years. Conversely the probability of a net present value 

exceeding zero (i.e. the investment in base isolation paying off) is approximately 100 times 

greater (6% in 50 years). 
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Figure 7.11. Probability distributions of net present value for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall, not 

including the effects of building replacement and business interruption. 

 

Figure 7.12. Probability distributions of net present value for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall, not 

including the effects of building replacement and business interruption. 

The analysis was then repeated including building replacement. The full building replacement 

costs (including allowance for demolition) were taken as $35.1 million and $38.9 million for 

the conventional SCBF and the isolated OCBF models, respectively. These values are based 

on the professional cost estimate from Baéz (2010). The building replacement probabilities as 

a function of shaking intensity were determined by linear interpolation on the replacement 

probabilities from Figure 7.6. Business interruption costs were modelled using the Case 3 

approach from Chapter 3 in which the business is unable to relocate business functions after a 

large earthquake. Repair times were taken as the average of serial and parallel repair 

strategies from PACT. With a 3.5% discount rate, the 50 year expected repair costs were 
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$400,000 for the conventional SCBF, $65,000 for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall and 

$7,000 for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall. The expected benefit-cost ratio was 

approximately 0.32 without a moat wall and 0.28 with a moat wall. Again, this benefit-cost 

ratio provides an approximate guide for decision making but provides no information 

regarding the magnitude and likelihood of different net present value outcomes. 

 

Figure 7.13. Probability distributions of cumulative earthquake loss considering building replacement 

and business interruption. 

Probability distributions of total present value loss including the effect of building 

replacement are shown in Figure 7.13. Probable losses at low exceedence probabilities are 

considerably higher than those shown in Figure 7.10. However, losses in the isolated OCBF 

with and without a moat wall are similar in the 0% to 98% probability range, which implies a 

high probability that building replacement does not significantly influence the loss outcome. 

Probability distributions of net present value assuming the presence of a moat wall are shown 

in Figure 7.14. Probabilities of large net present value gains due to avoided building 

replacement costs are non-trivial (for example, there is a 5% probability in 50 years of net 

present values greater than zero and a 1% probability in 50 years of net present values greater 

than about $800,000). Smaller possibilities also exist for negative gains if the isolated OCBF 

requires replacement but the conventional SCBF does not. Although the possibility of large 

positive benefits (e.g. net present values greater than +$10 million) from the adoption of base 

isolation is greater than the probability of large losses (e.g. net present values less than -$10 

million), both possibilities are potentially of interest to decision makers. 
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Figure 7.14. Probability distributions of net present value including building replacement and business 

interruption. 

7.4. Illustrative example including epistemic uncertainties 

The previous analyses assumed that input parameters (e.g. fragility curve parameters, seismic 

hazard functions, structural costs and discount rate) were known constants. In reality, these 

inputs are uncertain due to a lack of available knowledge. Additional decision-making 

information is available by accounting for epistemic uncertainty in input parameters (Paté-

Cornell 1996). The analyses were thus repeated allowing for epistemic (lack of knowledge) 

uncertainties in component fragility curve parameters, mutually exclusive and simultaneous 

damage state probabilities and seismic hazard functions, as well as the analysis time period, 

the first cost increase to incorporate base isolation and the discount rate.  

7.4.1 Input assumptions 

Epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard were considered by repeating the seismic hazard 

analysis for 4 different Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) and 144 different 

Earthquake Rupture Forecasts (ERFs). The four GMPEs considered were the Campbell and 

Bozorgnia 2008 (CB08), Boore and Atkinson 2008 (BA08), Abrahamson and Silva 2008 

(AS08) and Chiou and Youngs 2008 (CY08) GMPEs (Campbell and Bozorgnia 2008, Boore 

and Atkinson 2008, Abrahamson and Silva 2008, Chiou and Youngs 2008). The considered 

ERFs were equally weighted logic tree realizations from Version 2 of the Uniform California 

Earthquake Rupture Forecast (Field et al. 2008). Earthquakes were assumed to occur 

according to a homogenous Poisson process. The resulting set of seismic hazard functions is 

shown in Figure 7.15. This model neglects uncertainty in site parameters and models only 
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four different GMPEs that were derived with significant cross-collaboration between 

researchers (Al Atik and Youngs 2013). It can thus be considered a conservative 

underestimate on the “true” level of epistemic uncertainty. Recalculating the joint distribution 

for each unique GMPE and ERF combination was computationally impracticable based on 

the available software, so the joint probability distribution for each seismic hazard realization 

was simply assumed to follow an empirically derived copula based on the Campbell and 

Bozorgnia (2008) GMPE as shown in Figure 7.9. 

 

Figure 7.15. Realizations of possible seismic hazard functions based on 4 different GMPEs (CB08, BA08, 

AS08 and CY08) and 144 different ERFs from Version 2 of the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture 

Forecast. Seismic hazard functions based on the UCERF2 single branch ERF model for each GMPE are 

also shown. 

Epistemic uncertainties in structural vulnerability (specifically component fragility curve 

parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities) were 

modelled as set out in Section 6.6 utilizing the techniques presented in Chapter 3.  In all 

cases, the apportionment of uncertainties between perceived “aleatory” and “epistemic” parts 

was based on the grouped data assumption. The resulting realizations of expected repair cost 

as a function of shaking intensity for the three studied buildings are shown in Figure 7.16.  
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Figure 7.16. Realizations of expected repair cost as a function of shaking intensity for the three studied 

buildings, considering epistemic uncertainty in component fragility curves and simultaneous and 

mutually exclusive damage state probabilities. 

Epistemic uncertainties were also considered in discount rate, time period, and the change in 

cost to incorporate isolation. These parameters were modelled as either taking on a best 

estimate value, a lower bound estimate value or an upper bound estimate value, as shown in 

Table 7.1. The discount rate selections cover the typical range suggested for cost-benefit 

analysis in FEMA (1992) and Zerbe and Falit-Baiamonte (2001). The time period selection is 

selected approximately by multiplying the commonly adopted 50 year value by conservative 

factors of 0.2 and 3. Lastly, the cost premium selections are based on Terzic et al. (2012), 

Mayes et al. (2013) and Baéz (2010), as well as a general consideration of the wider literature 

reviewed in Section 2.1.3. 

Table 7.1. Values of discount rate, time period and change in cost to incorporate isolation used in analysis 

of epistemic uncertainty. 

Parameter Lower bound value Best estimate value Upper bound value 

Discount rate   2% 3.5% 7% 

Time period    10 years 50 years 150 years 

Cost premium,     $0.48 million (+2%) $1.2 million (+5%) $3.0 million (+12.5%) 

Epistemic uncertainties in repair cost distributions and in distributions seismic demands given 

intensity were not considered here because of a lack of data and high computational demand, 

respectively. Building replacement and business interruption (and their associated 

uncertainties) were also not considered. All simulations adopted the correct, partially 

correlated assumption regarding the occurrence of 0.5 second and 3.0 second spectral 

accelerations. 
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7.4.2 Results considering epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard 

The effect of epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard functions on distributions of possible 

EAL are shown in Figure 7.17. The coefficients of variation in EAL are 0.12 for the 

conventional SCBF, 0.27 for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall and 0.47 for the isolated 

OCBF with a moat wall. This implies that epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard are 

particularly impactful for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. This observation is explained 

simply by the fact that expected repair costs in the isolated OCBF increase sharply if moat 

wall pounding occurs, so that uncertainty as to the likelihood or plausibility of moat wall 

pounding has an important effect on the EAL. 

 

Figure 7.17. Histograms of EAL realizations for the three studied buildings considering epistemic 

uncertainty in seismic hazard. 

Loss exceedence probability curves and probability distributions of net present value 

considering epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard are shown in Figure 7.18. Epistemic 

uncertainty in seismic hazard has a particularly significant effect on the variability of 

probability distributions of total loss for the isolated OCBF building with a moat wall at low 

50 year exceedence probabilities although the effect is also noticeable for the isolated OCBF 

with no moat wall. The inclusion of a moat wall in net present value estimation has an 

insignificant effect on the overall shape of the net present value distributions but adds very 

small probabilities of negative benefit (i.e. net present values occurring that are less than the 

first cost increase to incorporate base isolation). 
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Figure 7.18. (a) Loss exceedence probability curves (LEPCs) and (b) probability distributions of net 

present value (PDNPV)  including the effects of epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard. 

7.4.3 Results considering epistemic uncertainty in structural vulnerability 

The effects of epistemic uncertainty in structural vulnerability (specifically epistemic 

uncertainty in fragility curve parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage 

state probabilities) on distributions of possible EAL are shown in Figure 7.19. The 

coefficients of variation in EAL are 0.25 for the conventional SCBF, 0.20 for the isolated 

OCBF without a moat wall and 0.49 for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. For the 

conventional SCBF, the EAL coefficient of variation considering epistemic uncertainty in 

structural fragility curve parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state 

probabilities is more than double that associated with epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard. 

This provides evidence on the general importance of uncertainties in fragility curve 

parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities in robust  

seismic performance assessments. For the isolated OCBF with no moat wall, the EAL 

distribution is highly right-skewed with moat EAL realizations falling below the EAL that is 
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obtained when epistemic uncertainties are neglected. The phenomenon is readily explained 

based on the importance on fragility curve lower tails, which are frequently shortened when 

fragility curve uncertainties are apportioned into aleatory and epistemic parts. This effect is 

also present, but is less significant, for the isolated OCBF with a moat wall. 

 

Figure 7.19. Histograms of EAL realizations for the three studied buildings considering epistemic 

uncertainty in fragility curve parameters and simultaneous and mutually exclusive damage states. 

Loss exceedence probability curves and probability distributions of net present value 

considering epistemic uncertainty in fragility curve parameters and mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage state probabilities are shown in Figure 7.20. Comparison with Figure 

7.18 suggests that epistemic uncertainties in fragility curve parameters and mutually 

exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities have a more significant effect on the 

distributions of probable losses at small return periods and a less significant effect on the 

distributions of probable losses at large return periods, particularly for the isolated OCBF. 

Figure 7.20(b) shows that epistemic uncertainties in fragility curve parameters and mutually 

exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities have a relatively small impact on the 

general shape of probability distributions of net present value. 
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Figure 7.20. (a) Loss exceedence probability curves (LEPCs) and (b) probability distributions of net 

present value (PDNPV)  including the effects of epistemic uncertainty in fragility curve parameters and 

mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities 

7.4.4 Results considering all epistemic uncertainties 

Figure 7.21 demonstrates the changes to expected benefit-cost ratio that are associated with 

each of the sources of uncertainty considered in this example, including the time period, the 

discount rate and the first cost to incorporate base isolation. All five epistemic uncertainty 

sources have a significant effect on expected benefit-cost ratio. Epistemic uncertainties in the 

seismic hazard model are notably less significant than epistemic uncertainties in fragility 

curve parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities. The 

most important source of epistemic uncertainty, at least conditioned on the assumptions 

adopted in this example, is the first cost to incorporate base isolation. Large increases to the 

benefit-cost ratio are achievable if the first cost to incorporate base isolation can be reduced 

from about +5% to about +2% to +3%. This result reinforces the results of the sensitivity 

analysis from Section 3.9.2. 
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Figure 7.21. The effect five sources of epistemic uncertainty on the expected benefit-cost ratio associated 

with incorporating base isolation. The top three bars show the changes in expected benefit-cost ratio that 

are observed on changing input parameters to assumed lower bound and upper bound values. The 

bottom two bars are of a box-and-whisker type format and show medians, lower and upper quartiles, and 

minimum and maximum values. 

Figure 7.22 shows loss exceedence probability curves and probability distributions of net 

present value considering combinations of epistemic uncertainty sources. Specifically, the 

distributions in Figure 7.22a and Figure 7.22b consider epistemic uncertainties in the seismic 

hazard and structural vulnerability input models, whereas the distributions in Figure 7.22c 

considers also the addition of epistemic uncertainties associated with the first cost increase to 

incorporate base isolation. The set of plausible loss exceedence probability curves in Figure 

7.22a is highly diverse as it considers multiple sources of epistemic uncertainty. Moreover, 

this set of plausible loss exceedence probability curves represents an underestimate of the 

“true” level of epistemic uncertainty, as it does not consider epistemic uncertainties in repair 

costs, demand predictions or site parameters (e.g. VS30). These epistemic uncertainties are 

expected to be significant. 
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Figure 7.22. (a) Loss exceedence probability curves (LEPCs) and (b) and (c) probability distributions of 

net present value (PDNPV), including the effects of epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard, fragility 

curve parameters and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities. The PDNPVs in 

(c) include the additional effect of uncertainties in the first cost to incorporate base isolation. 

Epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard and structural vulnerability are important but only 

if significantly large earthquakes actually occur within the analysis time period. Conversely, 

uncertainties in construction costs are consequential regardless of whether a significant 

earthquake occurs. Thus changes in net present value associated with uncertainty in the first 
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cost increase to incorporate base isolation are significant over the entire exceedence 

probability range in Figure 7.22c. The dominant role of uncertainty in the construction costs 

in Figure 7.22c suggests that, if estimates of epistemic uncertainty in seismic hazard and 

structural vulnerability are unavailable, it is reasonable to approximate a set of possible net 

present value distributions using the following simplified two-step process: 

1. Determine the probability distribution of net present value neglecting epistemic 

uncertainties; and 

2. Introduce the effect of epistemic uncertainty in construction costs and apply the 

appropriate incremental changes to the probability distributions from Step 1. 

This approach saves a significant amount of computation time by negating the need for the 

investigation of epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard and structural vulnerability, but 

sacrifices in underestimating degree of uncertainty in the lower and upper tails of the net 

present distribution. 

7.4.5 Discussion on the application of calculated output to decision making 

The utility of the results from the proposed method rests in the provision of more detailed 

information on the cost-effectiveness of the investment in base isolation for decision makers 

as well as probability distributions of stakeholder outcomes that enable a variety of advanced 

decision making approaches (e.g. see Kaplan and Garrick 1981, Section 7, Haimes 2004, 

Porter et al. 2004, Goda and Hong 2006, 2008). The effect of these approaches on decision 

making (specifically in comparison to decision making based on expected values) is 

inherently subjective in that it depends on the decision-maker’s specific risk-taking 

preferences. The focus of this illustrative example is thus on the provision of the required 

probability distribution inputs as oppose to their actual application in decision making. 

The inclusion of epistemic uncertainties provides decision-makers with quantitative output 

that demonstrates the potential limitations of the probabilistic models used, which is 

consistent with a robust and forthcoming approach cost-benefit analysis. It also provides 

more robust estimates of seismic loss expected values and variances. However, the inclusion 

of epistemic uncertainties introduces considerable complexity. It is thus necessary for the 

analyst to weigh up the importance of the additional information against the increase in 

computational expense on a case-by-case basis. 
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7.5. Conclusions 

A method has been proposed for deriving probability distributions of total net present value 

for the investment in base isolation. The method allows for the contribution of multiple 

events in series and discounting of future cash flows to their present value, as well as 

dependency of isolated and conventional buildings on the spectral acceleration in different 

frequency ranges by allowing the isolated and conventional structures to have different 

intensity measures. Vector intensity pairs are then simulated for each event using the results 

of Vector-valued Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. 

The proposed method was applied to assess the comparative performance of three-story steel 

isolated and conventional building options over a 50 year life cycle. Joint probability 

distributions for the two buildings intensity measures were approximated using the GCIM 

function in OpenSHA (Field 2003). The Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure was then 

used to ensure that the required marginal distributions were exactly achieved. 

The analysis was first carried out without consideration of epistemic uncertainties. The range 

of probable net present value outcomes and their approximate likelihoods were determined 

with and without consideration of building replacement. Probabilities of large negative and 

positive benefits were identified when the isolated building was modelled with a moat wall.  

Probability distributions of net present value derived using the proposed method were 

compared to the case in which the two spectral acceleration ordinates were assumed to be 

uncorrelated and perfectly correlated. These cases did not require Vector-valued Probabilistic 

Seismic Hazard Analysis and were found to provide useful lower and upper bounds on the 

“true” distribution. 

Analyses were then re-run allowing for epistemic uncertainty in component fragility curves 

and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities, seismic hazard, time 

period, discount rate and change in cost to incorporate isolation. Although the selected 

plausible value range for these inputs is difficult to define with certainty, the approach is 

nonetheless useful in that it provides an approximate quantification on changes in net present 

value introduced by each source as well as the limitations of the probabilistic model. Such 

limitations may be intuitively appreciated by those familiar with earthquake risk modelling, 

but may not be appreciated by other stakeholders and decision makers. The effects of all of 

the five epistemic uncertainty sources were significant but the first cost to incorporate base 
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isolation was found to be particularly influential. The tails of probability distributions of total 

net present value loss in the isolated building were shown to be particularly uncertain with 

regards to seismic hazard. The credibility of moat wall pounding as a source of hazard for the 

isolated building was ultimately identified as uncertain. Epistemic uncertainties in fragility 

curves and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state failure probabilities had a more 

significant effect on EALs than epistemic uncertainties in seismic hazard. For the 

conventional SCBF, the coefficient of variation in EAL introduced by epistemic uncertainty 

in fragility curves and mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state failure probabilities 

was approximately double the coefficient of variation introduced by epistemic uncertainty in 

seismic hazard. 
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Chapter 8  

Conclusions 

 

 

 

This dissertation has investigated the risks and benefits involved with adoption of base 

isolation through case study investigation and the methods by which these risks and benefits 

are quantified. It set out a series of potential extensions to the PEER PBEE performance 

assessment methodology and the application of these extensions to a set of case study 

buildings with and without base isolation, including a detailed treatment of moat wall 

pounding effects. The following sections discuss the dissertation’s key contributions and 

recommend areas for future research. 

8.1. Comparative performance assessment of a base isolated and a 

conventional steel building 

Chapter 3 analysed in detail the comparative performance of a conventional (i.e. fixed base) 

and a base isolated braced steel office building located in Los Angeles, California. The 

conventional building design was minimally compliant whereas the isolated building design 

was slightly over-conservative, based on an assumed site class C soil condition. The overall 

performance of the isolated building was superior to the conventional building. However, this 

result was dependent upon a number of input assumptions, including the size of the moat wall 

gap, the superstructure strength and stiffness and the design of the isolation system. 

The financial effects of moat wall pounding in three dimensions were investigated for the 

first time. The fact that pounding was modelled in three-dimensions is significant because 

moat wall pounding may occur predominantly in one direction only or, alternatively, moat 

wall impacts may be oblique, particularly when the torsional response of buildings is 

considered. Results showed that damage to the isolated building was magnified significantly 
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if structural pounding occurred between the superstructure and the surrounding moat wall. 

The variability in repair costs was large when the isolated building did impact against the 

surrounding moat wall. 

Deaggregation of EAL by intensity revealed that, when building replacement is considered, 

the isolated building’s EAL was governed by the potential for moat wall pounding. Building 

replacement and moat wall modelling should thus be considered in future analytical loss 

estimation studies on base isolated buildings. This result also reinforces the importance of the 

seismic gap selection in isolated building design. 

An issue was encountered regarding PACT’s suggested fragility curve for OCBF braces. Its 

use led to unrealistic damage realizations for the buildings studied. The issue was 

investigated in detail and a new approximate modelling strategy was developed that 

incorporated information from seismic response modelling. Results were presented and 

compared with and without the new method. Use of the proposed method decreased the EAL 

for the isolated OCBF without a moat wall from $3400 to $140, although these EALs did not 

account for business downtime associated with repair time or the time to inspect for building 

damage after a large earthquake. 

A number of different approaches were developed to model business interruption costs. 

Incorporating planning times for repair after large earthquakes increased the conventional 

building’s EAL significantly, but had little impact on the base isolated building’s EAL. 

Neglecting repair times for damage states deemed too minor to affect occupancy of the 

buildings led to non-trivial reductions in EALs in all buildings studied. Also, allowing the 

business to relocate to an offsite location shortly after a large earthquake mitigated the worst 

effects of business interruption loss. The modelling approach did not account for the time to 

inspect buildings after large earthquakes. 

A simple cost-benefit analysis was carried out on the studied buildings. Assuming a time 

period of 50 years, a discount rate of 3.5% and a first cost increase to incorporate base 

isolation of 5%, the expected benefit-to-cost ratio for incorporating base isolation was 

approximately 0.54 if quick and efficient business relocation was possible but 2.6 if business 

relocation was not possible. These ratios highlighted the potential importance of business 

interruption after large earthquake events. 
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8.2. Uncertainty in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage 

state probabilities 

FEMA P-58 models damage to building components using a combination of sequential, 

mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states. Current implementation of mutually 

exclusive and simultaneous damage states assumes that failure probabilities are known 

constants. Chapter 4 investigated an alternative approach that incorporated epistemic 

(knowledge) uncertainties into the generation of multiple plausible damage probabilities for 

mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states. A series of methods based on Bayesian 

statistics were set out and used to derive multiple possible failure probabilities for traction 

elevator simultaneous damage states as modelled in PACT (FEMA 2012d). Finite sample 

uncertainties increased the overall uncertainty in the damage state probability by a relatively 

small amount, whereas a treatment of epistemic host-to-target uncertainty via the assumption 

of grouped data significantly increased the level of uncertainty. This effect was found to be 

prominent for the PACT simultaneous damage states 1 and 4. The potential impact of 

epistemic uncertainty in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states on decision 

making was investigated with an applied focus on traction elevators. 

8.3. Estimation of fragility curve mixtures from grouped data 

Previous research on the estimation of epistemic uncertainties in component fragility curve 

parameters has focussed on finite sample uncertainty and loading increment uncertainty. 

Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) proposed a method for the estimation of a mixture of 

possible fragility curves that is defined by an overall median as well as aleatory and epistemic 

components of lognormal dispersion. Straub and Der Kiureghian’s method requires minimal 

input data and accounts for epistemic host-to-target uncertainty by allowing for groupings in 

the observed data. However, the method estimates fragility models in some situations 

(particularly with a limited sample size of Bounding EDP type data) with large lognormal 

dispersions. These high-dispersion models may conflict with the analyst’s subjective 

engineering judgment. In this light, Chapter 4 set out two methods for estimating sets of 

possible fragility curves that incorporate an increased role of engineering judgment, all in a 

structured manner. The first was an informative prior for the Straub and Der Kiureghian 

method that restricts the component capacity range. The fragility of traction elevators was 

investigated using the proposed informative prior. The proposed prior was found to be 
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effective in constraining fragility curve realizations and had a significant effect on the set of 

realized fragility curves even when the prior parameters were specified conservatively. A six 

parameter fragility model was then formulated. A method for estimating the model 

parameters was set out based on Bayesian statistics and the six model parameters were 

successfully estimated in two separate illustrative examples. The six parameter approach gave 

a mixture of lognormal fragility curves that more closely the available data in both cases. 

Additionally, a form was proposed for the elicitation of fragility curve mixtures from the 

judgment of experts. 

8.4. Modelling of damage state correlations using copulas 

Correlation between observed component damage states is caused by shared factors that 

influence the response of multiple components at once. It is strictly correct that these 

correlations should be accounted for in probabilistic seismic performance assessments.  These 

correlations increase the variability of performance outputs which in turn affect calculations 

of probable losses from loss hazard curves. In Chapter 5, available methods for modelling 

damage state correlations were reviewed and a new approach was proposed based on copulas. 

The proposed copula methodology cannot assign different correlation coefficients for 

different component capacities as in Bradley and Lee (2010a), but requires less input 

information, offers comparable or improved computational efficiency and cannot be misused 

to generate erroneous negative joint damage state probabilities through improper correlation 

coefficient selection. On this basis, the copula approach is suggested as an appropriate 

method for modelling damage state correlation in future research. 

8.5. Variation of repair costs with the number of damaged 

components 

The cost to repair one component unit and the number of units to be repaired are not 

independent. When many identical components require repair, the contractor mobilization, 

demobilization, and overhead costs are spread over a larger volume of work, resulting in 

reduced unit repair costs (FEMA 2012a). FEMA P-58 incorporates this effect by reducing the 

unit repair cost as the number of damaged components increases. Previous research has not 

addressed how this variation should or could be incorporated into analytical frameworks. 

Chapter 5 investigated this problem in detail and two methods were suggested to model the 
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dependence, an exact method and a method based on FOSM methods. A case study example 

suggested that the FOSM method provides reasonable accuracy with significantly reduced 

computational complexity. 

8.6. Advanced storey-based loss estimation 

Chapter 5 set out an advanced storey-based loss estimation methodology for assessing 

building level repair costs including epistemic uncertainty and inter-component correlations, 

which extends on the storey-based loss estimation framework from Ramirez and Miranda 

(2009). The method required the pre-calculation of key outputs for a number of floor groups, 

including probability distributions of floor group repair cost conditioned on the floor group 

EDP and correlation coefficients between floor groups conditioned on the two floor group 

EDPs. Once these floor group outputs have been calculated, FOSM methods or Monte Carlo 

simulation can be used to assess loss outputs for the building as a whole with comparatively 

low computational effort. 

The analytical equations required to calculate inter-floor group correlation coefficients were 

documented. Analytical and Monte Carlo procedures were also set out for approximating the 

probability distribution of loss for each floor group. Both the analytical approach and the 

Monte Carlo approaches allowed for inter-component repair cost and damage state 

correlations. The analytical approach included a treatment of mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage states, which has not been previously considered. 

In Chapter 6, the advanced storey-based loss estimation method was applied to an inventory 

of five different floor groups that cover the non-structural component inventory for a typical 

office building. Expected loss functions and component deaggregations for each floor group 

were calculated, revealing a high loss contribution from interior partitions and suspended 

ceilings. Both acceleration and drift sensitive floor groups contributed significantly to 

earthquake losses. 

Coefficients of variation in floor group repair costs were unrealistically low when inter-

component correlations were neglected. Both repair cost and damage state correlations were 

sufficient to significantly increase variability in floor group losses. Damage state correlations 

particularly affected variance at moderate EDPs when significant probabilities existed for 

more than one damage state. Conversely, repair cost correlations were generally more 
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important at high EDPs. Correlations were found to have a significantly lesser effect on floor 

group repair cost variance when mutually exclusive or simultaneous damage states existed. 

The effect of epistemic uncertainties on floor group outputs was then investigated. Epistemic 

uncertainties in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage states were found to have a 

large effect on the overall repair cost uncertainty in each floor group, suggesting that 

epistemic uncertainties in mutually exclusive and simultaneous damage state probabilities 

should not be ignored in future research. Repair cost correlations and epistemic uncertainties 

in fragility parameters together were found to significantly increase the variability in floor 

group repair costs. 

8.7. Robust comparative performance assessment of base isolated 

and fixed base structures 

Chapter 7 proposed a new method of estimating probability distributions net present value for 

the investment in base isolation that accounts for: (a) the potential contribution of multiple 

events; (b) discounting of future events to their present value; and (c) the buildings’ 

dependence on spectral accelerations at different frequencies. This is achieved by simulating 

vector intensity pairs from the results of Vector-valued Probabilistic Seismic Hazard 

Analysis. The method is useful for identifying the range and likelihood of different net 

present value outcomes as well as determining the potential for negative benefits in isolated 

buildings for which moat wall pounding represents a significant source of seismic risk. 

The proposed method was applied in a detailed case study using the building designs from 

Chapter 3, the fragility models from Chapter 4 and the advanced storey-based loss modelling 

framework from Chapters 5 and 6. Joint probability distributions for the two buildings 

intensity measures were approximated using the GCIM function in OpenSHA (Field 2003).  

The analysis was first carried out without consideration of epistemic uncertainties. 

Probabilities of negative benefit (i.e. net present values less than the additional cost to 

incorporate base isolation) were identified when the isolated building was modelled with a 

moat wall but not when the building was modelled without a moat wall. Probabilities of 

negative benefit were small (i.e. less than 1% in 50 years). Analyses were then re-run 

allowing for epistemic uncertainty in component fragility curves and mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage state probabilities, seismic hazard, time period, discount rate and 
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change in cost to incorporate isolation. The tails of probability distributions of total net 

present value loss in the isolated building were shown to be particularly uncertain with 

regards to the input seismic hazard. The credibility of moat wall pounding as a source of 

hazard for the isolated building was ultimately identified as uncertain. For the conventional 

SCBF building, epistemic uncertainties in fragility curves and mutually exclusive and 

simultaneous damage state probabilities were found to be more influential than epistemic 

uncertainties in seismic hazard. The decision-making framework provides the necessary 

probability distributions that enable a variety of advanced decision-making frameworks that 

account for subjective preferences to risk and risk aversion. 

8.8. Limitations and future work 

8.8.1 Sensitivity to key input parameters 

The Chapter 3 case study assumed a site class C soil condition (with a shear wave velocity 

over the top 30 m of soil, VS30, equal to 540 m/s) and a slightly over-conservative seismic gap 

size, and commented on the expected effects as the VS30 and seismic gap size are decreased. 

The case study considered also only one building occupancy type, one set of building designs 

and one site location (near Los Angeles, California). Assessing the sensitivity of decision 

outputs to changes in these parameters was outside the scope of this dissertation and should 

be addressed in future work through a rigorous parametric study. This study would ultimately 

draw more conclusive lines as to those situations when base isolation represents cost-

effective and appropriate earthquake risk management and those situations when it does not. 

8.8.2 The effects of moat wall impacts 

Chapter 3 investigated the effects of moat wall pounding on losses in base isolated buildings. 

Results suggested that moat wall pounding degrades the performance of base isolated 

buildings significantly, which in turn suggests that conservatism is warranted in the design of 

isolated buildings. However, this finding is sensitive to several input assumptions including 

the building designs, the impact model and the fragility functions of building components. 

More research is required to fully understand the effects of moat wall pounding on base 

isolated structures. In particular, the following topics warrant further study: 

a) The sensitivity of structural response predictions to the isolated building 

superstructure design, moat wall design, seismic gap size, and the impact models used 
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in finite element analysis, as well as validation of numerical model predictions against 

the observed response of real base isolated buildings. 

b) The likelihood of building collapse and enforced building replacement in base 

isolated buildings after severe moat wall impacts and the relationship with impact 

velocity and impact angle. 

c) Improved definition of long period seismic hazard including near-fault effects. 

Research on these topics would together provide a basis for more intelligent and appropriate 

performance-based design of base isolated buildings. In situations when increasing the 

seismic gap size to desired levels is infeasible, passive or semi-active control strategies may 

be developed to mitigate pounding risks. 

8.8.3 Near-fault effects 

This dissertation assumed seismic hazard inputs from seismic hazard curves and did not 

attempt to explicitly model near-fault effects. Further research is necessary to model the 

performance of isolated buildings including three-dimensional moat wall pounding and 

accounting explicitly for near-fault effects. This research would provide guidance for the 

performance-based design of isolated buildings near active faults. 

8.8.4 The fragility of OCBF braces 

The Chapter 3 case study found that the suggested fragility curves for OCBF braces in PACT 

were predicting damage to braces at very small EDPs in which neither the brace or the gusset 

were close to yield. A suitable strategy was adopted for preventing erroneous brace damage 

realizations by overriding the drift EDP to zero if the model had not predicted stresses 

approaching the yield stress in either the brace or the gusset. This approach gives realistic 

results but also underscores that significant improvements are possible for the fragility 

modelling of OCBF braces. Further work is necessary to populate the database of 

experimental tests and to determine improved analytical fragility models using, for example, 

the methods outlined in Gardoni et al. (2002) or Lignos and Karamanci (2013). 

8.8.5 The fragility of interior partition walls 

Chapter 3 determined that the interior partition walls (specifically the fragility curve for 

damage state 1) have a significant effect on the performance of base isolated buildings. 
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PACT suggests that interior partition wall failures become likely at very low inter-storey 

drifts (for example, a 5% failure probability occurs at only 0.08% drift), which is dependent 

on experimental test results from Bersofsky (2004) and John A. Blume and Associates (1966, 

1968). However, the illustrative example in Chapter 4 demonstrates that the inter-storey drift 

at which partition wall failure probabilities become significant is subject to significant 

epistemic uncertainty. This precedent is also validated in Lee et al. (2007), in which industry 

experts suggested that repair costs only manifested at inter-storey drifts between 0.2% and 

1.0%. In light of these findings, further research is necessary to confirm the validity of PACT 

interior partition wall fragility curve for damage state 1, and, if necessary, update the 

resulting repair cost estimates. 

8.8.6 Business interruption cost modelling 

This dissertation proposed a series of simple approaches for the modelling of business 

interruption costs and demonstrated that business interruption costs are potentially very 

important for the cost-benefit analysis of isolated buildings. However, the proposed 

approaches did not capture owner-tenant-insurer apportionments, business insolvency, 

regional economic interactions, demand surge, business loss recapture or income sources not 

dependent on building occupancy such as royalties and interest on savings and investments. 

Future research is necessary to improve on business interruption cost modelling strategies. In 

particular, data on the business interruption costs incurred by real businesses after real 

earthquakes are required for model validation. 

8.8.7 Expert elicitation of fragility curves and repair cost distributions including explicit 

treatment of epistemic uncertainty 

Several uncertain quantities in FEMA P-58 are estimated wholly or in part by expert 

judgments. Chapter 4 suggested that expert judgments can be elicited in a manner that allows 

explicitly for the contribution of epistemic and aleatory uncertainties based on a six 

parameter fragility model. Further research is necessary to apply these judgment-based 

approaches to the estimation of real component fragility curves and repair cost distributions, 

and to assess the resulting effects on building-level decision making outputs in case study 

buildings. 
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8.8.8 Implementation of the advanced storey-based loss modelling method 

Chapter 5 proposed an advanced storey-based loss modelling method based on lumping 

losses together at the floor level. Further research is required to enhance this methodology 

with particular focus on: (a) rigorous comparison of computation times in relation to 

currently available methods for small and large problems with and without partial inter-

component correlations; (b) developing a general software package using the advanced 

storey-based loss estimation method with a pre-calculated database of floor group data; and 

(c) validation of floor group repair cost outputs including epistemic uncertainties and inter-

component correlations to observed repair costs in real earthquakes. 
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The total variance                can be expressed as: 
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 Where: 
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The first of the right hand side terms in Equation A-1 can be expressed as: 
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 Where: 

     The Kronecker delta function which is equal to 1 if     but 0 if     

Expanding and simplifying leads to: 
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The second right hand side term in Equation A-1 can be expressed as: 
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(A-4) 

Combining these expressions, the total variance (including aleatory and epistemic 

uncertainties) in    given     can be written as Equation A-5. Note that all terms containing 

  [        ]  are cancelled out. Given that   [        ]  can be alternatively written as 

  [    ]  [    ]     (        ), this demonstrates that correlation between the mean repair 

costs of different damage states has no effect on the resulting variance of loss given EDP. 
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Based on the definition of variance, the term   [    
 ] can be expanded to ( ̅   
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Substituting this into Equation A-5, rearranging and simplifying gives: 
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